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ABSTRACT 

This research aims to analyze Morphological processes on the words containing 
derivational affixes in Edgar Allan Poe’s The Black Cat. The method of this research is 
descriptive qualitative. The researcher found 154 words that attached by derivational 
affixes as the result of this research. They can be categorized based on part of speech 
into four types: the first is derivational affixes producing noun. They have percentage 
45%, with the suffixes-ence, -cy, -ty, -ity, -tion, -ation, -ion,-ment, -ure, -ness, -ent, -
ance ,-er, -or, and -ing. The second is derivational affixes producing verb. They 
havepercentage 1%, with the suffix -en. The third is derivational affixes producing 
adjective. They have percentage 17%, with the suffixes -al, -able, -ful, -y, -ish, -ent,-
less, -ing and -ous. The last is derivational affixes producing adverb. They have 
percentage 37%, with the suffix –ly. The researcher also found the prefixes, they are 
un-,in-,dis- and re-. The derivational affixes producing noun is the most frequently 
appear in Edgar Allan Poe’s The Black Cat with a percentage of 45%. 
Keywords: Derivational Affixes,Morphological Processes, Short Story 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Every knowledge must have scope 
of it study as well as language. 
Language is the way for us as human to 
communicate with other people, to 
express our feelings also our emotions. 
The voice sounds which is speaking and 
the writing symbols are the way that we 
use and the words as their structure. All 
of those characteristics find in 
linguistics. Each of languages have 
differences rules in many ways 
however the branches of their 
linguistics are broadly same. There are 
a lot of languages in the world, the one 
of the most influential language in 
many fields is English. English is the 
important language after the native 
language.  

English becomes the universal 
language because many countries make 

English as their official language and 
second language, these make the people 
easy to socialize and communicate with 
each other. Besides that, in the field of 
literature, English has played an 
important role. For the instance, there 
are many literary works in English, the 
one of them is short story. Deals with 
the importance of English, in addition 
to their needs, many people also learn 
English to survive in this globalization.  

As we know the important methods 
to learn English are listening, speaking, 
reading and writing. They have 
relevance to each other with the aim to 
improve our English skills. Word is the 
main thing to improve and to know our 
English skills, the more words that we 
know it will make our vocabulary be 
better. 
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Learning about a foreign language 
is a fundamentally that has problem in 
the vocabulary of the language. 
nonetheless, to claim a person who 
speak English frequently mention to 
how well he speaks. To be allow to take 
a part in the talk at least he has to know 
the key of words which are 
vocabularies used in it (Wallace, 1984, 
p. 9). Therefore, increasing our 
vocabulary will make us understand the 
meaning of the word itself. In every 
word has the construction of the word, 
it discussed in the morphology.  

According to Samsuri (1988, p. 15) 
said that Morphology is the one part of 
linguistics that learns about the 
structure and formation of word. 
Basically, the word is formed of the 
morpheme which defined as the 
smallest meaningful unit in a language 
that cannot be separated and examined. 
Morpheme that can stand alone by itself 
as a word is called a free morpheme. In 
contrast to a bound morpheme, this 
morpheme cannot stand alone as a 
word, usually covered by prefixes and 
suffixes. The formation of word has 
basic functions that make the word 
which has concrete meaning can form a 
new word by having a new concept and 
the lexeme which is the dictionary word 
that has abstract meaning is allowed to 
exist in new class word. These 
functions will react when a lexeme has 
a process of word formation. There are 
some types of word formation process, 
an affixation is one of them.  

Affixation is the morphological 
process by which a bound morpheme or 
an affix is attached to a root or steam 
creates either a different form of that 
word or new word with a different 
meaning. The affixation process in 
English can also be classified into two 
types, they are derivational and 
inflectional. Lieber (2009, p. 33) stated 
that derivation is in fact the process of 
attaching the base with prefixes or 
suffixes that form a new lexeme. The 

process of derivational can change the 
meaning and the part of speech of the 
base. For the example, the affixation of 
the suffix –ly to adjective fluent in 
order to derive the adverb fluently. 
Whereas, the inflectional different with 
the derivational, the inflectional doesn’t 
change the meaning and the part of 
speech. Booij (2005, p. 112) also points 
out the main difference between 
inflectional and derivational is in their 
functional, the derivational produces 
new lexeme and the inflection form 
new forms of the same lexeme. 
Therefore, the researcher is interested to 
conduct this topic because in 
derivational, from just one word it can 
form new word with different meaning 
and also usually can change the part of 
speech of the word.  

 Based the brief statement above, 
the researcher is interested in analyzing 
Morphological processes onthe words 
containing derivational affixes in Edgar 
Allan Poe’s The Black Cat 
 
METHODOLOGY 
Research Design 

The research design is process 
that used to collecting and analyzing the 
data to discover new fact or provide a 
better understanding of a topic. 
According to Creswell (2009, p. 3) said 
that research design is plans and the 
processes for the research to detailed 
methods of data collection and 
analysis.This research in realm of 
qualitative method. According to 
Bogdan and Taylor (in Moleong, 2006, 
p. 4) states “Qualitative method is used 
as research procedures that resulted 
descriptive data containing of spoken 
and written words and people behaviour 
which can be observed”. The aim of 
qualitative method is to provide a 
complete and detailed description of 
what has been observed (MacDonald & 
Headlam, 2008, p. 9).   

Because this research just 
collects and analyzes the data, this 
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research is also part of the descriptive 
method. Freankel and Wallen (1993, p. 
23) stated that descriptive method is a 
method for explaining, analysing, and 
classifying things using different 
techniques, surveys, interviews, 
questioners, observations, and texts. In 
addition, Etna Widodo and Mukhtar 
(2000) defined most of descriptive 
method are not designed to test the 
hypothesis but rather to describe 
phenomena, variables or circumstances. 
As regards to the statement above, the 
data of this research not to explain the 
testing of hypothesis neither the 
correlation, in other words it will be 
explained according to a phenomenon 
or a nature of situation which exists in 
the research. The problems of this 
research are solved with systematic and 
accurate description deal with the facts 
and characteristics of research data as 
the purpose of this method. By using 
descriptive qualitative method, the 
researcher would like to collect, 
classify, and analyze Morphological 
processes onthe words containing 
derivational affixes in Edgar Allan 
Poe’s The Black Cat. 

 
Source of Data 

Source of data is the original 
sources which the data comes from. 
The researcher used primary and 
secondary data as the sources of data in 
this research. The primary data is the 
data which is directly collected by the 
researcher him or herself. The primary 
data in this research took from a short 
story. Meanwhile, the secondary data is 
the data collected or produce by 
someone else but another one wanted to 
utilize the data. The researcher took the 
secondary data of this research to 
support primary data, they are from 
several books related with morphology 
and some graduating papers which the 
analysis topic have same or close with 
this research. 

Data is the material or object 
which can be words, numbers, 
descriptions or observations that have 
collected and will be analyzed. The data 
in this research is all of the words that 
are attached by derivational affixes 
found in Edgar Allan Poe’s The Black 
Catthat have 14 pages and was 
published in 1843. 
 
Technique of Collecting Data 

Technique of collecting data is 
the procedure to collect the data or 
information which related to the 
problems of the research. The data that 
has been collecting must be valid, so 
the conclusion drawn by researcher can 
also be valid.In the qualitative research, 
the data cannot be expressed in number 
including this research, the data in this 
research are not in number but in the 
form of words. 
The researcher collects the data by 
doing some steps as follow: 
1. FindingEdgar Allan Poe’s The Black 

Catin PDF version  
2. Reading all the contents of Edgar 

Allan Poe’s The Black Cat 
3. Marking all the word which are 

contain English derivational affixes 
by underline those words 

4. Listing the data that have been 
marked which are contains English 
derivational affixes 

 
Technique of Analyzing Data 

Technique of analyzing data is 
procedure to process the data into 
information so that the data are easy to 
understand and useful which can be 
used to draw conclusions. This research 
only focus to analyzeMorphological 
processes onthe words containing 
derivational affixes in Edgar Allan 
Poe’s The Black Cat, and the analysis 
will be drawn descriptively. 
The researcher analyzed the data by 
using some steps as follows: 
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1. Reading all the contents of Edgar 
Allan Poe’s The Black Catfrom page 
3 until 14. 

2. Finding and listing all the word that 
are contain English derivational 
affixes 

3. Making table to describes English 
derivational affixes of words in 
Edgar Allan Poe’s The Black Cat 

4. Classifying the roots and bases in 
Edgar Allan Poe’s The Black 
Catdepend on their part of speech 

5. Making diagram to shows the 
percentage of derivational affixes 
found in Edgar Allan Poe’s The 
Black Cat 

6. Giving the brief analysis of the data 
which have been selected randomly  

 
FINDINGS AND DSICUSSION 

Based on the research analysis, 
the researcher found many English 
derivational affixes that appear inEdgar 
Allan Poe’s The Black Cat. After that, 
the researcher tries to analyze 
Morphological processes onthe words 
containing derivational affixes in Edgar 
Allan Poe’s The Black Catas the 
objective of this research. 
The data of this research was taken 
from page 3 to 14 of the short story. the 
researcher found 154 words that 
attached by derivational affixes inEdgar 
Allan Poe’s The Black Cat. The table of 
the words which are contain 
derivational affixes is presented in the 
appendix to make it easier. The 
researcher has found the data of this 
research, it will be shown as follow 
(Figur3 1). 
From the diagram above, the researcher 
has classified derivational affixes based 
on the part of speech. The derivational 
affixes that produce noun found by 
researcher in Edgar Allan Poe’s The 
Black Catare -ence, -cy, -ty, -ity, -tion, -
ation, -ion,-ment, -ure, -ness, -ent, -
ance ,-er, -or, and -ing. They have 45% 
of the percentage. The derivational 
affixes that create verb get a percentage 

of 1% found in the short story is-en. 
The derivational affixes that make 
adjective found in the short story are -
al, -able, -ful, -y, -ish, -ent,-less, -ing 
and -ous. All of them have 17% of the 
percentage and the derivational affixes 
that form adverb get percentage of 37% 
found in the short story is -ly. The 
researcher also found prefixes un-, in-, 
dis- and re- which attached with the 
suffixes that produce new word and 
change the part of speech.  

 Based on the description, It can 
be seen the derivational affixes that 
most frequently appear in Edgar Allan 
Poe’s The Black Catis derivational 
affixes producing noun with a 
percentage of 45%. 

 
Data Analysis 

From data finding of the 
research, the derivational affixes that 
has found by researcher in Edgar Allan 
Poe’s The Black Catcan be categorized 
based on part of speech into four types, 
they are: derivational affixes producing 
noun, derivational affixes producing 
verb, derivational affixes producing 
adjective and derivational affixes 
producing adverb. In this part, the 
researcher will analyzeMorphological 
processes onthe words containing 
derivational affixes in Edgar Allan 
Poe’s The Black Cat. 

Here are the examples of 
derivation affixes found in the short 
story. 

 
Noun affixes  
1. From my infancy, I was noted for 

the docility and humanity of my 
disposition. (data 1, page 3) 

Based on the sentence, there is a word 
infancy.infancy has two part, the root 
and the suffix. The root of infancy is 
infant which belongs to adjective 
category, and the -cy is suffix. infancy 
(noun): infant (adjective) + -cy is 
derivation suffix that indicate noun 
affix. Because the suffix –cy attached 
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after the root of word infant, it makes 
the part of speech change from 
adjective to be noun. 
2. She lost no opportunity of procuring 

those of the most agreeable kind. 
(data 2, page 4) 

 From the sentence above, there is a word 
derivation suffix that indicate noun 
affix. Because the suffix –ity added 
after the root of word opportune, it 
makes the part of speech change from 
adjective to be noun.   
3. At length, I even offered her 

personal violence. (data 3, page 4) 
Based on the sentence, there is a 

word violence.Violence has two part, 
the root and the suffix. The root of 
violence is violent which belongs to 
adjective category, and the -ence is 
suffix. violence (noun): violent 
(adjective) + -ence is derivation suffix 
that indicate noun affix. Because the 
suffix -ence attached after the root of 
word violent, it makes the part of 
speech change from adjective to be 
noun. 
Verb affixes 

But to-morrow I die, and to-
day I would unburden my 
soul. (datum 1, page 3) 

From the sentence above, there 
is a word unburden.unburden consists 
of three part, the root, the prefix and the 
suffix. The root of unburden is burd 
which belongs to noun category, and 
the prefix is un- while the suffix is -
en.Unburden (verb): un- + burd (noun) 
+ -en is derivation suffix that indicate 
verb affix. Because the suffix –en 
added after the root of word burd, it 
makes the part of speech change from 
noun to be verb and then the prefix un-
added before the base burden makes the 
meaning change into negative. 
 
Adjective Affixes 
1. Some intellect more calm, more 

logical, and far less excitable than 
my own (data 1, page 3) 

Based on the sentence, there is a 
word logical.logical has two part, the 
root and the suffix. The root of logical 
is logic which belongs to noun 
category, and the -al is suffix. Logical 
(adjective): logic (noun) + -al is 
derivation suffix that indicate adjective 
affix. Because the suffix –al attached 
after the root of word logic, it makes 
the part of speech change from noun to 
be adjective. 
2. There is something in the unselfish 

and self-sacrificing love of a brute. 
(data 2, page 3) 

From the sentence above, there 
is a word unselfish.unselfish consists of 
three part, the root, the prefix and the 
suffix. The root of unselfish is self 
which belongs to noun category, and 
the prefix is un- while the suffix is -
ish.unselfish (adjective): un- + self 
(noun) + -ish is derivation suffix that 
indicate adjective affix. Because the 
suffix –ish added after the root of word 
self, it makes the part of speech change 
from noun to be adjective and then the 
prefix un-added before the base selfish 
makes the meaning change into 
negative. 
3. I grew, day by day, more moody, 

more irritable, more regardless of 
the feelings of others. (data 3, page 
4) 

Based on the sentence, there is a 
word moody. Moody has two part, the 
root and the suffix. The root of moody 
is mood which belongs to noun 
category, and the –y is suffix. Moody 
(adjective): mood (noun) + -y is 
derivation suffix that indicate adjective 
affix. Because the suffix –y attached 
after the root of word mood, it makes 
the part of speech change from noun to 
be adjective. 
 
Adverb Affixes 
1. In the meantime the cat slowly 

recovered. (data 1, page 5) 
From the sentence above, there 

is a word slowly.Slowly consists of two 
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part, the root and the suffix. The root of 
slowly is slow which belongs to 
adjective category, and the -ly is suffix. 
Slowly (adverb): slow (adjective) + -ly 
is derivation suffix that indicate adverb 
affix. Because the suffix   -ly added 
after the root of word slow, it makes the 
part of speech change from adjective to 
be adverb. 
2. I permitted it to do so: occasionally 

stooping and patting it as I 
proceeded. (data 2, page 8) 

Based on the sentence, there is a 
word occasionally.occasionally has 

three part, the root and the suffixes. The 
root of occasionally is occasion which 
belongs to noun category, and the -al 
and -ly are suffixes. occasionally 
(adverb): occasion (noun) + -al + -ly. 
Because the suffix –al attached after the 
root of word occasion, it makes the part 
of speech change from noun to be 
adjective and then the suffix  
–ly which indicated as adverb 
affixattached to the base occasional, it 
changes again the part of speech from 
adjective to be adverb.

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1 Derivational Affixes 
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CONCLUSION AND 
SUGGESTION 
Conclusion 

In this research, the 
researcher analyzes Morphological 
processes onthe words containing 
derivational affixes in Edgar Allan 
Poe’s The Black Cat. Before 
analyzing the morphological 
processes, the researcher finds out 
the data which needed in this 
research, that is the word which 
attached by derivational affixes 
inEdgar Allan Poe’s The Black Cat. 
All of them have presented in the 
chapter 4.  

Based on the data findings, 
the researcher has classified the 
words which attached by derivational 
affixes according to their part of 
speech into four types. The first type 
is derivational affixes producing 
noun which get percentage of 45%, 
they are -ence, -cy, -ty, -ity, -tion, -
ation, -ion, -ment, -ure, -ness, -ent, -
ance,-er, -or, and -ing. The second 
type is derivational affixes producing 
verb that have 1%, the researcher 
only found the suffix -en that appear 
in the short story. The third type is 
derivational affixes producing 
adjective which gain percentage of 
17% , they are -al, -able, -ful, -y, -
ish, -ent,-less, -ing and -ous and the 
last type is derivational affixes 
producing adverb that have 37% of 
the percentage, -ly is the suffix that 
indicate adverb affix found by 
researcher in the short story. The 
researcher also found the prefixes 
un-, in-, dis- and re- in the short 
story that attached to the bases which 
the part of speech of bases have 
changed before.  

Relating to the most 
frequently appear on derivational 
affixes inEdgar Allan Poe’s The 

Black Cat, the researcher concludes 
that derivational affixes producing 
noun is the most frequently appear in 
the short story with a percentage of 
45%. 
 
Suggestion 

The researcher focuses to 
analyze Morphological processes 
onthe words containing derivational 
affixes in Edgar Allan Poe’s The 
Black CatThe researcher gives 
suggestions to further researchers 
interesting to conduct a research 
aboutderivational affixes and 
inflectional affixes. The further 
researchers can compare between the 
morphological processes on 
derivational affixes and inflectional 
affixes. The source data of this 
research used a short story, the data 
findings will be more numerous and 
varied if the further researchers used 
a novel or some sources data. The 
researcher also suggests to further 
researchers to used better technique, 
so the further researchers will be 
easier when they collecting and 
analysing the data. 
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ABSTRACT

Aryati, Maharani Sri. 2014. An Analysis of Derivational Affixes in The Land of
Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi Translated by Angie Kilbane. Skripsi.
English Education Department, Teacher Training and Education Faculty,
Muria Kudus University. Advisors: (i) Rismiyanto, SS, M.Pd. (ii)
Nuraeningsih, S. Pd, M.Pd.

Key Words: affix, derivational affixes

Morphological analysis is the main areas in studying vocabulary.
Morphological analysis itself is analysis that is breaking a word into its elements
(root, prefix and suffix). Meanwhile, derivational affixes is the part of
morphological analysis. So, it is important for the students to study about
derivational affixes. When the students are able to identify derivational affix, they
can develop their vocabulary because from just one word it can gain many words
with different part of speech. Novel is a long essay in prose and contains a series
of human life stories with others around them with accentuate the character and
nature of the actor. The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi is a novel
inspired by a true story from the author, that is Ahmad Fuadi.

Having seeing such phenomenon, the writer found that mastering English is
not easy if the students are lack of vocabulary. This research aimed to find out the
derivational affixes in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi.

This research is descriptive qualitative research where researcher tries to
find out the derivational affix and the roots from the words in The Land of Five
Towers Novel by A. Fuadi without using statistical calculation. In this research
the writer uses all of words that are attached prefix and suffix as the data. The data
source is all the chapters which are the beginning of the story, rising the case and
the solution in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi.

The result of analyzing data were gained the derivational affixes that found
in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi are en- (11), in- (5), un- (11), a-
(2), non- (3), re- (2), im- (2) as prefixes, while the suffixes are –ly (229), -able
(18), -er (52), -al (53), -ous (28), -ate (2), -cy (3), -y (34), -ee (1), –tion (73), -ion
(14), -ize (6), -ship (3), -ment (26), -ism (3), -ist (1), -en (9), -ful (27), -age (2), -
tic (16), -ish (2), -ary (8), -cent (2), -ive (13), -ance (7), -less (5), -ence (9), -ity
(22), -ant (2), -or (11), -ness (19), -ure (3), -fy (3). In The Land of Five Towers
Novel by A. Fuadi, the roots from the words that has been classified based on the
part of speech are 199 (adjective), 188 (noun), 266 (verb).

From the conclusion of this research, the writer suggests that to improve
their mastery of vocabulary, the readers should be apply the derivational affixes
by breaking the word into its elements root and affixes because from one word
they can get the structure of words and they also find how the words built. By
knowing the roots, the readers can build the word by themselves.
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ABSTRAK

Aryati, Maharani Sri. 2014. Analisis Afiks Derivasi dalam Novel Negeri Lima
Menara oleh A. Fuadi Diterjemahkan oleh Angie Kilbane. Skripsi. Program
Studi Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris Fakultas Keguruan Dan Ilmu Pendidikan
Universitas Muria Kudus. Pembimbing: (i) Rismiyanto, SS, M.Pd. (ii)
Nuraeningsih, S. Pd, M.Pd.

Kata Kunci: afiks, afiks derivasi

Analisis morfologi merupakan salah satu wilayah penting dalam
pembelajaran kosakata. Analisis morfologi di dalamnya mengandung analisis
yang memecah sebuah kata ke dalam bagian-bagiannya (kata dasar, awalan dan
akhiran). Sementara itu Derivational Affixes adalah bagian dari analisa morfologi.
Jadi penting bagi siswa untuk mempelajari derivational affix. Ketika siswa
mampu mengidentifikasi derivational affix, mereka akan mampu mengembangkan
kosakatanya karena hanya dari satu kata saja dapat menghasilkan beberapa kata
dengan kelas kata yang berbeda. Novel adalah karangan panjang dalam prosa
yang mengandung beberapa seri cerita kehidupan manusia dengan yang lain
disekitar mereka dengan menonjolkan karakter dan sifat dari aktor. Novel Negeri
Lima Menara Oleh A. Fuadi adalah novel yang terinspirasi dari cerita nyata dari
penulisnya, yaitu Ahmad Fuadi.

Setelah melihat fenomena semacam itu, penulis menemukan bahwa
penguasaan bahasa inggris adalah tidak mudah jika siswa kurang dalam kosakata.
Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menemukan struktur kata di Novel Negeri Lima
Menara oleh A. Fuadi.

Penelitian ini adalah penelitian kualitatif deskriptif dimana peneliti mencoba
menggambarkan derivational affix dan kata dasar dari struktur kata di Novel
Negeri Lima Menara oleh A. Fuadi tanpa menggunakan perhitungan statistik.
Dalam penelitian ini penulis menggunakan semua kata yang mendapat awalan dan
akhiran sebagai data. Sumber data penelitian ini adalah semua chapter yang
mewakili permulaan cerita, pemunculan masalah, dan solusi dari masalah yang
ada di Novel Negeri Lima Menara oleh A. Fuadi.

Hasil analisis data penelitian yaitu derivational affix yang terdapat di Novel
Negeri Lima Menara oleh A. Fuadi adalah en- (11), in- (5), un- (11), a- (2), non-
(3), re- (2), im- (2) sebagai awalan, sedang akhiran adalah –ly (229), -able (18), -
er (52), -al (53), -ous (28), -ate (2), -cy (3), -y (34), -ee (1), –tion (73), -ion (14), -
ize (6), -ship (3), -ment (26), -ism (3), -ist (1), -en (9), -ful (27), -age (2), -tic (16),
-ish (2), -ary (8), -cent (2), -ive (13), -ance (7), -less (5), -ence (9), -ity (22), -ant
(2), -or (11), -ness (19), -ure (3), -fy (3). Pada Novel Negeri Lima Menara oleh A.
Fuadi, kata dasar yang berasal dari kata yang sudah digolongkan berdasarkan
kelas kata adalah 199 kata sifat, 188 kata benda, 266 kata kerja.

Dari kesimpulan penelitian ini, penulis menyarankan bahwa untuk
meningkatkan penguasaan kosakatanya, pembaca hendaklah menggunakan
derivational afiks yaitu dengan memecah kata ke dalam bagian-bagiannya kata
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dasar dan imbuhan karena dari satu kata mereka akan mendapatkan struktur kata
dan juga mereka dapat menemukan bagaimana kata tersebut terbentuk. Dengan
mengetahui kata dasar, pembaca dapat membangun kata-kata.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses about background of the research, statement of the

problems, objective of the research, significance of the research, scope of the

research, and operational definition.

1.1 Background of the Research

Language is very important for our life which take a part as a

communication tool among human. People will get difficulty on expressing their

ideas, opinions, and feelings without language. English is world-widely spoken to

communicate each other in every fields, such as education, economy, technology,

social and cultures. Therefore most countries make English as the first language

studied after their native language. Indonesia as a developing country sees that

studying English as foreign language is very important to survive in this

globalization.

Considering the importance of English, the government has includes it as

one of the compulsory subject to be taught to the student. In the newest of

Indonesia education curriculum 2013, English is taught at school starting from the

junior high school up to university.

The purpose of teaching foreign language, in this case, English is to master

the four language skills by which learner uses for holding communication with the

speaking English people. The four skills are listening, speaking, reading, and

writing. To gain four-skill above, we should fulfill the language components such
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as the knowledge of structure, pronunciation, spelling, and vocabulary but that is

not easy. Some students even have some problems in the language component.

It is important to study about vocabulary because when we are learning a

foreign language, and we are lack of the vocabulary, we will find the difficulties

in understanding the meaning of the language itself. But if we have enough

vocabulary it will make us easier to learn a new language and to understand the

meaning of the language itself.

According to Napa, (1991:6) vocabulary is one of the components of

language and that no language exists without words. He further explains that there

are three main areas in studying vocabulary; they are lexical meaning, contextual

clues, and structural analysis. Those become the main areas that should be learnt

by the students in studying vocabulary.

Structural analysis is one of the main areas in studying vocabulary.

Structural analysis itself is analysis that is breaking a word into its element (root,

preffix and suffix). Every word in English has a basic meaning. A word normally

begins with a root which perhaps the complete word, or perhaps a part of

complete word. To this root may add a prefix (a word – part that appears in front

of a root) or a suffix (word – part that appears in the end of a root). When root is

added by prefix or suffix it will be a new word formation and sometimes by new

meaning. Affixation can change a word’s part of speech (friend vs. friendly) or a

word’s meaning within its part of speech (dark vs. darkness)
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Gleason (1980:59) says “affixes are subsidiary to roots, while roots are the

center of such constructions as words”. Root are frequently longer than affixes,

and generally much more numeorus in the vocabulary. Crowley (1995:6) says

“affixes are morphemes that are not free, in that they must always be attached to a

root morpheme”. There are two kinds of affixes : inflectional and derivational. At

http://reference-definitions.blurtit.com/70827/what-is-an-affix, an affix is

basically a morpheme which is generally attached to the base morpheme, which is

either the root or to a stem in order to add to the formation of a word. Affix is

something that is very derivational like English -ness and pre-, or inflectional,

such as English plural -s and past tense –ed. According to Rachmadie (1992:23)

affixes that can change the part of speech of the root or base are derivational

affixes.

There are some ways to enrich our vocabulary. One of them is by reading. It

can be by reading book, short story, newspaper, fable or even novel. So in this

analysis, the writer uses The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi as data

source, because from this novel we can increase our knowlegde of history, culture

and science and there are many derivational affixes. When the students are able to

identify derivational affixes they will be able to develop their vocabulary

significantly because from just one word it can gain many words with different

part of speech. So it is very important for the student to study about vocabulary

especially derivational affixes.

1.1 Statement of the Problem

Based on the problem above, the problem can be stated as follow:

http://reference-definitions.blurtit.com/70827/what-is-an-affix
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“What are the derivational affixes found in The Land of Five Towers Novel

by A. Fuadi?”

1.2 Objective of the Research

Based on the statement of the problem, the writer determines the objective

of the research as follow:

“To know the derivational affixes in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A.

Fuadi.”

1.3 Significance of the Research

The writer hopes that this research gives the useful information for the

readers. The significance of the research can be seen as follows:

1. Theoretical

This research helps in learning affixes, especially the derivational affixes

that change the class of root or base in the part of speech.

2. Practical

The result of this research is expected to give precious contributions to

lecturers, university students and future researcher. For the lecturers, this research

might become a meaningful contribution in teaching vocabulary. For the

university students, this research hopefully can be used to study both the affixes;

inflectional and derivational not only from their hand book but also from novel.

For the future researcher, the result of this research is expected to be a previous

research for those who are interested in doing similar field of research.
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1.4 Scope of the Research

The writer has a limited the problem of the research, so the problem which

is investigated not too wide and the research are effective to be studied. Here, the

writer analyzes the derivational affixes in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A.

Fuadi. The novel consists of 46 chapters. The writer analyzes all the novel which

are the beginning of the story, rising the case and the solution to find out the

structure of words that consist of the roots of words and derivational affixes in

The Land of Five Towers Novel.

1.5 Operational Definition

Based on the title of the research above, the writer would like to give the

definition of term which is used in this research.

1. The analysis in this research means a scientific process breaking the

words into its element (root and affixes) of the new words in The Land

of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi.

2. Derivational affixes are the affixes that change the part of speech of a

root or base.

3. Bases or roots mean in this research is morpheme that serve as the

basic for words.

4. The land of Five Towers Novel translated by Angie Kilbane is the first

book in trilogy written by A. Fuadi –a former TEMPO and VOA

reporter, photography buff and a social enterpreneur.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW TO THE RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter is going to write the statements of any literature that have

something to do with this research.

Morpheme

Before discussing derivational affixes, it is appropriate to explain

morpheme firstly. According to Rachmadie (1990:9) says “it is clear that words

do not always constitute the smallest parts. These smaller parts are called

morphemes”.

The concept of morpheme differ form the concept word, as may morphemes

cannot stand as words on their own. A morpheme is free if it can stand alone, or

bound if it is used exclusively along side a free morpheme. Such as /-s/, /-ly/, /im-

/, /un-/ are called bound morpheme.

English example: the word “unbreakable” has three morphemes “un-“

(meaning not X) a bound morpheme, “-break-“ a free morpheme and “-able”.

“un-“ is also a prefix, “-able” is a suffix. Both are affixes.

Based on the statement above, the writer concludes that morpheme is the

smallest part that construct words.

2.1.1 Types of Morpheme

According to Crowley (1995:4), there are a number of different types of

morpheme, depending on how they behave in a word. The following table

presents the four main categories into which morphemes can be placed:



Table 2.1.1 Types of Morpheme

Free Bound

Root

Non root

Free root

Free non root

Bound root

Affix

Morpheme can first of all be classified according to whether they are free or

bound.

1. Free Morpheme

A free morpheme is one which may stand alone in a language, without

requiring the presence of additional morphemes in order to be freely pronouncable

as a word. Thus, words made up of only one morpheme, such as cat, elephant, are

necessarily free morpheme. Of course, this does not mean that free morphemes

always occur on their own, with no other morphemes attached for example cat

forms such as cats and catty and elephant we also have elephants and elephatine.

The point is that form such as cat and elephant do not require the presence

of another morpheme in order to be pronounceable in isolation in English.

2. Bound Morpheme

A bound morpheme is one which cannot stand alone as a freely

pronounceable word in a language, but which requires the presence of some

morphemes. Thus, morpheme in English such as –ed “past”, -s plural (more than

one), re- (again, back) or mis- (wrongly) are bound morphemes. None of these

forms are never pronounced on their own by speaker of English. There are always



attached to some morphemes, and occur in words such as kill-ed, dog-s,re-write

and mis-hear.

Morpheme can also be classified according to whether they are roots or not.

A root is a morpheme which has the potential of having other morpheme attached

to it. A non-root, on the other hand, can never have any other morpheme attached

to it. The classification of morphemes into free and bound morphemes, and into

roots and non-roots, is cross-cutting classification. This means that there are either

free roots or bounds.

1. A free root

A free root is root which can occur as a free morpheme, but which can also

have other morphemes attached to it. Thus, the English word cat and elephant are

morphemes of this particular type. These are morphemes because they can occur

by themselves as the sole constituent of a word. They are also roots because they

have the potential for other morphemes to be attached to them.

2. A bound root

A bound root is root which cannot occur as a free morpheme, but which is

still clearly recognize as the semanitc and structural core of the word in which it

occurs. Such roots are bound because they are always attached to some other

morpheme. For example the word disgruntled, which clearly contains the initial

dis-, and the final morpheme –ed. What is left is the root grunted, but this never

occurs on its own.

Just as there are two kinds of root morpheme, there are also two kinds of

non root morpheme.



1. Free non root

Free non root is a morpheme that can stand by itself as the sole constituent

of a word, but which can never occur with another bound morpheme attached to

it. Free morphemes which fall into this category in English include forms such as

the following at, to, if, well, from, and, but, whose.

2. A bound non root

A bound non root is referred to especially as an affix. Affixes are

morphemes that are not free, in that they must always be attached to a root

morpheme. Affixes from bound roots in that the typically limit, modify, or in

some other way change or add the meaning of the root to which they are attached,

but they do not have clearly definable lexical meaning of their own, while roots

constitute the semantic and structural core of a word, an affix represents

something that is added to a root, both structurally and semantically.

Meanwhile, Yudi (2001:18), categories type of morphemes into:

1. Bound vs Free Morphemes

Bound morphemes are morphemes which cannot normally stand alone,

about which are typically attached to another form, e.g. re-, -ist, -ed, -s, -ly in

word such as return, typist, wanted, books, and manly. Certain bound morphemes

are known as affixes. They include prefixes and suffixes (further discussion is

presented in the next module). The set of affixes which fall into the bound

category can also be divided into two types, namely derivational and inflectional

morphemes (further discussion is presents at the last part of the module).



Free morphemes are morphemes are which can stand by themselves as

single words, e.g. open, tour, tree, teach, tough, and. Free morphemes alsofall

into two categories. The first category is that set of ordinary nouns, adjectives, and

verbs which carry the “content” of messages a speaker conveys. These free

morphemes are called lexical morphemes e.g. boy, man, house, tiger, sad, sincere.

The other group of free morphemes are calls functional morphemes, e.g. end, but,

when, because, on, near, in, the. So, from the explanation above you can learn

that the word “man” consists of one free morpheme but “manly” two: one free and

one bound morphemes. Where as “dishonestly” consists of there: one free and two

bound morphemes.

2. Root vs Nonroots

Roots constitute nuclei (or the core central parts) of all words. There are

may be more than one root in a single word, e.g. blackbirds, catfish and

breakwater. Some roots may have unique occurences. For example, the unique

element cran- in cranberry does not constitute the nucleus of any other word, but

it occurs in the position occupied by roots such as in redberry, blueberry,

blackberry and breakwater.

Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish between roots and nonroots. This is

because some roots become nonroots and vice vers. The nonroots –ism in

pragmatism, communism, fasism for instance, has become a full root in a sentence

such as : I’m disgusted with all these isms. This ism fills the position of both a

root and a nonroot – as a suffix it is a nonroot and as a noun it is a root. On the



other hand, the root like become the nonroot –ly, for instance, man-like become

manly.

3. Roots and Stems

A stem is composed of (1) the nucleus consisting of one or more roots, or

(2) the nucleus plus any other nonroot (bound) morphemes. The form “man” in

“manly” is at the same time a root and a stem. The form “breakwater” is the stem

of “breakwater”, but it is not a single root. There are two root morphemes break

and water.

4. Nuclei vs Nonnuclei

The nucleus of morphological construction consists of (1) a root or (2) a

combination of root. The nonnucleus is made up of nonroots. In boyisheness the

element boy is the nucleus and –ishness constitute the nonnucleus. In breakwater

the nucleus breakwater consists of two roots.

5. Nuclear vs Peripheral Structure

A nuclear structure consists of or contains the nucleus. A peripheral

morpheme usually consists of a nonroot and is always “outside” of the nuclear

contitutent. In the word formal, the nuclear element is form and the peripheral

element is –al. In the word formalize the nuclear structure is formal- and the

peripheral element is –ize. In formalizer, formalize- is the nuclear and –er is the

peripheral.

6. Derivational vs Inflectional

Some morpheme derive or create new words by either changing the

meaning of the part of speech are called derivational morphemes. Other



morpheme change neither parts of speech nor meaning, but only refine and give

extra grammatical information about the already the existing meaning of word are

called as the inflectional morphemes.

2.2 Affixes

Affixes includes morpheme. It can be added to other morpheme

(root/base) which is constructing a word formation and new meaning, the

following are the further explanation.

2.2.1 Definition of Affixes

Rachmadie (1990:13), says “morpheme that here as the basic for words are

sometimes called roots or base. Thus, morphemes such as happy, quick, tidy, print

are roots. On the other hand, morpheme such as –ly, -ness, un-, ir- is non roots.

They are usually called affixes”. Crowley (1995:6) said that affixes are

morphemes that are not free, in that must always be attched to a root morpheme.

Meanwhile Procter (1980:15) says “ affix is a group of letters or sounds

added to the beginning of a word or the end of the word”. At http://reference-

definitions.blurtit.com/70827/what-is-an-affix, an affix is basically a morpheme

which is generally attached to the base morpheme, which is either the root or to a

stem in order to add to the formation of a word. Affix is something that is very

derivational like English -ness and pre-, or inflectional, such as English plural -s

and past tense –ed.

Based on the statement above, the writer consludes that affixes are

morphemes which are not clearly lexical meaning and it is attached in root

morpheme.

http://reference-definitions.blurtit.com/70827/what-is-an-affix
http://reference-definitions.blurtit.com/70827/what-is-an-affix


2.2.2 Types of Affixes

Affixes have several types; the following are the explanation from several

reference:

Napa (1992:5) argues that there are three types of affixes; they are Prefix,

Suffix, and Multiflix in English.

1. Prefix

Prefix is the affixes which can be added to the beginning of a word. Fore

example: ab-normal, dis-agree, ex-change, im-material, re-act, etc.

2. Suffix

Suffix is the affixes can be added to the end of a word. For example:

ideal-ize, hoori-fy, execut-ion, capital-ism, care-less, etc.

3. Multifix

Multifix is the affixes which can be added of both the prefix and suffix

to any word. For example: dis-agree-able, il-legal-ity, im-migrat-ion,

inaccuracy, misapplication, etc.

On the other hand at

http://www01sil.org/linguistic/GlossaryOflinguisticTerms/WhatIsAnAffixLinguis

tics.htm affixes are divided into several types depend the relationship to root on

stem. Here is a table showing some kinds of affixes with example:

http://www01sil.org/linguistic/GlossaryOflinguisticTerms/WhatIsAnAffixLinguistics.htm
http://www01sil.org/linguistic/GlossaryOflinguisticTerms/WhatIsAnAffixLinguistics.htm


Table 2.2.2 Types of Affixes

Affix Relationship to root
or stem

Example

Prefix Occurs in the front of a
root or stem

Unhappy

Suffix Occurs at the end of a
root or stem

Happiness

Infix Occurs inside of a root
or stem

bumili 'buy'
(Tagalog,
Philippines)

Circumfix Occurs in two parts on
both outer edges of a
root or stem

kabaddangan
'help' (Tuwali
Ifugao,
Philippines)

Simulfix Replaces one or more
phonemes in the root or
stem

man + plural >
men

Suprafix Superimposed on one
or more syllables in the
root or stem as a
suprasegmental

stress in the
words 'produce, n.
and pro'duce, v.

Crowley (1995:6) argues that there are two most common types of affixes,

they are Prefixes and Suffixes.

1. Prefix

These are affixes which come before a root. The following English words

all contain prefixes (presented in bold type), and these are separated from the root

by means of hyphen:

re-act un-holy

dis-believe non-smoking

in-sincere a-symmetry

pre-view co-operate



2. Suffixes

These are affixes that are added after a root. The following English words

contain suffixes.

cat-s man-ly

kill-er kind-ness

green-ish eat-ing

laugh-ed king-dom

2.3 Inflectional Affixes

Rachmadie (1990:31) said that some affixes when attached to the root or

base do not change the part of speech of the root and they do not create a new

words. They only have certain grammatical function. These affixes are usually

called inflection affixes. In English we have inflectional affixes to indicate the

following:

1. Plural form, such as:

-s book books

glass glasses

-en ox oxen

child children

2. Possession, such as:

Amir’s book

Amir and Nita’s book

A cat’s tail

3. Third singular verb maker, for example:



Mother always cooks rice

Rizal goes to school

He never watches TV

4. Tense maker, such as:

He worked hard yesterday. (past tense)

I have repeated the lesson. (past participle)

We are studying English. (present progressive)

Sari (1988:82) argues that morphemes which serve a purely grammatical

function, never creating a different word, but only different form of the same

word, are called inflectional morphemes. And English has eight inflectional

affixes; all other affixes are derivational. The eight inflectional affixes are listed in

the following table, along with the type of root that each one attaches to, and a

representative example.

Table 2.3 Kinds of Inflectional Affixes

INFLECTIONAL AFFIXES ROOT EXAMPLE

Plural Noun boys

Possessive Noun boy’s

Comparative Adjective older

Superlative Adjective oldest

Present Verb walks

Past Verb walked

Past Participle Verb Driven

Present Participle Verb driving



Below are listed four charcteristics of inflectional affixes:

a. Do not change meaning or part of speech e.g. big and bigger are both

adjective.

b. Typically indicate syntatic or semantic relations between different words

in a sentence e.g. the present tense morphemes –s in waits shows

agreement with the subject of the verb (both are third person singular).

c. Typically occur with all members of some large class of morphemes e.g.

the plural morphemes –s occurs with most nouns.

d. Typically occur at the margin of words e.g. the plural morphemes –s

always come last in a word, as in babysitters or rationalizations.

2.4 Derivational Affixes

As we know that a word sometimes is built by joining of affixes and root

together, sometimes it can form a new word with the new meaning and it also can

change the part of speech of root which is called derivational affixes. The

following are the more explanation of derivational affixes.

2.4.1 Definition of Derivational Affixes

Rachmadie (1990:23) said that derivational affixes are affixes that change

the part of speech of the root or base. Derivatonal affixes serve as an important

means by which new words may be created in English. At http://www-

01.sil.org/linguistic/GlossaryOflinguisticTerms/WhatIsADerivatonalAffix.htm A

derivational affix is an affix by means of which one word is formed (derived)

from another. The derived word is often of a different word class from the

original. Based on the statements above, the writer concludes that derivational

http://www-01.sil.org/linguistic/GlossaryOflinguisticTerms/WhatIsADerivatonalAffix.htm
http://www-01.sil.org/linguistic/GlossaryOflinguisticTerms/WhatIsADerivatonalAffix.htm
http://www-01.sil.org/linguistics/GlossaryOflinguisticTerms/WhatIsDerivation.htm


affixes are affixes that change part of speech of root. And there are some type of

derivational affixes, they are:

1. Productive affix

A productive affix is a derivational affix that is currently used in the

derivation of new formations. For example, the prefix non- is a

productive affix, as demonstrated in the following new coinage:

The only non-upended chair in the ransacked room.

2. Unproductive affix

An unproductive affix is a derivational affix which is no longer used to

form new words.

2.4.2 Characteristic of Derivational Affixes

Derivational affixes have a special characteristic. The following are the

specific characteristic of derivational affixes. According to Rachmadie (1990:23),

derivational affixes have any characteristics, just below:

1. The words with which derivational suffixes combine are an arbitary

matter. To make a noun from the verb adorn we must add the suffix –

ment and no other suffix will do, whereas the verb fail combines only

with –ure to make a noun failure. Yet the employ may use the diffferent

suffixes –ment, -er, -ee to make three nouns with different meaning

(employment, employer, employee).

2. In many case, but not all, derivational suffixes changes the part of

speech of the word to which it is added. The noun act becomes an



adjective by addition of –ive, and to the adjective active we could add –

ate, making it verb activate.

3. Derivational suffixes usually do not close off a word, that is after a

derivational suffix you can sometimes add another derivational suffix

and next, if required. For example, to the word fertilizer.

Below are listed four characteristics of derivational affixes, according to

Yudi (2001:23):

1. Change meaning or part of speech e.g. –ment form nouns, such as

judgement from verbs such judge.

2. Typically indicate semantic relation with the word e.g. the morpheme –

full in painful has no particular connection with any other morpheme

beyond the word painful.

3. Typically acour with only some members of e.g the suffix-hood occurs

with just a few nouns, such as brother, knight and neightbor, but not

with most other e.g friend, daughter, candle etc.

4. Typically occur before inflectional suffixes e.g in chillier, the

derivational suffix –y comes before the inflectional –er.

2.5 Novel as a Literary Work

Nurgiyantoro in Lia (2004:24) defines that literary work is the aesthetic

work which the function entertain, give emotional enjoyment and intellectual.

Literary work can be viewed as a means of communication as works of art which

has aesthetic purpose, of course has certain way to convey moral messages.



Literary may give some information for reader in the form of reading.

Therefore, the readers will get the knowledge such as moral values and some

lessons that the works are taught trough reading.

Literary work is expression of feeling, thought and an actions life which

expressed through language. Therefore, by reading literary work especially a

novel, the readers can increase their vocabulary and improve their mastery of

grammar.

As one of literary works, the novel “The Land of Five Towers” gives some

information for readers such as moral values and some lessons connected with

life. Through the novel “The Land of Five Towers”, the readers are hoped can

take the lesson from moral messages through the character’s attitude or behavior.

Nurgiyantoro in Lia (2004:26) states that literacy work is created by creator

to be enjoyed, to be understood, and to be used by the society. There are several

kinds of literacy works. There are novel, drama, poetry and short story.

From the explanation above, it is concluded that novel is a literary work. It

can help the student to study English.

2.6 The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi

The Land of Five Towers Novel is the first book in a trilogy written by

Ahmad Fuadi-a former TEMPO and VOA reporter, photography buff, and social

entrepreneur. This novel is inpired by a true story. The story tells about family,

simple life of people, culture, love, dreams, and friendship. In this novel, there is



the powerful phrase “MAN JADDA WAJADA”, he who gives his all will surely

succeed.

Ahmad Fuadi (born in Bayur Maninjau, West Sumatra, December 30, 1972,

age 40 years) is a novelist, social worker and former journalists from Indonesia.

His fiction of this novel considered to foster a passion for achievement. Although

still fairly new publication, the novel has entered the ranks of the best seller of

2009. After that, he grabs Indonesian Readers Award 2010 and the same year was

also nominated for the Equator Literary Award, so PTS Litera, one in the

neighboring country Malaysia publishers interested in publishing in the country in

the Malay language version. For the second novel of the trilogy after The Land of

Five Towers, The Earth of 3 Colors have been published since January 23, 2011

and the final novel of the trilogy, Rantau 1 Estuary, was launched symbolically in

Washington DC in May 2013. Both novels become best selling in Indonesia.

Fuadi founded the Community Towers, a charitable foundation to help

underprivileged public education, especially for pre-school age. Currently,

Community Tower has a pre-primary school free in Bintaro, South Tangerang.

He starts his secondary education at KMI Pondok Modern Darussalam

roommate Ponorogo and graduated in 1992. Then he continued studying

International Relations at Padjadjaran University, after graduating as a Tempo

journalist. His first journalism class lived in reporting tasks under the guidance of

senior journalists Tempo. In 1998, he received a Fulbright scholarship to study S2

in the School of Media and Public Affairs, George Washington University.

Migrated to Washington DC with Yayi, who is also his wife --- Tempo journalist-



was his childhood dream come true. While in college, they became correspondent

TEMPO and VOA reporters. The historic news events of 11 September 2001 as

reported to them both directly from the Pentagon, White House and Capitol Hill.

2.7 Review Of Previous Research

The previous research is skripsi written by: Arum Isti Andayani (2011) that

has done a research with the title: AFFIXATION FOUND IN THE SKRIPSI OF

STUDENTS IN ENGLISH EDUCATION DEPARTMENT MURIA KUDUS

UNIVERSITY IN YEAR 2010.

The theme of analysis in her skripsi and my skripsi is similiar. It concerns

with affixes. But, the skripsi of Arum Isti Andayani analyzes more about affixes

and in the writer’s skripsi only analyzes the derivational affixes. The next

distinction is the data source of the research. In Andayani’s skripsi, she identifies

affixes found in the final project of students of English Education Department

Muria Kudus University especially in the background of study. While in here, the

writer would like to identify the derivational affixes in the Land of Five Towers

Novel.

2.8 Theoretical Framework

There are many definitions about derivational affixes. But, the contents of

all definition are same. For example, At http://www-

01.sil.org/linguistic/GlossaryOflinguisticTerms/WhatIsADerivatonalAffix.htm A

derivational affix is an affix by means of which one word is formed (derived)

from another. The derived word is often of a different word class from the

original. Yudi (2001:18) argues that some morpheme derive or create new words

http://www-01.sil.org/linguistic/GlossaryOflinguisticTerms/WhatIsADerivatonalAffix.htm
http://www-01.sil.org/linguistic/GlossaryOflinguisticTerms/WhatIsADerivatonalAffix.htm
http://www-01.sil.org/linguistics/GlossaryOflinguisticTerms/WhatIsDerivation.htm


by either changing the meaning of the part of speech are called derivational

morphemes. The writer also uses the theory of Rachmadie (1990:23) that

derivational affixes are affixes that change the part of speech of the root or base.
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CHAPTER III

METHOD OF THE RESEARCH

This chapter explains the method of this research, which includes the design

of the research, data source, technique of collecting data and technique of

analyzing data in order to bring accurate and valid result to the study.

3.1 Design of the Research

This research is in domain of qualitative research. Qualitative research is a

research that produces descriptive data, speech or word and behavior that can be

observed by the subject itself. Shodiq (2003) states that qualitative research does

not include any calculation and inferential statistic. Moleong (1991:11) says that

methodology qualitative as procedure the result of descriptive data in the form of

written or oral words from person or activity which is researched. This research

also belongs to descriptive study since it just collects and analyzes the derivational

affixes in the Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi.

Descriptive research is non hypothesis research, so in the research

procedure, it does not need hypothesis (Arikunto, 1998:245). It means the method

is intended to make a systematic and accurate description concerning the fact and

the features of research data. This research is accumulation of basic data in

descriptive way, not explains about correlation or hypothesis testing. It means that

descriptive studies are designed to obatin information that concerns the status of

phenomena. They are directed toward determining the nature of situation, as

existing at the time of study.



By using this method, the writer would like to collect, arrange and analyze

the derivational affixes in the Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi.

3.2 Data and Data Source

Data are material which are used in some researches (Sudaryanto,1998:8).

Data is informations of parts, to be analyzed. Subroto (1992:7) explains that the

data can be obtained from magazines, newspaper, books, etc. The data in this

reasearch is all of the word that are attached derivational affixes covered in 46

chapters starts from the beginning of the story, rising the case and the solution in

The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi.

The source of the data refers to the subject from which the data are obtained

(Arikunto,1998:20). The data source is The Land of Five Towers Novel by A.

Fuadi.

3.3 Data Collecting

In the qualitative research, the collected data is in the form of words or

pictures, so the qualitative researcher collects the data in detail and complex

(Alsa, 2003). Furthermore, Alsa (2003:51) also states that qualitative research

especially contains extensive data, which are use to reveal the complex

phenomena and process.

In collecting data, the writer takes these following steps:

1. Finding the Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi.

2. Reading all the contents of the Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi.

3. Finding dan Listing all the word contains derivational affixes.



3.4 Data Analysis

Analysis of derivational affixes is an action of analyzing the word attached

by derivational affix in the Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi. This study is

descriptive; therefore, it just describe the derivational affixes in the Land of Five

Towers Novel by A. Fuadi. It requires some data, which are qualitative data.

To analyze those data the writer uses non-statistical analysis, which is taken

from the Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi. The writer analyzes the

derivational affixes in the Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi by doing some

following steps :

1. Listing the word in the Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi.

2. Finding out the words in the Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi. This

is going to employ table to describe it.

3. Describing the derivational affixes of the word in the Land of Five Towers

Novel by A. Fuadi.

4. Classifying the bases of roots in the Land of Five Towers Novel by A.

Fuadi depend on their part of speech.

No Word
Part of

Speech
Roots

Part of

Speech

Derivational

Affixes Note

Prefix Suffix

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

1. Happiness Noun Happy Adj. -ness Noun

Maker
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CHAPTER IV

FINDING OF THE RESEARCH

In this chapter, the writer will serve the finding of the research of

derivational affixes and the bases or root of word in The Land of Five Towers

Novel by A. Fuadi.

The Derivational Affixes in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi

The objective of this research is to know the derivational affixes in The

Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi. And the words itself consist of root or

base added by derivational affix that has been changed the part of speech.

The data of this research was taken from the chapter that represent the

beginning of the story, rising the case and the solution covered in 46 chapters.

After reading those chapters in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi, the

writer found 656 words which attached derivational affixes.

After presenting the words which is found in The Land of Five Towers

Novel by A. Fuadi, the writer presents the table which is going to show the

derivational affixes.

This table below is going to show the words, bases or roots, part of speech,

derivational affixes, and note which is found in The Land of Five Towers Novel

by A. Fuadi.



Table 4 Derivational Affixes

No Word
Part of

Speech
Roots

Part of

Speech

Derivational

Affixes Note

Prefix Suffix

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

1. Religious Adj. Religion Noun -ous Adj.

Maker

2. Bashfully Adv. Bash Noun -ful

-ly

Adv.

Maker

3. Merely Adv. Mere Adj. -ly Adv.

Maker

4. Nonreligious Adj. Religi Noun Non- -ous Adj.

Maker

5. Graduation Noun Graduate Verb -tion Noun

Maker

6. Traditional Adj. Tradition Noun -al Adj.

Maker

7. Colorful Adj. Color Noun -ful Adj.

Maker

8. Immediately Adv. Immediate Adj. -ly Adv.

Maker

9. Atypically Adv. Atypical Adj. -ly Adv.

Maker

10. Prescription Noun Prescripe Verb -tion Noun

Maker

11. Apprehensive Adj. Apprehend Verb -ive Adj.

Maker

12. Payment Noun Pay Verb -ment Noun

Maker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

13. Cautiously Adv. Caution Noun -ous

-ly

Adv.

Maker

14. Consequently Adv. Consequent Adj. -ly Adv.

Maker

15. Leader Noun Lead Verb -er Noun

Maker

16. Preacher Noun Preach Verb -er Noun

Marke

17. Increasingly Adv. Increase Verb -ly Adv.

Maker

18. Critical Adj. Critic Noun -al Adj.

Maker

19. Sorrowfully Adv. Sorrow Adj. -ful

-ly

Adv.

Maker

20. Goodness Noun Good Adj. -ness Noun

Maker

21. Manager Noun Manage Verb -er Noun

Maker

22. Possibly Adv. Possible Adj. -ly Adv.

Maker

23. Piteously Adv. Pity Adj. -ous

-ly

Adv.

Maker

24. Honorable Adj. Honor Noun -able Adj.

Maker

25. Infrequently Adv. Frequent Adj. in- -ly Adv.

Maker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

26. Discussion Noun Discuss Verb -ion Noun

Maker

27. Clearly Adv. Clear Adj. -ly Adv.

Maker

28. Shiny Adj. Shine Verb- -y Adj.

Maker

29. Quickly Adv. Quick Adj. -ly Adv.

Maker

30. Shortly Adv. Short Adj. -ly Adv.

Maker

31. Defender Noun Defend Verb -er Noun

Maker

32. Frustration Noun Frustrate Verb -tion Noun

Maker

33. Immeasurable Adj. Measure Verb- im- -able Adj.

Maker

34. Greatly Adv. Great Adj. -ly Adv.

Maker

35. Independence Noun Depend Verb in- -ence Noun

Maker

36. Divider Noun Divide Verb -er Noun

Maker

37. Wooden Adj. Wood Noun -en Adj.

Maker

38. Currently Adv. Current Adj. -ly Adv.

Maker

39. Suggestion Noun Suggest Verb -ion Noun

Maker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

40. Difference Noun Differ Verb -ence Noun

Maker

41. Heartedly Adv. Heart Noun -ly Adv.

Maker

42. Silence Noun Silent Adj. -ence Noun

Maker

43. Rarely Adv. Rare Adj. -ly Adv.

Maker

44. Happiness Noun Happy Adj. -ness Noun

Maker

45. Agreement Noun Agree Verb -ment Noun

Maker

46. Completely Adv. Complete Verb -ly Adv.

Maker

47. Information Noun Inform Verb -tion Noun

Maker

48. Enrollment Noun Enroll Verb -ment Noun

Maker

49. Forgiveness Noun Forgive Verb -ness Noun

Maker

50 Beautiful Adj. Beauty Noun -ful Adj.

Marker

51 Collective Adj. Collect Verb -ive Adj.

Marker

52 Invitation Noun Invite Verb -tion Noun

Marker

53 Curiously Adv. Curious Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

54 Examination Noun Exam Verb -tion Noun

Marker

55 Rigorous Adj. Rigor Noun -ous Adj.

Marker

56 Preparation Noun Prepare Verb -tion Noun

Marker

57 Exhaustion Noun Exhaust Verb -tion Noun

Marker

58 Worriedly Adv. Worry Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

59 Throughly Adv. Through Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

60 Clumsily Adv. Clumsy Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

61 Tightly Adv. Tight Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

62 Excitement Noun Excite Verb -ment Noun

Marker

63 Loudly Adv. Loud Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

64 Mighty Adj. Might Noun -y Adj.

Marker

65 Powerful Adj. Power Noun -ful Adj.

Marker

66 Magical Adj. Magic Noun -al Adj.

Marker

67 Energetic Adj. Energy Noun -tic Adj.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

68 Nimbly Adv. Nimble Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

69 Conductor Noun Conduct Verb -or Noun

Marker

70 Rainy Adj. Rain Noun -y Adj.

Marker

71 Impatiently Adv. Patient Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

72 Faintly Adv. Faint Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

73 Friendly Adv. Friend Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

74 Cheerful Adj. Cheer Noun -ful Adj.

Marker

75 Simply Adv. Simple Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

76 Postal Noun Post Verb -al Noun

Marker

77 Worker Noun Work Verb -er Noun

Marker

78 Seller Noun Sell Verb -er Noun

Marker

79 Deliberately Adv. Deliberate Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

80 Completely Adv. Complete Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

81 Popularity Noun Popular Adj. -ity Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

82 Charismatic Adj. Charisma Noun -tic Adj.

Marker

83 Writer Noun Write Verb -er Noun

Marker

84 Slightly Adv. Slight Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

85 Introduction Noun Introduce Verb -tion Noun

Marker

86 Sturdily Adv. Sturdy Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

87 Behavior Noun Behave Verb -ior Noun

Marker

88 Naively Adv. Naive Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

89 Seriousness Noun Serious Adj. -ness Noun

Marker

90 Precisely Adv. Precise Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

91 Nasally Adv. Nasal Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

92 Creature Noun Create Verb -ure Noun

Marker

93 Generation Noun Generate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

94 Widely Adv. Wide Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

95 Emotionally Adv. Emotion Noun -al

-ly

Adv.

Marker

96 Physically Adv. Physic Noun -al

-ly

Adv.

Marker

97 Solemnly Adv. Solemn Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

98 Unmistakably Adv. Mistake Noun un- -ably Adv.

Marker

99 Unanimously Adv. Animous Adj. un- -ly Adv.

Marker

100 Spiky Adj. Spike Noun -y Adj.

Marker

101 Deepen Verb Deep Adj. -en Verb

Marker

102 Luckily Adv. Luck Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

103 Voracious Adj. Predict Verb -ous Adj.

Marker

104 Faithful Adj. Faith Noun -ful Adj.

Marker

105 Hurriedly Adv. Hurry Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

106 Funny Adj. Fun Noun -y Adj.

Marker

107 Player Noun Play Verb -er Noun

Marker

108 Proudly Adv. Proud Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

109 Enviously Adv. Envy Verb -ous

-ly

Adv.

Marker

110 Educator Noun Educate Verb -or Noun

Marker

111 Enlighten Verb Light Noun en- -en Verb

Marker

112 Happily Adv. Happy Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

113 Definitely Adv. Define Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

114 Briefly Adv. Brief Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

115 Solidify Adv. Solid Adj. -fy Adv.

Marker

116 Frantically Adv. Frantic Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

117 Sharply Adv. Sharp Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

118 Indiscriminately Adv. Discriminate Verb in- -ly Adv.

Marker

119 Carefully Adv. Care Noun -ful

-ly

Adv.

Marker

120 Possibly Adv. Possible Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

121 Trial Noun Try Verb -al Noun

Marker

122 Comfortable Adj. Comfort Adj. -able Adj.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

123 Calmly Adv. Calm Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

124 Optimistic Adj. Optimist Adj. -tic Adj.

Marker

125 Peacefull Adv. Peace Noun -ful Adv.

Marker

126 Officially Adv. Office Noun -al

-ly

Adv.

Marker

127 Violation Noun Violate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

128 Accordance Noun Accord Verb -ance Noun

Marker

129 Punishment Noun Punish Verb -ment Noun

Marker

130 Permanently Adv. Permanent Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

131 Firmly Adv. Firm Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

132 Seriously Adv. Serious Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

133 Enforce Verb Force Noun en- Verb

Marker

134 Strictly Adv. Strict Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

135 Recommendation Noun Commend Verb -tion Noun

Marker

136 Exception Noun Except Verb -tion Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

137 Violator Noun Violate Verb -or Noun

Marker

138 Unify Verb Union Noun -fy Verb

Marker

139 Repetition Noun Repeat Verb -tion Noun

Marker

140 Instantly Adv. Instant Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

141 Flicker Noun Flick Verb -er Noun

Marker

142 Asleep Adj. Sleep Verb a- Adj.

Marker

143 Mandatory Adj. Mandate Verb -ary Adj.

Marker

144 Unfold Verb Fold Verb un- Verb

Marker

145 Artistic Adj. Art Noun -istic Adj.

Marker

146 Difficulty Noun Difficult Adj. -ty Noun

Marker

147 Lengthy Adv. Lenght Noun -ty Adv.

Marker

148 Explanation Noun Explain Verb -tion Noun

Marker

149 Broadly Adv. Broad Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

150 Unfortunately Adv. Fortune Noun un- -ate

-ly

Adv.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

151 Courteously Adv. Courteous Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

152 Pronounciation Noun Pronounce Verb -tion Noun

Marker

153 Literally Adv. Literal Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

154 Certainly Adv. Certain Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

155 Manager Noun Manage Verb -er Noun

Marker

156 Incredibly Adv. Incredible Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

157 Strudy Adj. Break Verb -y Adj.

Marker

158 Promptly Adv. Prompt Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

159 Easily Adv. Easy Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

160 Weary Adj. Wear Verb -y Adj.

Marker

161 Certainty Noun Certain Adj. -ty Noun

Marker

162 Nicely Adv. Nice Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

163 Disciplinary Adj. Disclipine Noun -ary Adj.

Marker

164 Security Noun Secure Adj. -ity Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

165 Optimistically Adv. Optimist Adj. -ical

-ly

Adv.

Marker

166 Abruptly Adv. Abrupt Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

167 Stiffly Adv. Stiff Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

168 Movement Noun Move Verb -ment Noun

Marker

169 Stocky Adj. Stock Noun -y Adj.

Marker

170 Shakily Adv. Shake Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

171 Comparison Noun Compare Verb -ion Noun

Marker

172 Embarassement Noun Embarasse Verb -ment Noun

Marker

173 Strongly Adv. Strong Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

174 Subsequently Adv. Subsequent Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

175 Finally Adv. Final Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

176 Silently Adv. Silent Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

177 Enforcer Noun Force Noun en- -er Noun

Marker

178 Swiftly Adv. Swift Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

179 Unsurprisingly Adv. Surprise Verb un- -ly Adv.

Marker

180 Communication Noun Communicate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

181 Surveillance Noun Survey Verb -ance Noun

Marker

182 Initially Adv. Initial Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

183 Suggestion Noun Suggest Verb -tion Noun

Marker

184 Noisy Adj. Noise Adj. -y Adj.

Marker

185 Apperently Adv. Appear Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

186 Faithfully Adv. Faith Noun -ful

-ly

Adv.

Marker

187 Relatively Adv. Relate Verb -ive

-ly

Adv.

Marker

188 Hidden Adj. Hide Verb -en Adj.

Marker

189 Beautifully Adv. Beauty Noun -fully Adv.

Marker

190 Frequently Adv. Frequent Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

191 Fellowship Noun Fellow Noun -ship Noun

Marker

192 Windy Adj. Wind Noun -y Adj.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

193 Confusion Noun Confuse Verb -ion Noun

Marker

194 Dresser Noun Dress Noun -er Noun

Marker

195 Colonial Adj. Colony Noun -al Adj.

Marker

196 Government Noun Govern Verb -ment Noun

Marker

197 Continuation Noun Continue Verb -tion Noun

Marker

198 Rusty Adj. Rust Noun -y Adj.

Marker

199 Removable Adj. Move Verb -able Adj.

Marker

200 Abbrevation Noun Abbreviate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

201 Blatantly Adv. Blatant Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

202 Usually Adv. Usual Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

203 Thankfully Adv. Thank Verb -ful

-ly

Adv.

Marker

204 Especially Adv. Especial Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

205 Frivolous Adj. Frivol Noun -ous Adv.

Marker

206 Nonbeliever Noun Believe Noun non- -er Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

207 Pressure Noun Press Verb -ure Noun

Marker

208 Excitedly Adv. Excite Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

209 Greatly Adv. Great Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

210 Impressive Adj. Impress Verb -ive Adj.

Marker

211 Nationally Adv. Nation Noun -al

-ly

Adv.

Marker

212 Admittedly Adv. Admit Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

213 Historical Adj. History Noun -al Adj.

Marker

214 Feebly Adv. Feeble Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

215 Agreement Noun Agree Verb -ment Noun

Marker

216 Uncertainly Adv. Certain Adj. un- -ly Adv.

Marker

217 Permission Noun Permit Verb -ion Noun

Marker

218 Satisfaction Noun Satisfy Verb -tion Noun

Marker

219 Orderly Adv. Order Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

220 Assembly Adv. Assemble Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

221 Repeatedly Adv. Repeat Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

222 Existence Noun Exist Verb -ence Noun

Marker

223 Official Adj. Office Noun -al Adj.

Marker

224 Enthusiastic Adj. Enthusiast Noun -ic Adj.

Marker

225 Initiator Noun Initiate Verb -or Noun

Marker

226 Audience Noun Appear Verb -ence Noun

Marker

227 Combination Noun Combine Verb -tion Noun

Marker

228 Nervously Adv. Nerve Noun -ous

-ly

Adv.

Marker

229 Champion Noun Champ Verb -ion Noun

Marker

230 Tactical Adj. Tactic Noun -al Adj.

Marker

231 Greatness Noun Great Adj. -ness Noun

Marker

232 Eventually Adv. Event Noun -al

-ly

Adv.

Marker

233 Personal Adj. Person Noun -al Adj.

Marker

234 Broadcaster Noun Broadcast Verb -er Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

235 Defensive Adj. Defend Verb -ive Adj.

Marker

236 Hopeless Adj. Hope Verb -less Adj.

Marker

237 Mercilessly Adv. Merciy Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

238 Stiflingly Adv. Stifle Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

239 Sticky Adj. Stick Verb -y Adj.

Marker

240 Anxious Adj. Anxiety Noun -ous Adj.

Marker

241 Barely Adv. Bare Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

242 Valiantly Adv. Valiant Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

243 Handful Adj. Hand Noun -ful Adj.

Marker

244 Critical Adj. Critic Noun -al Adj.

Marker

245 Concentration Noun Concentrate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

246 Speechless Adj. Speech Noun -less Adj.

Marker

247 Previously Adv. Previous Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

248 Rowdy Adj. Explore Verb -y Adj.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

249 Motivational Noun Motivate Verb -tion

-al

Noun

Marker

250 Memorization Noun Memory Noun -tion Noun

Marker

251 Weakness Noun Weak Adj. -ness Noun

Marker

252 Thankful Adj. Thank Verb -ful Adj.

Marker

253 Naturally Adv. Nature Noun -al

-ly

Adv.

Marker

254 Additional Adj. Add Verb -tion

-al

Adj.

Marker

255 Continually Adv. Continue Verb -al

-ly

Adv.

Marker

256 Nutrition Noun Nutrient Adj. -tion Noun

Marker

257 Roughly Adv. Rough Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

258 Prostration Noun Prostrate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

259 Meaningless Adj. Mean Verb -less Adj.

Marker

260 Humility Noun Humil Adj. -ity Noun

Marker

261 Sleppy Adj. Sleep Verb -y Adj.

Marker

262 Refreshment Noun Fresh Adj. re- -ment Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

263 Increasingly Adv. Increase Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

264 Silence Noun Silent Adj. -ence Noun

Marker

265 Drowsiness Noun Drown Verb -ness Noun

Marker

266 Sleppiness Noun Sleep Verb -ness Noun

Marker

267 Addiction Noun Addict Adj. -tion Noun

Marker

268 Denial Noun Deny Verb -al Noun

Marker

269 Examiner Noun Exam Noun -er Noun

Marker

270 Selection Noun Select Verb -ion Noun

Marker

271 Tensely Adv. Tense Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

272 Nervousness Noun Nerve Verb -ness Noun

Marker

273 Momentarily Adv. Moment Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

274 Shaky Adj. Shake Verb -y Adj.

Marker

275 Lighter Noun Light Verb -er Noun

Marker

276 Randomly Adv. Random Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

277 Sluggish Adj. Slug Noun -ish Adj.

Marker

278 Locally Adv. Local Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

279 Enthusiasm Noun Enthusiast Verb -ism Noun

Marker

280 Succesful Adj. Success Noun -ful Adj.

Marker

281 Laughter Noun Laugh Verb -er Noun

Marker

282 Chatter Noun Chat Verb -er Noun

Marker

283 Curiousity Noun Curious Adj. -ity Noun

Marker

284 Envious Adj. Envy Verb -ous Adj.

Marker

285 Declamation Noun Declamate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

286 Clearly Adv. Clear Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

287 Photographic Adj. Pothograph Noun -ic Adj.

Marker

288 Optimistic Adj. Optimist Noun -ic Adj.

Marker

289 Breezy Adj. Breez Noun -y Adj.

Marker

290 Description Noun Describe Verb -tion Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

291 Justify Verb Justice Noun -fy Verb

Marker

292 Imagination Noun Imagine Verb -tion Noun

Marker

293 National Adj. Nation Noun -al Adj.

Marker

294 Development Noun Develop Verb -ment Noun

Marker

295 Poetically Adv. Poetic Adj. -al

-ly

Adv.

Marker

296 Imaginary Adj. Imagine Verb -ry Adj.

Marker

297 Scientific Adj. Science Noun -ic Adj.

Marker

298 Passionately Adv. Passion Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

299 Argument Noun Argue Verb -ment Noun

Marker

300 Interpretation Noun Interpretate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

301 Geographic Adj. Geography Noun -ic Adj.

Marker

302 Civilization Noun Civil Adj. -tion Noun

Marker

303 Humorous Adj. Humor Noun -ous Adj.

Marker

304 Civilize Verb Civil Adj. -ize Verb

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

305 Replacement Noun Replace Verb -ment Noun

Marker

306 Sweetness Noun Sweet Adj. -ness Noun

Marker

307 Miraculously Adv. Miracle Noun -ous

-ly

Adv.

Marker

308 Determination Noun Determinate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

309 Unexpectedly Adv. Expect Verb un- -ly Adv.

Marker

310 Lucky Adj. Luck Noun -y Adj.

Marker

311 Majority Noun Major Adj. -ity Noun

Marker

312 Generally Adv. General Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

313 Sadly Adv. Sad Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

314 Regularly Adv. Regular Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

315 Festive Adj. Fest Noun -ive Adj.

Marker

316 Toddler Noun Toddle Verb -er Noun

Marker

317 Addition Noun Add Verb -tion Noun

Marker

318 Spacious Adj. Space Noun -ous Adj.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

319 Audible Adj. Audio Noun -able Adj.

Marker

320 Solidly Adv. Solid Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

321 Blankly Adv. Blank Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

322 Education Noun Educate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

323 Organization Noun Organize Verb -tion Noun

Marker

324 Sticker Noun Stick Verb -er Noun

Marker

325 Appreciation Noun Appreciate Verb -ion Noun

Marker

326 Fairly Adv. Fair Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

327 Appliance Noun Apply Verb -ance Noun

Marker

328 Location Noun Locate Verb -ion Noun

Marker

329 Mothly Adv. Moth Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

330 Surprisingly Adv. Surprise Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

331 Attendance Noun Attend Verb -ance Noun

Marker

332 Expertly Adv. Expert Noun -ly Adv.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

333 Essentially Adv. Essent Noun -al

-ly

Adv.

Marker

334 Congregation Noun Congregrate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

335 Patiently Adv. Patient Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

336 Sincerely Adv. Sincere Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

337 Sincerity Noun Sincere Adj. -ity Noun

Marker

338 Festivity Noun Fest Verb -ty Noun

Marker

339 Lively Adv. Live Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

340 Friendship Noun Friend Noun -ship Noun

Marker

341 Festively Adv. Fest Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

342 Donation Noun Donate Verb -ion Noun

Marker

343 Genealogical Adj. Genealogy Noun -al Adj.

Marker

344 Relationship Noun Relate Verb -ship Noun

Marker

345 Briskly Adv. Brisk Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

346 Bitterly Adv. Bit Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

347 Memorable Adj. Memory Noun -able Adj.

Marker

348 Partly Adv. Part Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

349 Unforgettable Adj. Forget Verb un- -able Adj.

Marker

350 Pleasant Adj. Please Verb -ant Adj.

Marker

351 Joyous Adj. Joy Noun -ous Adj.

Marker

352 Rheotorically Adv. Retro Adj. -al

-ly

Adv.

Marker

353 Defensively Adv. Defend Verb -ive

-ly

Adv.

Marker

354 Flattery Noun Flat Adj. -ry Noun

Marker

355 Valuable Adj. Value Noun -able Adj.

Marker

356 Seniority Noun Senior Adj. -ity Noun

Marker

357 Impenetrable Adj. Penetrate Verb im- -able Adj.

Marker

358 Casually Adv. Casual Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

359 Passionate Adj. Passion Noun -ate Adj.

Marker

360 Capricously Adv. Caprice Noun -ous

-ly

Adv.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

361 Governor Noun Govern Verb -or Noun

Marker

362 Collective Adj. Collect Verb -ive Adj.

Marker

363 Opportunity Noun Opportune Adj. -ity Noun

Marker

364 Perpetual Adj. Perpetua Noun -al Adj.

Marker

365 Deeply Adv. Deep Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

366 Attractive Adj. Attract Verb -ive Adj.

Marker

367 Feasible Adj. Format Noun -ive Adj.

Marker

368 Possibility Noun Possible Adj. -ity Noun

Marker

369 Motivation Noun Motivate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

370 Reporter Noun Report Verb -er Noun

Marker

371 Coverage Noun Cover Verb -age Noun

Marker

372 Hesitantly Adv. Hesitant Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

373 Apologize Verb Apology Noun -ize Verb

Marker

374 Judgement Noun Judge Verb -ment Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

375 Leniciency Noun Lenient Adj. -cy Noun

Marker

376 Jealously Adv. Jealous Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

377 Shyly Adv. Shy Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

378 Cylindrical Adj. Cylinder Noun -ical Adj.

Marker

379 Technical Adj. Technic Noun -al Adj.

Marker

380 Container Noun Contain Verb -er Noun

Marker

381 Sweaty Adj. Sweat Noun -y Adj.

Marker

382 Tricky Adj. Trick Noun -y Adj.

Marker

383 Hesitantly Adv. Hesitant Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

384 Cheery Adj. Cheer Noun -y Adj.

Marker

385 Emergency Noun Emergent Adj. -cy Noun

Marker

386 Glossy Adj. Gloss Noun -y Adj.

Marker

387 Fearfully Adv. Fear Verb -fully Adv.

Marker

388 Resignation Noun Sign Noun -tion Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

389 Frozen Adj. Froze Verb -en Adj.

Marker

390 Strategically Adv. Strategy Noun -ical

-ly

Adv.

Marker

391 Unmistakable Adj. Mistake Noun un- -able Adj.

Marker

392 Endlessly Adv. End Verb -less

-ly

Adv.

Marker

393 Suitable Adj. Suit Noun -able Adj.

Marker

394 Practical Adj. Practice Verb -al Adj.

Marker

395 Strangely Adv. Strange Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

396 Installment Noun Install Verb -ment Noun

Marker

397 Preparatory Adj. Prepare Verb -ry Adj.

Marker

398 Restlessness Noun Rest Verb -ness Noun

Marker

399 Doubtful Adj. Doubt Noun -ful Adj.

Marker

400 Notification Noun Notify Verb -tion Noun

Marker

401 Destination Noun Destine Verb -tion Noun

Marker

402 Reminiscent Adj. Remind Verb -cent Adj.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

403 Painful Adj. Pain Noun -ful Adj.

Marker

404 Reality Noun Real Adj. -ity Noun

Marker

405 Quitter Noun Quit Verb -er Noun

Marker

406 Vibrantly Adv. Vibrant Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

407 Theatrical Adj. Theathre Noun -al Adj.

Marker

408 Fighter Noun Fight Verb -er Noun

Marker

409 Safety Noun Safe Verb -ty Noun

Marker

410 Maker Noun Make Verb -er Noun

Marker

411 Uniqueness Noun Unique Adj. -ness Noun

Marker

412 Magnificent Adj. Magnify Verb -cent Adj.

Marker

413 Automatically Adv. Automatic Adj. -ally Adv.

Marker

414 Reputation Noun Repute Adj. -tion Noun

Marker

415 Director Noun Direct Adj. -or Noun

Marker

416 Thrifty Adj. Thrift Noun -ty Adj.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

417 Conceptualize Verb Concept Noun -alize Verb

Marker

418 Rehearsal Noun Rehearse Verb -al Noun

Marker

419 Traveller Noun Travel Verb -er Noun

Marker

420 Observer Noun Observe Verb -er Noun

Marker

421 Presentation Noun Present Adj. -tion Noun

Marker

422 Wanderer Noun Wander Verb -er Noun

Marker

423 Boundary Noun Bound Verb -ary Noun

Marker

424 Entertainment Noun Entertain Verb -ment Noun

Marker

425 Intently Adv. Intent Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

426 Manually Adv. Manual Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

427 Sprayer Noun Spray Verb -er Noun

Marker

428 Blower Noun Blow Verb -er Noun

Marker

429 Coordinator Noun Coordinate Verb -or Noun

Marker

430 Arrangement Noun Arrange Verb -ment Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

431 Perfomance Noun Perform Verb -ance Noun

Marker

432 Optimistic Adj. Optimist Noun -ic Adj.

Marker

433 Foreigner Noun Foreign Adj. -er Noun

Marker

434 Condensation Noun Condense Verb -tion Noun

Marker

435 Attendant Adj. Attend Verb -ant Adj.

Marker

436 Peacefully Adv. Peace Noun -ful

-ly

Adv.

Marker

437 Decoration Noun Decorate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

438 Action Noun Act Verb -ion Noun

Marker

439 Actor Noun Act Verb -or Noun

Marker

440 Recorder Noun Record Verb -er Noun

Marker

441 Gradually Adv. Gradual Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

442 Pensively Adv. Pensive Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

443 Thunderous Adj. Thunder Noun -ous Adj.

Marker

444 Admiration Noun Admire Verb -tion Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

445 Dubiously Adv. Dubious Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

446 Difference Noun Differ Adj. -ence Noun

Marker

447 Recently Adv. Recent Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

448 Stupidity Noun Stupid Adj. -ity Noun

Marker

449 Conclusion Noun Conclude Verb -ion Noun

Marker

450 Cloudy Adj. Cloud Noun -y Adj.

Marker

451 Reliever Noun Relief Verb -er Noun

Marker

452 Prideful Adj. Pride Noun -ful Adj.

Marker

453 Huller Noun Hull Verb -er Noun

Marker

454 Emotional Adj. Emotion Noun -al Adj.

Marker

455 Dutiful Adj. Duty Noun -ful Adj.

Marker

456 Certainty Noun Certain Adj. -ty Noun

Marker

457 Uncomfortable Adj. Comfort Adj. un- -able Adj.

Marker

458 Elderly Adj. Elder Noun -ly Adj.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

459 Kindness Noun Kind Adj. -ness Noun

Marker

460 Salvation Noun Salve Verb -tion Noun

Marker

461 Softly Adv. Soft Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

462 Typical Adj. Type Noun -al Adj.

Marker

463 Sadness Noun Sad Adj. -ness Noun

Marker

464 Administrator Noun Help Verb -er Noun

Marker

465 Probably Adv. Porbable Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

466 Heavenly Adv. Heaven Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

467 Actual Adj. Act Verb -al Adj.

Marker

468 Realize Verb Real Noun -ize Verb

Marker

469 Brightly Adv. Bright Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

470 Honestly Adv. Honest Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

471 Extremely Adv. Extreme Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

472 Departure Noun Depart Verb -ure Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

473 Cheerfully Adv. Cheer Noun -ful

-ly

Adv.

Marker

474 Indescribably Adv. Describe Verb in- -able

-ly

Adv.

Marker

475 Solitary Adj. Solitare Verb -ry Adj.

Marker

476 Lethargically Adv. Lethargic Adj. -ally Adv.

Marker

477 Ancestor Noun Ancestry Noun -or Noun

Marker

478 Prickly Adv. Prick Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

479 Enjoyable Adj. Joy Noun en- -able Adj.

Marker

480 Dangerous Adj. Danger Noun -ous Adj.

Marker

481 Consciousness Noun Conscious Adj. -ness Noun

Marker

482 Resistance Noun Resist Verb -ance Noun

Marker

483 Ignition Noun Ignite Verb -tion Noun

Marker

484 Appointment Noun Appoint Verb -ment Noun

Marker

485 Electrifier Noun Electric Adj. -er Noun

Marker

486 Symphathetically Adv. Symphaty Noun -ical

-ly

Adv.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

487 Victoriuos Adj. Victory Noun -ous Adj.

Marker

488 Injection Noun Inject Verb -tion Noun

Marker

489 Pregnancy Noun Pregnant Adj. -cy Noun

Marker

490 Encounter Noun Count Verb en- -er Noun

Marker

491 Guidance Noun Guide Verb -ance Noun

Marker

492 Witness Noun Wit Verb -ness Noun

Marker

493 Adviser Noun Advise Verb -er Noun

Marker

494 Available Adj. Avail Noun -able Adj.

Marker

495 Brighten Verb Bright Adj. -en Verb

Marker

496 Mountainous Adj. Mountain Noun -ous Adj.

Marker

497 Mentally Adv. Mental Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

498 Neutralize Verb Neutral Adj. -ize Verb

Marker

499 Infamously Adv. Fame Noun in- -

ously

Adv.

Marker

500 Ability Noun Able Adj. -ity Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

501 Capability Noun Capable Adj. -ity Noun

Marker

502 Confidence Noun Confident Adj. -ence Noun

Marker

503 Empathetically Adv. Emphaty Noun -ally Adv.

Marker

504 Necessarily Adv. Necessary Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

505 Normally Adv. Normal Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

506 Illustration Noun Ilustrate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

507 Translator Noun Translate Verb -or Noun

Marker

508 Unmercifully Adv. Merciy Noun un- -ful

-ly

Adv.

Marker

509 Learner Noun Learn Verb -er Noun

Marker

510 Imitation Noun Imitate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

511 Convincingly Adv. Convince Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

512 Psychological Adj. Psycology Noun -al Adj.

Marker

513 Physical Adj. Physic Noun -al Adj.

Marker

514 Winner Noun Win Verb -er Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

515 Anticaipation Noun Anticipate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

516 Intensive Adj. Intense Noun -ive Adj.

Marker

517 Golden Adj. Gold Noun -en Adj.

Marker

518 Philosophycal Adj. Philosophy Noun -al Adj.

Marker

519 Cosmography Noun Cosmo Noun -y Noun

Marker

520 Miraculous Adj. Miracle Noun -ous Adj.

Marker

521 Reaction Noun Act Verb re- -tion Noun

Marker

522 Universal Adj. Universe Noun -al Adj.

Marker

523 Solidarity Noun Solid Adj. -ity Noun

Marker

524 Regression Noun Regress Verb -ion Noun

Marker

525 Romanticism Noun Romantic Adj. -ism Noun

Marker

526 Dissappoinment Noun Dissappoint Verb -ment Noun

Marker

527 Tremendous Adj. Tremendous Adj. -ous Adj.

Marker

528 Enterpreneurship Noun Enterpreneur Verb -ship Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

529 Cheerish Adj. Cheer Noun -ish Adj.

Marker

530 Glassy Adj. Glass Noun -y Adj.

Marker

531 Responsibility Noun Response Verb -ity Noun

Marker

532 Helper Noun Help Verb -er Noun

Marker

533 Compassion Noun Compase Verb -ion Noun

Marker

534 Meaningfull Adj. Mean Verb -ful Adj.

Marker

535 Enforcement Noun Force Verb en- -ment Noun

Marker

536 Puffy Adj. Puff Verb -y Adj.

Marker

537 Congratulation Noun Congratulate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

538 Clamorous Adj. Clamor Noun -ous Adj.

Marker

539 Foggy Adj. Fog Noun -y Adj.

Marker

540 Dashingly Adv. Dash Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

541 Drainage Noun Drain Verb -age Noun

Marker

542 Foundation Noun Found Verb -tion Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

543 Separation Noun Separate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

544 Highly Adv. High Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

545 Apparently Adv. Apparent Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

546 Staunchly Adv. Staunch Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

547 Coincidence Noun Coinci Adj. -ence Noun

Marker

548 Apartment Noun Apart Adj. -ment Noun

Marker

549 Obviously Adv. Obvious Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

550 Doctoral Adj. Doctor Noun -al Adj.

Marker

551 Advisor Noun Advise Verb -or Noun

Marker

552 Steadily Adv. Stead Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

553 Numerous Adj. Number Noun -ous Adj.

Marker

554 Forgiver Noun Forgive Verb -er Noun

Marker

555 Alight Adj. Light Noun a- Adj.

Marker

556 Nationalistic Adj. Nation Noun -tic Adj.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

557 Listener Noun Listen Verb -er Noun

Marker

558 Religious Adj. Religi Noun -ous Adj.

Marker

559 Bashfully Adv. Bash Noun -ful
-ly

Adv.

Marker

560 Merely Adv. Mere Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

561 Nonreligious Adj. Religi Noun non- -ous Adj.

Marker

562 Graduation Noun Graduate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

563 Traditional Adj. tradition Noun -al Adj.

Marker

564 Colorful Adj. Color Noun -ful Adj.

Marker

565 Immediately Adv. Immediate Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

566 Atypically Adv. Atypical Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

567 Prescription Noun Prescript Verb -tion Noun

Marker

568 Apprehensive Adj. Apprehend Verb -ive Adj.

Marker

569 Payment Noun Pay Verb -ment Noun

Marker

570 Cautiously Adv. Caution Noun -ly Adv.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

571 Consequently Adv. Consequent Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

572 Leader Noun Lead Verb -er Noun

Marker

573 Preacher Noun Preach Verb -er Noun

Marker

574 Increasingly Adv. Increase Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

575 Critical Adj. Critic Noun -al Adj.

Marker

576 Sorrowfully Adv. Sorrow Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

577 Goodness Noun Good Adj. -ness Noun

Marker

578 Manager Noun Manage Verb -er Noun

Marker

579 Possibly Adv. Possible Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

580 Piteously Adv. Pity Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

581 Enroll Verb Roll Noun en- Verb

Marker

582 Honorable Adj. Honor Noun -able Adj.

Marker

583 Infrequently Adv. Frequent Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

584 Discussion Noun Discuss Verb -ion Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

585 Clearly Adv. Clear Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

586 Shiny Adj. Shine Verb -y Adj.

Marker

587 Quickly Adv. Quick Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

588 Shortly Adv. Short Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

589 Defender Noun Defend Verb -er Noun

Marker

590 Frustration Noun Frustrate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

591 Immeasurable Adj. Measure Verb im- -able Adj.

Marker

592 Greatly Adv. Great Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

593 Independence Noun Depend Verb in- -ence Noun

Marker

594 Divider Noun Divide Verb -er Noun

Marker

595 Wooden Adj. Wood Noun -en Adj.

Marker

596 Currently Adv. Current Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

597 Suggestion Noun Suggest Verb -ion Noun

Marker

598 Difference Noun Differ Verb -ence Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

599 Heartedly Adv. Heart Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

600 Silence Noun Silent Adj. -ence Noun

Marker

601 Rarely Adv. Rare Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

602 Happinees Noun Happy Adj. -ness Noun

Marker

603 Agreement Noun Agree Verb -ment Noun

Marker

604 Completely Adv. Complete Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

605 Information Noun Inform Verb -tion Noun

Marker

606 Enrollment Noun Roll Verb en- -ment Noun

Marker

607 Forgiveness Noun Forgive Verb -ness Noun

Marker

608 Freshly Adv. Fresh Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

609 Lovely Adv. Love Verb -ly Adv.

Marker

610 Impolitely Adv. Polite Adj. -ous Adv.

Marker

611 Mighty Adj. Might Noun -y Adj.

Marker

612 Counter Noun Count Verb -er Noun

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

613 Frigthen Verb Fright Noun -en Verb

Marker

614 Lavishly Adv. Lavish Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

615 Manly Adv. Man Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

616 Actually Adv. Actual Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

617 Encircle Verb Circle Noun en- Verb

Marker

618 Compartment Noun Compare Verb -ment Noun

Marker

619 Temporarily Adv. Temporal Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

620 Strangely Adv. Strange Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

621 Doctoral Adj. Doctor Noun -al Adj.

Marker

622 Hesitation Noun Hesitate Adj. -tion Noun

Marker

623 Depiction Noun Depict Verb -ion Noun

Marker

624 Argument Noun Argue Verb -ment Noun

Marker

625 Confidently Adv. Confident Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

626 Slowly Adv. Slow Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

627 Surely Adv. Sure Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

628 Accumulation Noun Accumulate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

629 Strongly Adv. Strong Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

630 Dedication Noun Dedicate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

631 Instantly Adv. Instant Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

632 Clamorous Adj. Clamour Noun -ous Adj.

Marker

633 Laughter Noun Laugh Verb -er Noun

Marker

634 Sickness Noun Sick Adj. -ness Noun

Marker

635 Successfully Adv. Success Noun -fully Adv.

Marker

636 Encourage Verb Courage Noun en- Verb

Marker

637 Hopefully Adv. Hope Noun -fully Adv.

Marker

638 Education Noun Educate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

639 Deeply Adv. Deep Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

640 Fatherly Adv. Father Noun -ly Adv.

Marker



Table 4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

641 Sheepishly Adv. Sheep Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

642 Destination Noun Destinate Verb -tion Noun

Marker

643 Employee Noun Employ Verb -ee Noun

Marker

644 Transportation Noun Transport Verb -tion Noun

Marker

645 Fiercly Adv. Fierce Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

646 Suddenly Adv. Sudden Adj. -ly Adv.

Marker

647 Darkness Noun Dark Adj. -ness Noun

Marker

648 Exception Noun Except Verb -ion Noun

Marker

649 Fortunately Adv. Fortune Noun -ly Adv.

Marker

650 Bushy Adj. Bush Noun -y Adj.

Marker

651 Salty Adj. Salt Noun -y Adj.

Marker

652 Truly Adj. True Adj. -ly Adj.

Marker

653 Noticeable Adj. Notice Noun -able Adj.

Marker

654 Speaker Noun Speak Verb -er Noun

Marker



655 Nonstop Adj. Stop Verb non- Adj.

Marker

656 Observation Noun Observe Verb -tion Noun

Marker

As the objective of the research which is going to find out the derivational

affixes and the bases or roots of the words in The Land of Five Towers Novel by

A. Fuadi, the table above is showing how to find out the derivational affixes and

the roots. It can be seen that the words in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A.

Fuadi are analyzed by separating the derivational affixes and the roots, so it was

clearly obtained derivational affixes and the roots of the words.

From the table above, analyzing the structure of words, there are

derivational affixes that can be found in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A.

Fuadi. It will be shown in the table below.

Table 4.1 The Number Derivational Affixes

No
Derivational Affixes The Number of

Derivational AffixesPrefix Suffix

1. in- 5

2. en- 9

3. un- 11

4. a- 2

5. non- 3

6. re- 2

7. im- 2

8. -ly 249

9. -able 18

10. -er 52



Table 4.1 Continued

11. -al 53

12. -ous 28

13. -ate 2

14. -cy 3

15. -y 34

16. -ee 1

17. -tion 73

18. -ion 14

19. -ize 6

20. -ship 3

21. -ment 26

22. -ism 3

23. -en 9

24. -ful 27

25. -age 2

26. -tic 16

27. -ish 2

28. -ary 8

29. -cent 2

30. -ive 13

31. -ance 7

32. -less 5

33. -ence 9

34. -ity 22

35. -ant 2

36. -or 11

37. -ness 19

38. -ure 3

39. -fy 3



From the table above, it show that there are en- (9), in- (5), un- (11), a- (2), -

non- (3), re- (2), im- (2) as prefixes, while the suffixes are –ly (249), -able (18), -

er (52), -al (53), -ous (28), -ate (2), -cy (3), -y (34), -ee (1), –tion (73), -ion (14), -

ize (6), -ship (3), -ment (26), -ism (3), -en (9), -ful (27), -age (2), -tic (16), -ish (2),

-ary (8), -cent (2), -ive (13), -ance (7), -less (5), -ence (9), -ity (22), -ant (2), -or

(11), -ness (19), -ure (3), -fy (3) and many derivational affixes found in The Land

of five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi. It shows that suffix –ly as derivational affixes

which is the most frequently present.

From the table above, the writer also can obtain the root of the words in The

Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi, they are 199 (adjective), 188 (noun), 266

(verb). It shows that the part of speech classification of the bases or roots in The

Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi is mostly presented in verb.

After analyzing the derivational affixes, the writer finds that derivational

affixes also have the function such as verb maker, noun maker, adjective maker

and adverb maker found in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi. It is

shown in the table below.

Table 4.2 The Number of The Function of Derivational Affixes

No.
The Function of Derivational

Affixes

The Number of The Function of

Derivational Affixes

1. Verb Maker 18

2. Noun Maker 229

3. Adjective Maker 208

4. Adverb Maker 249



From the table above, it shows that there are verb maker (18); noun maker

(229); adjective maker (208); and adverb maker (249) as the function of

derivational affixes found in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi. It

shows that adverb maker which is most frequently present.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

In this chapter, the writer will discuss the finding of the research in The

Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi.

The Derivational Affixes in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi

From data finding of the research, there are derivational affixes and roots

that can be found in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi. Here is the

word of changing the part of speech that found in The Land of Five Towers Novel

by A. Fuadi:

1. Adverb

An Adverb is normally made by adding the suffix –ly to the adjective.

For example: quick (adjective)

quickly (adverb)

2. Adjective

An adjective can be made by adding –ful to the noun or by adding –ive,

-ing, -ed, -able, -less to the verb.

For example: hope (noun) -hopeful (adjective)

act (verb) -active (adjective)

agree (verb) -agreeable (adjective)

dance (verb) -dancing (adjective)

exhaust (verb) -exhausted (adjective)



3. Verb

A verb can be made by adding –fy to the noun or by adding –en to the

adjective or by adding en- to the noun.

For example: beauty (noun) -beautify (verb)

wide (adjective) -widen (verb)

danger (noun) -endanger (verb)

4. Noun

A noun can be made by adding –ist or –ism to the noun or by adding –

ion, -ment, -er to the verb or by adding adding –ness, -ity to the

adjective.

For example: tour (noun) -tourism (noun)

decide (verb) -decision (noun)

state (verb) -statement (noun)

play (verb) -player (noun)

happy (adjective) -happiness (noun)

able (adjective) -ability (noun)

Based on the analysis in the previous chapter, the writer found the function

on her note in the table 4 Derivational Affixes. The descripton of those findings

will be clearly described as follwos:

1. Verb maker is used when the part of speech in root changes the part of

speech in word to be verb.

The affixes that make a verb in this research are en-, un-, as prefix and –

en, -ate, as suffix.



Example: Rich (adjective) Enrich (verb)

(Here, suffix –en has the function as verb maker because it

changes the part of speech adjective to be verb).

2. Noun maker is used when the part of speech in root changes the part of

speech in word formation to be noun.

The affixes that make a noun in this research are pre- as prefix and –

tion, -ity, -er, -ment, -ance, -ion, -y, -cy, -ship, -or, -ness, -ure as suffix.

Example: Communicate (verb) Communication (noun)

(Here, suffix –tion has the function as noun maker because it

change the part of speech verb to be noun).

3. Adjective maker is used when the part of speech in root changes the

part of speech in word to be adjective.

The affixes that make an adjective in this research are –ical, -ive, -ful, -

ous, -al, -able, -ary, -ish as suffix.

Example: Prospect (noun) Prospective (adjective)

(Here, suffix –ive has the function as adjective maker because

it changes the part of speech noun to be adjective).

4. Adverb maker is used when the part of speech in root changes the part

of speech in word to be adverb.

The affix that makes an adverb in this research is –ly as suffix.

Example: Slow (adjective) Slowly (adverb)

(Here, suffix –ly has the function as adverb maker because it

changes the part of speech adjective to be adverb).



Based on finding of the research, we know that suffix –ly is mostly used in a

words as an adverb marker. Here, an adverb marker gives those sentences clearer

explanation about the expression of the actor or the condition that happened in

The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi. It means that the author wants to

make a clarity for the readers. It will be clearly explained as follows:

 Amak continued cautiously, “Let your Amak say something first. Try to

listen.”

The word cautiously explains about the carefulness of Amak when she

continues her word.

 Public high school –the dream world I had built up in my head for so

long slowly rattled, and then collapsed into dust in the blink of an eye.

The word slowly explains about the condition of Alif’s dream which

collapses little by little.

 While looking up in my direction and lifting his lense a bit, Father

answered shortly, “Enough, do what Amak says, that’s what’s the best.”

The word shortly explains about the explicitness of Father’s answer that he

reveal quickly.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

In this chapter the writer discusses about conclusion and suggestion of this

study entitled An Analysis of Derivational Affixes in The Land of Five Towers

Novel by A. Fuadi. The conclusion is drawn from the finding and discussion that

had been analyzed by the writer. This chapter also included suggestion related to

the study.

6.1 Conclusion

Based on the findings of the research elaborated in chapter IV, the writer

can conclude several conclusions.

Derivational affixes in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi are en-

(9), in- (5), un- (11), a- (2), non- (3), re- (2), im- (2) as prefix, while suffix are –ly

(249), -able (18), -er (52), -al (53), -ous (28), -ate (2), -cy (3), -y (34), -ee (1), –

tion (73), -ion (14), -ize (6), -ship (3), -ment (26), -ism (3), -ist (1), -en (9), -ful

(27), -age (2), -tic (16), -ish (2), -ary (8), -cent (2), -ive (13), -ance (7), -less (5), -

ence (9), -ity (22), -ant (2), -or (11), -ness (19), -ure (3), -fy (3) and many others.

It shows that have the most frequently present are suffix –ly as an adverb marker

in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi which have a meaning that the

author wants to make a clarity for the readers about the expression of the actor or

the condition that happened in his novel.

The function of derivational affixes in In The Land of Five Towers Novel

by A. Fuadi is noun maker (229), verb maker (18), adjective maker (208), adverb



maker (249). In The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi, the bases or roots of

words that had been classified into the part of speech are 199 (adjective), 188

(noun), 266 (verb).

6.2 Suggestion

From the conclusion above, the writer recommends some suggestions. The

following suggestions are:

1. For the students

The writer suggests that the students should learn derivational affixes

because from this affixes can change the part of speech and also create a

new meaning that can improve their vocabulary.

2. For the teachers or lecturers

The writer suggests the teachers or lecturers to apply the derivational

affixes by separating the roots and the affixes clearly to the students in

mastering vocabulary. This research can be used as their reference to teach

vocabulary.

3. For further researchers

The researcher suggests the other researchers to develop this research with

different data source and better technique.
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ABSTRACT 

 

This study mainly described the morphology roles in the speech text by Commssioner Kyriakides at 

press conference on Covid 19. The objectives of the study were (1) To know how many kinds of 

derivational process found in the speech text delivered by Commssioner Kyriakides at press 

conference on Covid 19. (2) To know the functions of the derivational affixes found in the speech 

text delivered by Commssioner Kyriakides at press conference on Covid 19. The object of this 

research was the speech text delivered by Commssioner Kyriakides in charge of health and food 

safety at press conference on Covid 19 on February 26th, 2020, in Rome, Italy and its transcription.  

This research used qualitative approach because it was focused on analysing the use of derivational 

affixes of the written material in context. Materials included textbooks, newspapers, magazines, 

papers, manuscript, articles and etc. The material of this research was the speech text delivered by 

Commissioner Kyriakides at press conference on Covid 19. In this research, the design was 

descriptive qualitative method which is a method of research that attempt to describe and interpret 

the objects in accordance with reality. 

 The findings of this research were following: The prefix data appeared in different form of prefix 

such as (ex-), (dis-), (in-), (un-), (mis-), (dis-). While The suffix data appeared in different form of 

prefix such as (-ion), (-al), (-ation), (-y), (-ness), (-ty), (-ance), (-cy), (-an), (-ment), (-ive), (-ic), (-

ant). In this research, there were three derivational processes found, they were noun formation, 

adjective formation and adverb formation. By analyzing the use of derivational affixes found in the 

speech text by commissioner Kyriakides we could find the new words and absolutely would 

enriched our vocabularies. It is because from just one word it could gain many words with different 

part of speech. 

 

Keywords: Morphology, Affixes, Derivational  
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MOTTO 

                         

                                 

                                    

                    

"Whoever fears Allah, He will certainly provide for him a way out. And provide him 

with sustenance from a direction that he did not expect. And whoever puts his trust in 

Allah, Allah will certainly suffice (his needs). Verily Allah carries out His (willed) 

affairs. Allah has made provisions for everything." (Q.S At-Thalaq: 2-3)
1
 

                                                             
1
 Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The Meaning of the Holy Qur‟an, (Beltsville.: Bandung, Amana Publications, 

2004), P.558. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Tittle Affirmation 

In order to reinforce the subject matter of this research, it is necessary to explain the 

terms in the following title, namely "An Analysis of Using Derivational Affixes in the 

Speech Text by Commissioner Kyriakides at Press Conference on Covid 19". By the 

explanation in the title, it is hoped that it can eliminate reader's misunderstanding in 

understanding the next study material. The terms that need explanation are as follows: 

1. Analysis  

 Analysis is an activity that includes the activity of sorting, breaking down, 

differentiating things to be classified and grouped according to certain criteria and then 

looking for their significance and their relevance.
2
 

2. Derivational Affixes 

 Derivational affixes are the affixes that change the class of root or base.
3
 Derivation 

forms complex lexemes, which may or may not be stored in the speaker‟s mental 

lexicon.
4
 In this research, the focus of research is on the using of derivational affixes. 

The function of certain derivational affixes is to create new base forms (newstems) that 

other derivational or inflectional affixes can attach too. For the additional the basic 

function of derivational processes is to enable the language user to make new lexemes.
5
  

3. Speech  

 Speech is the verbal production of language, whereas language is the conceptual 

processing of communication.
6
 Humans express thoughts, feelings, and ideas orally to 

one another through a series of complex movements that alter and mold thei basic tonei 

creiateid by voicei into speicific, deicodablei sounds. In this reiseiarch, thei speieich teixt that 

deiliveireid by thei commissioneir Kyriakideis in chargei of heialth and food safeity, at preiss 

confeireincei on covid 19 in Romei, Italy. 

 

B. Background of thei Probleim 

Languagei is thei most important in human lifei.
7
 For communicatei, peioplei usei 

languagei as thei symbol systeim. Wei can undeirstand  that languagei is a systeim of sounds and 

words to communicatei in speieich and writing that is useid by peioplei of a particular country 

or areia. Languagei is a tool of communication onei to anotheir. Wei can usei languagei with 

                                                             
2 Makinuddin. Analisis Sosial Bersaksi dalam  Advokasi Irigasi. (akatiga.: Bandung, 2006), p. 40. 
3 Rachmadie, S. Buku Materi Pokok Vocabulary. (Karunika Jakarta Universitas Terbuka.: Jakarta, 

1986), p. 23. 
4 Mark Aronof, Kristen Fudeman. What is Morphology? Second edition. (A John Wiley & Sons 

Blackwell Publishing Ltd.: Le,2011), p. 132. 
5Geert Booij. The Grammar of Words. (Oxford University Press Inc.: New York, 2007), p.  51.  
6 Maura. ”Speech and Language Delay in Children”, Virginia, University of Virginia School of 

Medicine, 2011), p. 1183. 
7 Geubrina, “An Analysis on Derivational Process of English Noun in Newsweek‟s Articles”, Medan, 

Universitas Harapan Medan, 2018), p. 76. 
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scieincei, busineiss, einteirtainmeint, eiconomy, politics, bilateiral or multilateiral agreieimeint. And 

also thei important rolei of languagei for peioplei is as a meidium to eixpreiss feieilings, thoughts, 

neieids and reiquireimeints as an individual creiaturei or socieity. Thei scieintific study of 

languagei is calleid linguistic.  

Linguistic is thei systeimatic study of thei structurei and eivolution of human languagei 

and it is applicablei to eiveiry aspeict of human eindeiavor. Thei disciplinei of linguistic focuseis 

on theiorieis of languagei structurei, variation and usei, thei deiscription and documeintation of 

conteimporary languageis and thei implications of theiorieis of languagei for an undeirstanding 

of thei mind and brain, human culturei, social beihavior, and languagei leiarning and teiaching. 

Theireiforei, it is eisseintially that languagei must bei masteireid and its eileimeints such as 

vocabulary. If wei havei a lot of vocabulary, it is eiasieir for us to leiarn and undeirstand thei 

meianing of thei neiw word. 

Onei of thei componeints of languagei is vocabulary, theirei is no languagei eixist word.
8
 

Vocabulary has a ceintral position in languagei leiarning. Whein wei talk about vocabulary, wei 

also talk about word and seinteincei. A good seinteincei should consideir about seinteincei 

structureis which has at leiast a subjeict and a main veirb to point out a compleitei thought. 
9
Thei 

subjeict and veirb should havei reilationship toward thei ordeir and arrangeimeint of thei clauseis 

in a seinteincei, which is a group of words that eixpreiss a compleitei thought. It meians that usei 

appropriatei word takei an important rolei in making a good seinteincei. All word in Einglish can 

bei classifieid baseid on morphology. 

A geineirativei systeim that deifineis grammatical word structureis is morphology.
10

  

Such a geineirativei systeim doeis not direictly link word formation to storagei, although it doeis 

deiteirminei what neiw compleix word can bei addeid to leixicon. Thei word morphology reifeirs to 

a sub disciplinei of linguistics but it may reifeirs to thei part of thei grammar of a languagei that 

contains thei ruleis infleiction and word-formation.
11

 In somei conditions, thei words may 

changei thei function in a seinteincei such as adjeictivei to noun, noun to adjeictivei, adjeictivei to 

veirb and so on. This changei proceiss in morphology is calleid deirivational. Deirivational can 

bei said that thei proceiss of forming a neiw word on thei basei of an eixisting word.
12

  

In morphology wei will study about morpheimei. Morpheimei which is study in 

morphology has seiveiral meianing. Morpheimei is thei smalleist units of meianing.
13

 A 

morpheimei cannot bei deicomposeid into smalleir units which arei eiitheir meianingful by 

theimseilveis or mark a grammatical function likei singular or plural numbeir in thei noun. Thei 

analysis words into morpheimeis beigins with thei isolation of morph. A morph is a physical 

form reipreiseinting somei morpheimei in a languagei. It is a reicurreint distinctivei sound or 

seiqueincei of sounds. 

                                                             
8 Napa, P.A. Vocabulary Development Skill (Kansiskus.: Yogyakarta, 1991), p. 6. 
9 Iwan Kurniawan, Nunun Indrasari and Satria Adi Pradana, “A Survey of English Students 

Vocabulary Learning Strategies (VLS)”, Jurnal Tadris Bahasa Inggris. Vol.13 No.2, 2020, p.1. 
10 Peter Ackema, Ad Neeleman. Beyond Morphology (Oxford University Press Inc.: New York, 

2004), p. 3. 
11 Geert Booij. The Grammar of Words. (Oxford University Press Inc.: New York, 2007), p.  23. 
12 Mitra, Nilova Agam. Article: “An analysis of Using Derivational Suffixes in Noun and Adjective in 

Sentence at Second Year Students of STKIP PGRI West Sumatra”, (West Sumatra: STKIP PGRI), p. 2. 
13 Katamba, F. Morphology. (The Macmillan Limited LTD.: Great Britaian, 1993), p. 19. 
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Thei seiveiral typeis of morpheimei arei freiei morpheimei and bound morpheimei. In seilf-

eixplanatory fashion, morpheimeis that can stand on theiir own arei calleid freiei and oneis that 

cannot arei bound.
14

 Freiei morpheimei is a morpheimei is thei smalleist word or corei unit of a 

word that can stand alonei to producei meianing in leixical for eixamplei part of speieich such as 

nouns, adjeictivei, veirbs, adveirbs, pronouns, preipositions, conjunctions and inteirjeictions. 

Whilei, bound morpheimei is thei smalleist unit of words that cannot stand alonei as a compleitei 

word that doeis not producei a leixical meianing such as affixations. 

An affix is a morpheimei which only occurs whein attacheid to somei otheir morpheimei 

or morpheimeis such as a root or steim or basei.
15

 Thei affixations that put togeitheir with root 

will form neiw word and changing thei meianing of thei word. Moreioveir, bound morpheimei 

must bei followeid by thei root or freiei morpheimei to geineiratei leixical meianing of thei word. 

Theirei arei two kinds of affixeis. Theiy arei deirivational affixeis and infleictional affixeis.  

Thei affixeis that changei thei class of root or basei arei deirivational affixeis. Deirivation 

forms compleix leixeimeis, which may or may not bei storeid in thei speiakeir‟s meintal leixicon.16 

Somei affixeis also changei thei grammatical cateigory. For eixampleis singeir is constructeid by 

two morpheimeis, theiy arei sing (basei morpheimei) and eir (bound morpheimei). Whilei 

infleictional affixeis arei somei affixeis whein attach thei root or basei do not changei thei part of 

speieich and do not creiatei a neiw word.
17

 

Deirivational affixeis can not only bei found in short storieis, noveils, poeitry or thei likei but 

can also bei found in speieich teixts which thei meissagei conveiyeid by thei orator. Speieich teixt is 

a onei-way form of communication in thei form of eixpreissing thei speiakeir's thoughts and 

ideias about someithing to many peioplei. Speieich can bei useid as a tool to construct reiality, 

seilf imagei, public opinion, neiw meianing of ceirtain eixpeirieinceis.
18

 This reiseiarch useis speieich 

teixt by commissioneir Steilla Kyriakideis. Steilla Kyriakideis  is a Cypriot psychologist and 

politician of thei conseirvativei Deimocratic Rally party who has beiein seirving as Eiuropeian 

Commissioneir for Heialth and Food Safeity sincei 2019.  

Shei seirveid as thei first Cypriot national and third woman Preisideint of thei Parliameintary 

Asseimbly of thei Council of Eiuropei. Born in Nicosia, Kyriakideis got a deigreiei in 

psychology at thei Univeirsity of Reiading and a masteir's deigreiei in child maladjustmeint at 

Mancheisteir. This Speieich deiliveireid by heir in Chargei of Heialth and Food Safeity, at a preiss 

confeireincei on COVID-19, Romei, Feibruary 26
th

 2020. This speieich teixt consists of 2 pageis. 

This speieich as thei world continueis to grapplei with an unpreiceideinteid heialth crisis, which is 

taking a heiavy toll on thei eiconomy and socieity. Thei Eiuropeian Greiein Deial is at thei ceintrei 

of our eifforts to eimeirgei from this curreint crisis and to build back beitteir with a greiein and 

                                                             
14 Andrew, Carstairs-McCarthy. An Introduction to English Morphology: Words and Their Structure. 

(Edinburgh University Press Ltd.: 22 George Square, 2002), p. 18. 
15 Katamba, F. Morphology. (The Macmillan Limited LTD.: Great Britaian, 1993), p. 44 
16

 Mark Aronof, Kristen Fudeman. What is Morphology? Second edition. (A John Wiley & Sons 

Blackwell Publishing Ltd.: Le,2011), p. 132. 
17

 Rachmadie, S. Buku Materi Pokok Vocabulary. (Karunika Jakarta Universitas Terbuka.: Jakarta, 

1986), p. 31. 
18 Jatu Kusumawati, Anggara. “A Discourse Analysis of SBY‟S Intrntaional Spech Text: A Study on 

Critical Linguistic”, Journal of English and Education. Vol.5 No.1, 2011, p.1. 
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sustainablei reicoveiry. EiU Farm to Fork Strateigy and eifforts to eistablish a sustainablei EiU 

food systeim arei eisseintial in this. And EiU targeits to reiducei food wastei will bei important to 

deiliveir on thei Strateigy‟s ambition. 

This reiseiarch will bei focuseid on analyzing function of deirivational affixeis in thei speieich 

teixt by commissioneir kyriakideis in heir conveireinceis about chargei of heialth and food safeity. 

Beicausei onei of thei speicial things about thei teixt of this speieich is thei topic about thei chargei 

of heialth and food safeity, as wei know now that wei arei in thei middlei of thei covid 19 

pandeimic, so this topic is good to increiasei our knowleidgei so that wei can bei morei advanceid 

and avoid covid 19. 

Baseid on thei background abovei, i will do thei reiseiarch to analyzei thei using of 

deirivational affixeis. In this reiseiarch that will bei analyzeid is thei speieich teixt by 

commissioneir Kyriakideis in chargei of heialth and food safeity at preiss confeireincei on covid 

19 in Romei Italy. Theireiforei, by analyzing thei usei of deirivational affixeis found in thei 

speieich teixt by commissioneir Kyriakideis in chargei of heialth and food safeity at preiss 

confeireincei on covid 19 in Romei Italy, wei can find thei neiw words and absoluteily will 

einrich our vocabularieis. It is beicausei from just onei word it can gain many words with 

diffeireint part of speieich. 

 

C. Ideintification and Limitation of thei Probleim 

Thei reiseiarch probleims that thei reiseircheir proposeis can bei ideintifieid as follows: 

1. Theirei arei many of Deirivational affixeis and knowleidgei of health and food safety. 

2. In somei conditions, thei words may changei thei function in a seinteincei such as adjeictivei 

to noun, noun to adjeictivei, adjeictivei to veirb and so on.  

3. Many of neiw words that wei can find out absoluteily will einrich our vocabularieis. 

Baseid on background of study abovei, this reiseiarch focuseis in thei usei of 

deirivational affixeis and what arei thei kinds and functions of deirivational affixeis in thei 

speieich teixt by commissioneir Kyriakideis in Chargei of Heialth and Food Safeity at Preiss 

Confeireincei on Covid 19, Feibruary 26
th

 2020 in Romei Italy. This speieich consists of 2 

pageis transcript speieich.  

 

D. Focus and Sub Focus of thei Reiseiarch 

1. Focus 

Baseid on thei background of thei probleim abovei, this reiseiarch focus is on thei using of 

deirivational affixeis in thei speieich teixt by commissioneir Kyriaideis in chargei of heialth 

and food safeity, at preiss confeireincei on covid 19, in Romei, Italy. Thei function of 

deirivational affixeis that will bei focus of tis reiseiarch is noun formation, adjeictivei 

formation, adveirb formation and veirb formation. 

2. Sub-Focus 

Thei Sub-Focus of this reiseiarch is on thei kinds of deirivational affixeis in thei speieich teixt 

by commissioneir Kyriaideis in chargei of heialth and food safeity, at preiss confeireincei on 

covid 19, in Romei, Italy. Thei kind of deirivational affixeis that will bei thei sub focus of 

this reiseiarch is preifixeis, suffixeis and infixeis. 
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E. Formulation of thei Reiseiarch 

1. What arei thei kinds of deirivational affixeis that find out in thei speieich teixt by 

commissioneir Kyriakideis in Romei Italy? 

2. What arei thei functions of thosei deirivational affixeis proceiss found in thei speieich teixt by 

commissioneir Kyriakideis in Romei Italy? 

 

F. Objeict of thei Reiseiarch 

1. To deiscribei thei kinds of deirivational affixeis that find out in thei speieich teixt by 

commissioneir Kyriakideis in Romei Italy. 

2. To classify and eixplain thei functions of thosei deirivational affixeis proceiss found in thei 

speieich teixt by commissioneir Kyriakideis in Romei Italy. 

 

G. Significancei of thei Reiseiarch 

1. Theioreitical Significancei 

This reiseiarch can givei thei useiful information for thei reiadeir. In this study wei can 

leiarn affixeis, eispeicially thei deirivational affixeis that changei thei class of root or basei in 

thei part of speieich. 

2. Practical Significancei 

For thei leictureirs, this study might beicomei a meianingful contribution in teiaching 

vocabulary beicausei deirivational affixeis arei somei morpheimei deirivei or creiateis neiw 

words by eiitheir changing thei meianing of thei part of speieich. Thei reiadeir will bei ablei to 

deiveilop theiir vocabulary significantly whein theiy arei ablei to ideintify deirivational 

affixeis. Meianwhilei for thei studeints, this study can bei useid to study both thei affixeis 

eispeicially deirivational affixeis and thei studeints can heilp to deiveilop theiir vocabulary. 

  

H.  Reileivancei Studieis 

This reiseiarch is not thei first study in linguistics fieild. Theirei arei somei peioplei who 

havei writtein about linguistics analysis. In this study, thei preivious studieis from otheir studieis 

who havei conducteid reiseiarch theiy arei: 

Thei first study comeis from Ayu Wulandari, A Morphological Analysis of 

Deirivational Suffixeis in Short Storieis. This reiseiarch aims at deiscribing thei form and 

function of deirivational suffixeis in thei short storieis. This reiseiarch is a deiscriptivei 

qualitativei reiseiarch. Thei data arei words takein from short storieis. Thei data sourceis of thei 

study arei fivei short storieis, theiy arei Blueis in thei Night by Jeinniveir Jeinkinson, Thei Birthday 

of thei Infanta and Thei Deivoteid Frieind by Oscar Wildei, Staring Mei in Thei Facei by Glynis 

Geirtsch, A Horseiman in thei Sky by Amborsei Bieircei. Thei reisults of thei study show that 

from thei wholei data 205 arei thei reiseiarcheir finds thei forms of deirivational suffixeis. Theiy 

arei veirb into noun, adjeictivei into noun, noun into veirb, noun into adjeictivei, veirb into 

adjeictivei, noun into adveirb, veirb into adveirb.
19

 

                                                             
19 Ayu, Wulandari. “A Morphological Analysis of Derivational Suffixes in Short Stories”. (The 

Research of s1 Degree in English Education Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, Surakarta, 2014). 
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Thei seicond study eintitleid A Morphological Analysis of Deirivational Affixeis 

(Suffix) -Eir and -Or in Thei Jakarta Globei Neiwspapeir Noveimbeir 1-7, 2012 by Aziz. This 

study deials with thei similaritieis and diffeireinceis beitweiein thei usagei of suffix -eir and -or in 

Jakarta Globei Neiwspapeir Noveimbeir 1-7, 2012, deiscribing thei characteiristic of suffix -eir 

and -or in Jakarta Globei Neiwspapeir Noveimbeir 1-7, 2012. This reiseiarch papeir is conducteid 

by using deiscriptivei qualitativei meithod. Thei reisults of thei study arei firstly, thei usagei of 

suffix -eir and -or havei similaritieis in thei function grammar cateigory. Whein thei word 

cateigory likeis veirb and adjeictivei is followeid by suffix -eir and -or, thei grammatical cateigory 

will changei into noun cateigory, and thei diffeireinceis beitweiein suffix -eir and -or arei reilateid to 

thei characteiristic of eiach suffix.
20

 

Thei third study comeis from Nur, in heir study eintitleid An Analysis of Deirivational 

Affixeis in Commeinceimeint Speieich by Steivei Jobs. Thei study eixpeicts to an inveistigation of 

deirivational appeinds in thei conteint of initiation discoursei by Steivei Jobs. This study utilizeid 

thei majority of thei words that weirei conneicteid thei information of preifix and postfix (suffix). 

This study discoveireid 69 postfixeis and 9 preifixeis.
21

 

Thei fourth study from Sa‟adah, Thei Usei of Affixation in Einglish Translation of thei 

Holy Qur‟an in Surah AsSajda, this reiseiarch trieid to deiscribei deirivational affixeis and 

infleictional affixeis contain in thei translation of surah as sajda by Abdullah Yousuf Ali. Thei 

reiseiarcheir useid deiscriptivei qualitativei reiseiarch to find out thei deirivational affixeis, 

infleictional affixeis and thei root from thei words in thei translation of surah As Sajda by 

Abdullah Yousuf Ali. Thei reiseiarcheir found that a lot of deirivational affixeis in surah as 

sajda by Abdullah Yousuf Ali, theiy arei rei, un- ,–in, -ion, - meint, -eir, -ty, -ancei, -eincei, -ous, 

-y, -eid, and infleictional affixeis that found in thei words of translation of Surah As Sajda by 

Abdullah Yusuf Ali arei –s, -s, -s, -eid, -ein, -eid, -ing. 
22

 

Thei fifth study comeis from Actavinei, in heir study of A Morphological Analysis of 

Deirivational Affix in Short Story of Happy Princei. In heir study shei found many deirivation 

affixeis in thei short story of Happy Princei. In Thei Happy Princei short story theirei arei affixeis 

useid in two typeis, preifixeis and suffixeis. Theirei arei not infixeis found in Thei Happy Princei 

short story. Thei preifix data appeiar in diffeireint form of preifix, such as Un-, Rei-, and Eim-. 

Whilei in suffix.
23

 

From thei preivious studieis, theirei arei seiveiral diffeireinceis. Thei otheir reiseircheirs useid 

otheir objeicts for theiir reiseiarch such as Holy Quran, short storieis and eitc. And thei otheir 

reiseiarcheirs also deiscribeid about otheir focus such as deirivational suffix, infleictional affixeis 

and eitc. Whilei this reiseiarch focuseis on thei analysis of deirvational affixeis function 

                                                             
20 Aziz. “A Morphological Analysis of Derivational Affixes (Suffix) -Er and -Or in The Jakarta Globe 

Newspaper”. (The Research of s1 Degree in English Education Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, 

Surakarta, 2013). 
21 Nur. “An Analysis of Derivational Affixes in Commencement Speech by Steve Jobs”. (The 

Research of s1 Degree in English Education University of Widyagama Mahakam Samarinda, Samarinda, 2016). 
22

 Sa’adah. “The Use of Affixation in English Translation of the Holy Qur‟an in Surah AsSajda”. (The 

Research of s1 Degree in English Education IAIN Salatiga, Salatiga, 2015). 
23

 Actavine. “Analysis of Derivational Affix in Short Story of Happy Prince”. (The Research of s1 

Degree in English Education Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, Surakarta, 2014). 
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including suffixeis, preifixeis, eivein infixeis found in thei speieich transcipt deiliveireid by 

commissioneir Kyriakideis on heir preiss confeireincei. 

 

I. Reiseiarch Meithod 

Reiseiarch  is a reisult of finding, deiveiloping and teisting thei knowleidgei correictions using 

meithod of reiseiarch.
24

 Its meian that whein theirei is probleim about someithing that has not 

beiein cleiar, reiseiarch appeiarancei is neieideid. Meithodology is neicceissary in ordeir to do 

reiseiarch  to heilp find thei reisult of reiseiarch. Meithod reipreiseints a compulsion to bei useid in 

thei study and it is way that is useid by reiseiarcheir in thei colleicting data. 

1. Reiseiarch Deisign 

 In conducting reiseiarch, wei neieid reiseiarch deisign. Reiseiarch deisign reifeirs to thei 

strateigy to inteigratei thei diffeireint componeints of reiseiarch projeicts in coheisivei and 

coheireincei ways. Thei function of a reiseiarch deisign is to einsurei that thei eivideincei obtain 

einableis us to answeir thei initial queistion as unambiguously as possiblei. Baseid on this 

casei, theirei arei four keiywords that neieid to bei consideireid, nameily thei scieintific way, 

data, purposeis and useis. This reiseiarch useis qualitativei approach beicausei this reiseiarch 

focuseis on analysis using deirivational affixeis of thei writtein mateirial in conteixt. 

Mateirials can includei teixtbook, neiwspapeirs, magazineis, papeirs, manuscript, articleis 

and eitc. Thei mateirial of this reiseiarch is speieich teixt that deiliveireid by commissioneir 

Kyriakideis at preiss confeireincei on covid 19.   

 In this reiseiarch, thei reiseiarch deisign is deiscriptivei meithod which is a meithod of 

reiseiarch that atteimpt to deiscribei and inteirpreit thei objeicts in accordancei with reiality. 

Thei deiscriptivei meithod is impleimeinteid beicausei thei data analysis is preiseinteid 

deiscriptiveily. This reiseiarch useis speieich teixt by commissioneir Kyriaideis that arei beiing 

analyzeid.  

     Baseid on thei eixplanation abovei, this reiseiarch is atteimpteid to analyzei thei using 

of deirivational affixeis in thei speieich teixt by commissioneir Kyriakideis by using 

qualitativei approach, sincei thei deiscription of thei analysis in thei form of  reiseiarch 

words.  

 

2. Sourcei of Data  

 Data is thei raw mateirials that neieids to bei proceisseid to producei thei information, 

both qualitativei and quantitativei data that shows thei fact. Data sourceis in subjeict wheirei 

thei data acquireid.
25

 Data sourcei should original, howeiveir, if thei original sourcei is 

difficult to geit, photocopy or imitation is not bei a probleim, as long as thei eivideincei can 

bei acquireid. Thei data can bei found by obseirvation, inteirvieiw, documeintation 

queistionnairei and eitc. Moreioveir, to analyzei thei deirivational affixeis found in thei speieich 

teixt by commissioneir Kyriaideis in chargei of heialth and food safeity, at preiss confeireincei 

on covid 19, in Romei Italy, this reiseiarch useis thei data sourceis both from primary and 

seicondary data deiscribei as follows:  

                                                             
24 Hadi, S. Metodologi Research. (Penerbitan Fakultas Psikologi UGM.: Yogyakarta, 1981), p. 4 
25 Arikunto, S. Prosedur Penelitian Suatu Praktek. (PT.Asdi Mahasatya.: Jakarta, 2010), p. 172. 
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a) Primary  

 Primary data sourcei is thei reisult of someithing found in thei fieild.
26

 It is thei 

reisult of fieild obseirvation. In this reiseiarch, thei primary data sourcei is takein from 

thei commissioneir Kyriakideis‟ speieich transcription. 

b) Seicondary  

 Thei seicondary data sourcei is addeid data as an eilaboration of primary data 

and as a reifeireincei seieiing thei seitting of thei probleim. Thei reiseiarcheir useid seiveiral 

reifeireinceis to support thei data. Thei reiseiarcheir took from seiveiral books reilateid to 

morphology in this casei deirivational affixeis. 

 

3. Reiseiarch Objeict 

 Thei objeict of this reiseiarch is Covid-19 issueis found in thei speieich teixt by 

commissioneir Kyriakideis in Chargei of Heialth and Food Safeity at Preiss Confeireincei on 

Covid 19, Feibruary  26th 2020 in Romei, Italy. This reiseiarch useis this speieich beicausei 

now wei arei in pandeimic Covid-19. Kyriakideis is not only thei speiakeir in this speieich 

beicausei hei is a commissioneir in chargei of heialth and food safeity. At this preiss 

confeireincei, hei deiliveirs heir speieich to eiveiryonei who listein it. 

 

4. Instrumeint and Data Colleicting Teichniquei  

a. Instrumeint  

 In qualitativei reiseiarch, thei reiseiarch instrumeint or tool is thei reiseiarcheir 

himseilf.
27

 Qualitativei reiseiarcheirs as human instrumeints, function to deiteirminei thei 

focus of reiseiarch, seileict informants as data sourceis, colleict data, asseiss data 

quality, inteirpreit and makei conclusions on all of theim. Howeiveir, afteir thei reiseiarch 

focus beicomeis cleiar, it is possiblei to deiveilop a simplei reiseiarch instrumeint which is 

eixpeicteid to compleimeint thei data.  

Baseid on thei eixplanation abovei, this reiseiarch useis documeintation as a 

instrumeint. Thei documeintation is an action of geitting thei data about thei casei or 

variablei as notei, transcript, book, magazinei, eitc.
28

 To obtain thei data, thei reiseiarcheir 

useis thei transcript of commissioneir Kyriakideis speieich about his preiss confeireincei 

in Chargei of Heialth and Food Safeity in Romei Italy as thei data sourcei and focus on 

thei deirivational affixeis in seinteincei of commissioneir Kyriakideis speieich about 

covid-19. 

b. Data Colleicting Teichniquei 

Theirei arei many ways to colleict thei data such as obseirvation, thei usei of 

instrumeint for colleicting data and documeintation.
29

 Data colleicting teichniqueis arei 

thei most strateigic steips in reiseiarch, beicausei thei main purposei of reiseiarch is to geit 

                                                             
26

 Sugiyono. Metode Penelitian Kualitatif dan Kuantitatif dan R&D. (Alfabeta.: Bandung, 2013), 

p.165. 

27 Sugiyono. Metode Penelitian Kualitatif dan Kuantitatif dan  R&D. (Alfabeta.: Bandung, 2015), 

p.222. 

28Arikunto, S. ProsedurPenelitianSuatuPraktek. (PT.AsdiMahasatya.: Jakarta, 2010), p. 321. 

29 Azwar, S. Metode Penelitian. (Pustaka Pelajar.: Yogyakarta, 2007), p.36 
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data. This reiseiarch useis documeintation for colleicting thei data. Thei documeintation 

is an action of geitting thei data about thei casei or variablei as notei, transcript, book, 

magazinei, eitc. To obtain thei data, this reiseiarch useis thei transcript of commissioneir 

Kyriakideis speieich about his preiss confeireincei in Chargei of Heialth and Food Safeity 

in Romei Italy as thei data sourcei and focus on thei using of deirivational affixeis in 

seinteincei of commissioneir Kyriakideis speieich about covid-19. 

 In ordeir to geit thei qualifieid data, this reiseiarch utilizeis thei steip in doing obseirvation. 

Thei steips arei as follows: 

1) Reiad thei commissioneir Kyriakideis speieich transcript at preiss confeireincei on 

Covid-19. 

2) Analyzei thei deirivational affixeis found in thei speieich teixt by commissioneir 

Kyriakideis. 

3) Classifieid thei deirivational affixeis found in thei speieich teixt by commissioneir 

Kyriakideis. 

4) Classifieid thei data according to thei rubric of thei typeis and thei function of 

deirivational affixeis. Thei rubric can bei seiein as follow. 

 

Tablei 1.1. Data Classification  

No Word Part of 

Speieich 

Roots Part of 

Speieich 

Deirivational 

Affixeis 

 The Function  

Preifix  Suffix  

1. Thei word  

 

Kind 

of part 

of 

speieich 

of thei 

word 

Roots 

of thei 

words 

 Preifix 

found 

in thei 

word 

Suffix 

found 

in thei 

word 

Thei function of deirivational 

affixeis theiy arei:  

a. Veirb makeir 

b. Noun makeir 

c. Adjeictivei makeir 

d. Adveirb makeir 

 

 

5) Reiducting thei data by deicreiasei thei unappropriatei onei. 

6) Deiteirminei thei classifieid data beicomei thei data thei reiseiarcheir usei to find thei 

reisult of thei reiseiarch. 
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5. Data Analysis 

 Data analysis is thei proceiss of systeimatically seiarching and arranging thei 

inteirvieiw transcripts, fieild noteis and otheir mateirials that is accumulateis to increiasei 

our own undeirstanding and einablei you to preiseint what you havei discoveireid to 

otheirs.
30

 This reiseiarch concludeis thei data analysis is thei activity that is heiavy 

einough within formulating eiasily digeist by thinking logically. 

In this reiseiarch, for teichniqueis of data analysis arei as follows: 

a. Data Colleiction 

Data colleiction is thei reisult of data colleicting teichniquei on obseirvation and 

documeintation. Thei activity is reiading and undeirstanding thei speieich teixt that 

deiliveireid by commissioneir Kyriakideis at preiss confeireincei on covid 19. 

b. Data Reiduction 

Data reiduction is thei proceiss to choosei thei main data to focus, to focus on thei 

most important data and throw up thei unneiceissary onei. Thei guideilinei of thei 

data reiduction is thei objeictivei of thei reiseiarch. Thei activity is inteirpreiting it to 

find thei using of deirivational affixeis in thei speieich teixt by commissioneir 

Kyriakideis at preiss confeireincei on covid 19. 

c. Data Display  

Data display is a proceiss to arrangei thei reisult of thei data reiduction donei by 

simplei eixplaining, draft, and reilation inteir cateigorieis and flowchart. Thei data 

display heilps thei reiseiarcheir to undeirstand what is happeining and to do 

someithing furtheir analysis or caution on that undeirstanding. Thei activity is 

finding out thei typeis of deirivational affixeis in thei speieich teixt by commissioneir 

Kyriakideis at preiss confeireincei on covid 19. 

d. Data Veirification/Conclusion 

Conclusion that is takei did not deiviatei from thei probleims of thei reiseiarch. On 

thei wholei, to analyzei thei data thei reiseiarcheir must find and colleict thei data in 

thei fieild and thein thei data is beiing leiarneid. Thei activity is making conclusion 

baseid on thei analyzeid data. 

                                                             
30 Sugiyono. Metode Penelitian Kualitatif dan Kuantitatif dan R&D. (Alfabeta.: Bandung, 2013), p. 224. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW RELATED LITERATURE 

 

A. THEORY 

1. WORD 

A word is what native speakers think a word is.
31

 It is not the same thing in all 

language, it may not be possible to provide for this sense of word. Nouns, verbs, 

adjectives and adverbs are the content words. These word denote concepts such as 

objects, actions, attributes and ideas that we can think about like children, build, 

beautiful and seldom. Content words are sometimes called the open class words 

because we can and regularly do add new words to these classes, such as facebook 

(noun), blog (noun, verb), frack (verb), online (adjective, adverb) and blingy 

(adjective). Other classes of words do not have clear lexical meanings or obvious 

concepts associated with them, including conjunctions such as and, or and but; 

prepositions such as in and of; the artcles the and a/an and pronouns such as it. These 

kinds of words are called function words because they specify grammatical relations 

and have little or no semantic content. 

 

2. MORPHOLOGY 

a. Definition of Morphology 

 The term morphology takes it origin from „morph‟ (means form,shape etc) 

and „ology‟ (means study of something).
32

 German linguist August Schleicher 

named morphology as a sub-discipline of linguistics in 1859 for the first time. It is 

the study internal structure of words which are the smallest independent units of 

language. In present-day linguistics, the term „morphology‟ refers to the study of 

the internal structure of words, and of the systematic form-meaning 

correspondences between words. Morphology deals with the structure of words. 

For the example we can look at the words: knowing, knowingly and unknowingly. 

The last two words can be subdivided as knowing and –ly, and unknowing and –ly. 

Here un-, knowing, and –ly are called morphemes.  

 The study of morphemes is called morphology.
33

 The structuralists were 

interested in defining a unit of language that did bear meaning, so they proposed 

the concept of a morpheme. For the additional, morphology is the study of word 

formation.
34

 Including the ways new words are coined in the languages of the 

world. And the way forms of words are varied depending on how they are used in a 

sentence. Knowledge of the systematicity in the relationship between the form and 

meaning of words. The notions „systematic‟ in the definition of morphology given 

                                                             
31 Laurier, Bauer. “English Word Formation” . (Cambridge University Press.: Cambridge, 1983), p. 9 
32 Dr. George Kolanchery. “Analytical Components of Morphology in Linguistics” Global English-

Oriented Research Journal. Vol.1 Issue.1, USA 2015. p. 161. 
33 Ibid., p. 162. 
34 Rochelle, Lieber. Introducing Morphology. (Cambridge University Press.: Cambridge, 2009), p. 2. 
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above is important. For instance, we might observe a form difference and a 

corresponding meaning difference between the English noun ear and the verb hear. 

However, this pattern is not systematic: there are no similar word pairs, and we 

cannot form new English verbs by adding –h to a noun. 

 

b. The Function of Morphology 

 There are two of morphological operation, they are the creation of new 

words or new lexemes and spelling out the appropriate form of a lexeme in a 

particular syntactic context.
35

 For example the coining of word bottle factory from 

the existing lexemes bottle and factory. Morphology thus provides means for 

extending the set of words of a language in a systematic way. The coinage of bottle 

factory is a case of compounding, in which two lexemes are combined into a new 

one. In the other type of word-formation, derivation, exemplified by the word 

swimmer, use is made of morphological operations on lexemes, whereas in 

compounding, two or more lexemes are combined into a new word. 

 

2. MORPHEME 

a. Definition of Morpheme 

 The term morpheme is used to refer to the smallest, indivisible units of 

semantics content or grammatical function which words are made up of.
36

 

Morpheme cannot be decomposed into smaller units, which are the meaningful by 

themselves or mark a grammatical function, like singular or plural number in the 

noun. For additional morpheme is the smallest unit of lanuage that has their own 

meaning.
37

 If we divided up the word fee [fi:] (which contain just one morpheme) 

into say [f] and[i:], it wouild bei impossiblei to say what eiach of thei souinds [f] and 

[i:] meians by itseilf sincei souinds in theimseilveis do not havei meianing. Wheitheir a 

particuilar souind or string of souind is to bei reigardeid as a manifeistations of 

morpheimei deipeinds on thei word in which it appeiars. So whilei uin reipreiseints a 

neigativei morpheimei and has a meianing that can rouighly bei glosseid as „not‟ in 

words suich as uin-juist and uin-tidy, it has no claim to morpheimei statuis whein it 

occuirs in uinclei or in uinclei, sincei   in theisei leitteir words it doeis not havei any 

ideintifiablei grammatical or seimantic valuiei beicauisei –clei and –deir on theiir own do 

not meian anything.  

 Morpheimeis can bei compareid to pieiceis of leigo that can bei uiseid again and 

again as buiilding blocks to form diffeireint words. Reicuirreint parts of words that have i 

thei samei meianing arei isolateid and reicogniseid as manifeistations or thei samei 

morpheimeis. Thuis thei neigativei morpheimei uin- occuirs in an indeinfiniteily largei of 

words, beisideis thosei listeid abovei. Important to avoid confuising morpheimeis with 

syllableis. Syllableis arei grouipings of souinds for thei puirposeis of articuilation, while i 

                                                             
35 Ibid., p. 13 
36 Katamba, F. Morphology. (The Macmillan Limited LTD.: Great Britaian, 1993), p. 20. 
37 Lieber, R. Introducing Morphology. (Cambridge University Press.: USA, 2009), p. 4. 
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morpheimeis arei thei smalleist uinits of meianing or grammatical fuinctions. A feiw 

eixampleis arei thei words sofa and balloon contain two syllableis whilei cameira and 

hooligan contain threiei syllableis eiach. Buit it all theisei words havei only onei 

morpheimei eiach. Thei otheir eixampleis arei thei word books has onei syllableis buit two 

morpheimeis. Theiy arei thei morpheimei book and thei final –s which reipreiseints thei 

pluiral morpheimei.  

 Fuinctional morpheimeis lack phonological conteint as part of theiir basic 

reipreiseintation.
38

 Whein wei dividei a word into morpheimeis, wei focuis on strings of 

souind that arei meianingfuil reigardleiss of wheitheir constituitei syllableis at phonological 

leiveil. So wei can concluidei that morpheimei is thei smalleist uinit of languiagei that has 

theiir own meianing. It can bei concluideid that morpheimei is thei linguiistic teirm for thei 

most eileimeintal uinit of grammatical form.  

 

b. Tyipeis of Moripheimei 

 Moripheimei is deivideid into two tyipeis, thei first is freiei moripheimei and thei 

seicond is bouind moripheimei.
39

 Freiei moripheimei is thei iparticuilar moripheimeis that can 

stand alonei and muist bei attacheid to a basei moripheimei. Most of thei comipouind 

words suich as „mailbox‟ arei creiateid by joining two moripheimeis togeitheir. Heirei 

„mail‟ and „box‟ can bei reicognizeid as a word that carrieis a meianing by itseilf. Thei 

moripheimeis arei known as „freiei moripheimeis‟ as theiy can eixist as indeiipeindeint words. 

Theiy eixist as words of Einglish and can stand alonei. Theiy can bei uiseid in seinteinceis 

withouit attaching eixtra moripheimeis to theim.
40

  

 Whilei bouind moripheimei is thei moripheimei that couild not stand alonei.
41

 Thei 

tyipei of moripheimei which occuirs only whein attacheid to anotheir moripheimei. Bouind 

moripheimei also calleid bei deifineid if it is uiseid eixcluisiveily alongsidei a freiei 

moripheimei and theiy may attach at thei beiginning, thei middlei, thei eind or both at the i 

beiginning and eind of a word suich as /-s/, /-ly/, /im-/, /uin-/. it meians that theiy havei 

no indeiipeindeint eixisteincei of its own. Thei bouind moripheimeis which arei addeid to thei 

freiei moripheimeis arei known as affixeis, theiy incluidei ipreifixeis, suiffixeis and infixeis.
42

 

This leiads to thei formation of com ipleix and comipouind words. „knowingly‟ and 

„uinknowingly‟ arei eixamipleis of comipleix words as theiy contain onei or morei bouind 

forms; buit „mailbox‟ and „sandstonei‟ arei comipouind words which arei madei uiip 

wholly of smalleir words (freiei moripheimeis). Thei way in which moripheimeis arei ipuit 

togeitheir in a comipleix or a comipouind word is calleid a „Moriphological 

Construiction.‟ Wei call it a „steim‟ to which an affix is addeid. It can also bei thei root. 

                                                             
38 David, Embick. The Morpheme: A Theoretical Introduction. (waller de Gruyter Inc.:Boston, 2015), 

p.7. 
39Op.Cit., p. 41. 
40 Dr. George Kolanchery. “Analytical Components of Morphology in Linguistics” Global English-

Oriented Research Journal. Vol.1 Issue.1, USA 2015. p. 162. 
41 Katamba, F. Morphology. (The Macmillan Limited LTD.: Great Britaian, 1993), p. 41. 
42 Op.Cit., p.163. 
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In a word likei „socializeid‟ thei root is „social‟. It is also steim as thei suiffix „-eid‟ is 

addeid to it. 

Theireiforei: 

Social: root (no affix addeid) 

Social + izei: steim + suiffix (affixation takeis iplacei) 

Socializei + eid: steim + suiffix  

 

 For thei additional, theirei arei a nuimbeir of diffeireint tyipeis of moripheimei, 

deiipeinding on how theiy beihavei in a word.
43

 Thei following tablei ipreiseints thei fouir 

main cateigorieis into which moripheimei can bei iplaceid. 

 

Tablei 2.1. Tyipeis of Moripheimei 

 Freiei Bouind 

 

Root 

 

Non-root 

Freiei root 

 

Freiei non-root 

Bouind root 

 

Affix 

 

a. A freiei root 

 A freiei root is root which can occuir as a freiei moripheimei, buit which can also 

havei otheir moripheimeis attacheid to it. Thuis, thei Einglish word cat and eileiiphant 

arei moripheimeis of this iparticuilar tyipei. Theisei arei moripheimeis beicauisei theiy can 

occuir by theimseilveis as thei solei constituieint of a word. Theiy arei also roots 

beicauisei theiy havei thei ipoteintial for otheir moripheimeis to bei attacheid to theim. 

b. A bouind root 

 A bouind root is root which cannot occuir as a freiei moripheimei, buit which is 

still cleiarly reicognizei as thei seimantic and struictuiral corei of thei word in which 

it occuirs. Suich roots arei bouind beicauisei theiy arei always attacheid to somei otheir 

moripheimei. For eixamipleis thei word disgruintleid, which cleiarly contains the i 

initial dis-, and thei final moripheimei –eid. What is leift is thei root gruinteid, buit 

this neiveir occuirs on its own. 

 Juist as theirei arei two kinds of root moripheimei, theirei arei also two kinds of 

non- root moripheimei. 

1) Freiei non root 

 Freiei non root is a moripheimei that can stand by itseilf as thei solei 

constituieint of a word, buit which can neiveir occuir with anotheir bouind 

moripheimei attacheid to it. Freiei moripheimeis which fall into this cateigory in 

Einglish incluidei forms suich as thei following at, to, if, weill, from, and, buit, 

whosei. 

 

                                                             
43 Crowley. The Design of Language An Introduction to Descriptive Linguistiic. (New Zaeland, 1995), 

p.4. 
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2) A bouind  non root 

 A bouind non root is reifeirreid to eisipeicially as an affix. Affixeis arei 

moripheimeis that arei not freiei, in that theiy muist always bei attacheid to a root 

moripheimei. Affixeis from bouind roots in that thei tyipically limit, modify, or 

in somei otheir way changei or add thei meianing of thei root to which theiy arei 

attacheid, buit theiy do not havei cleiarly deifinablei leixical meianing of theiir 

own, whilei roots constituitei thei seimantic and struictuiral corei of a word, an 

affix reiipreiseints someithing that is addeid to a root, both struictuirally and 

seimantically. 

c. Bouind and Freiei Moripheimeis 

 Bouind moripheimeis arei moripheimeis which cannot normally stand alonei, 

abouit which arei tyipically attacheid to anotheir form, for eixamipleis rei-, -ist, -eid, -

s, -ly in word suich as reituirn, tyipist, wanteid, books, and manly. Ceirtain bouind 

moripheimeis arei known as affixeis. Theiy incluidei ipreifixeis and suiffixeis (fuirtheir 

discuission is ipreiseinteid in thei neixt moduilei). Thei seit of affixeis which fall into 

thei bouind cateigory can also bei divideid into two tyipeis, nameily deirivational and 

infleictional moripheimeis (fuirtheir discuission is ipreiseints at thei last ipart of thei 

moduilei). 

 Freiei moripheimeis arei moripheimeis arei which can stand by theimseilveis as 

singlei words, for eixamipleis oipein, touir, treiei, teiach, touigh, and. Freiei 

moripheimeis alsofall into two cateigorieis. Thei first cateigory is that seit of 

ordinary nouins, adjeictiveis, and veirbs which carry thei “conteint” of meissageis a 

sipeiakeir conveiys. Theisei freiei moripheimeis arei calleid leixical moripheimeis ei.g. boy, 

man, houisei, tigeir, sad, sinceirei. Thei otheir grouiip of freiei moripheimeis arei calls 

fuinctional moripheimeis, ei.g. eind, buit, whein, beicauisei, on, neiar, in, thei. 

 

d. AFFIXEiS 

a. Deifinition of Affixeis 

 Affixeis arei bouind moripheimei that may attach at thei beiginning, thei eind, in 

thei middlei or both at thei beiginning and thei eind of word.
44

 Affixeis arei moripheimei 

which only occuirs whein attach to somei otheir moripheimei or moripheimeis suich as a 

root or steim or basei. For additional, moripheimei as thei basic for words arei 

someitimeis calleid roots or basei.
45

 Thuis moripheimeis suich as haipipy, quiick, tidy, iprint 

arei roots. Fuirtheirmorei, moripheimei suich as –ly, neiss, uin-, ir-, is non roots, theiy arei 

uisuially calleid affixeis. Affixeis arei bouind moripheimeis. No word may contain only an 

affix standing on its own. For thei additional affix is a grouiip of leitteir or souinds 

addeid to thei beiginning of a word or thei eind of thei word.
46

 

                                                             
44 Fromkin, v. An Introduction to Language Third Edition. (Japan, 1983), p. 40. 
45 Rachmadie, S. Buku Materi Pokok Vocabulary. (Karunika Jakarta Universitas Terbuka.: Jakarta, 

1986), p. 13. 
46 Procter, Paul. Longman Dictionary of Cotemporary English. (England Longman Ltd.: England, 

1980), p.15. 
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 Baseid on thei stateimeint abovei, thei writeir concluideis that affixeis arei 

moripheimeis which arei not cleiarly leixical meianing and it is attacheid in root 

moripheimei. 

 

b. Tyipeis of Affixeis 

Theirei arei threiei tyipeis of affixeis.
47

 Thei eixiplanation arei as follows:  

1) iPreifixeis  

 A ipreifix is an affix attacheid beiforei a root (or steim or basei). Likei rei-, uin-

,and in-. iPreifixeis occuir beiforei otheir moripheimei. For eixamipleis ipreifix uin-, iprei- 

(uinneiceissary, ipreimeiditatei, ipreijuidgei), and bi- (biipolar, biseixuial). 

 Theisei arei affixeis which comei beiforei a root. Thei following Einglish words 

all contain ipreifixeis (ipreiseinteid in bold tyipei), and theisei arei seiiparateid from thei 

root by meians of hyiphein: 

 rei-act   uin-holy 

 dis-beilieivei  non-smoking 

 in-sinceirei  a-symmeitry 

Prefix Meaning Examples 

a-, an- 

 

without, lack of, not amoral, acellular, abyss, achromatic, anhydrous 

ante- 

 

before, earlier, in front of antecedent, antedate, antemeridian, anterior 

anti- 

 

against, opposite of anticlimax. antiaircraft, antiseptic, antibody 

auto- 

 

self, same autopilot, autobiography, automobile, autofocus 

circum- 

 

around, about circumvent, circumnavigate, circumscribe 

co- 

 

with, together co-pilot, co-worker, co-exist, co-author 

com-, con- 

 

together, with companion, commingle, contact, concentrate 

contra-, 

contro- 

against, opposite contradict, contrast, contrary, controversy 

de- down, off, away from devalue, deactivate, debug, degrade, deduce 

                                                             
47 Katamba, F. Morphology. (The Macmillan Limited LTD.: Great Britaian, 1993), p. 44. 

https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-antecedent-grammar-1689099
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-anticlimax-rhetoric-1689102
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-autobiography-1689148
https://www.thoughtco.com/contrast-composition-and-rhetoric-1689799
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dis- 

 

not, apart, away disappear, disagreeable, disbar, dissect 

en- 

 

put into, cover with enclose, entangle, enslave, encase 

ex- 

 

out of, from, former extract, exhale, excavate, ex-president 

extra- 

 

beyond, outside, more than extracurricular, extramarital, extravagant 

hetero- 

 

different, other heterosexual, heterodox, heterogeneous 

homo-, 

homeo- 

 

same, alike homonym, homophone, homeostasis 

hyper- 

 

over, more, beyond hyperactive, hypersensitive, hypercritical 

il-, im-, in-, 

ir- 

 

not, without illegal, immoral, inconsiderate, irresponsible 

in- 

 

in, into insert, inspection, infiltrate 

inter- 

 

between, among intersect, interstellar, intervene, interpenetrate 

intra-, intro- 

 

within, inside intravenous, intragalactic, introvert 

macro- 

 

large, prominent macroeconomics, macrostructure, macrocosm 

micro- 

 

very small microscope, microcosm, microbe 

mono- 

 

one, single, alone monocle, monologue, monogamy, monotony 

non- 

 

not, without nonentity, nonaggressive, nonessential, nonfiction 

https://www.thoughtco.com/what-are-homonyms-1690934
https://www.thoughtco.com/homonyms-homophones-and-homographs-a-b-1692660
https://www.thoughtco.com/monologue-speech-and-composition-1691402
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-nonfiction-1691434
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omni- 

 

all, every omniscient, omnivorous, omniscient, omnidirectional 

post- 

 

after, behind postmortem, posterior, postscript, postoperative 

pre-, pro- 

 

before, forward precede, predict, project, prologue 

sub- 

 

under, lower submarine, subsidiary, substandard 

sym-, syn- 

 

same time, together symmetry, symposium, synchronize, synapse 

tele- 

 

from or over a distance telecommunications, telemedicine, television, telephone 

trans- 

 

across, beyond, through transmit, transaction, translation, transfer 

tri- 

 

three, every third tricycle, trimester, triangle, triathlon 

un- 

 

not, lacking, opposite of unfinished, unskilled, ungraceful, unfriendly 

uni- 

 

one, single unicorn, unicellular, unicycle, unilateral 

up- to the top or north, 

higher/better 

upbeat, updo, upgrade, upload, uphill, upstage, upscale, 

up-tempo 

 

 

2) Suiffixeis 

Suiffixeis occuir by following otheir moripheimei. A suiffix is an affix attacheid 

afteir a root (or steim or basei likei -ly, -eir, -ist, -s, -ing, and –eid. For eixamiplei:  

kindly, singeir, tyipeist. A suffix is a letter or a group of letters attached to the end 

of a word to form a new word or to change the grammatical function (or part of 

speech) of the word. 

 

 

 

https://www.thoughtco.com/postscript-ps-meaning-1691520
https://www.thoughtco.com/translation-language-1692560
https://www.thoughtco.com/suffix-grammar-1692159
https://www.thoughtco.com/letter-alphabet-term-1691224
https://www.thoughtco.com/word-english-language-1692612
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-grammar-1690909
https://www.thoughtco.com/part-of-speech-english-grammar-1691590
https://www.thoughtco.com/part-of-speech-english-grammar-1691590
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Noun Suffixes: 

Suffix Meaning Example 

-acy state or quality privacy, fallacy, delicacy 

-al act or process of refusal, recital, rebuttal 

-ance, -ence state or quality of maintenance, eminence, assurance 

-dom place or state of being freedom, kingdom, boredom 

-er, -or one who trainer, protector, narrator 

-ism doctrine, belief communism, narcissism, skepticism 

-ist one who chemist, narcissist, plagiarist 

-ity, -ty quality of inactivity, veracity, parity, serenity 

-ment condition of argument, endorsement, punishment 

-ness state of being heaviness, sadness, rudeness, testiness 

-ship position held fellowship, ownership, kinship, internship 

-sion, -tion state of being concession, transition, abbreviation 

Verb Suffixes: 

Suffix Meaning Example 

-ate Become regulate, eradicate, enunciate, repudiate 

-en Become enlighten, awaken, strengthen 

-ify, -fy make or become terrify, satisfy, rectify, exemplify 

-ize, -ise* Become civilize, humanize, socialize, valorize 

Adjective Suffixes: 

Suffix Meaning Example 

-able, -ible capable of being edible, presentable, abominable, credible 

https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-logical-fallacy-1691259
https://www.thoughtco.com/rebuttal-argument-1692025
https://www.thoughtco.com/narrator-fiction-and-nonfiction-1691419
https://www.thoughtco.com/plagiarism-definition-1691631
https://www.thoughtco.com/argument-rhetoric-and-composition-1689131
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-concession-rhetoric-1689901
https://www.thoughtco.com/transition-grammar-and-composition-1692559
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-abbreviation-1689046
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-al pertaining to regional, grammatical, emotional, coastal 

-esque reminiscent of picturesque, statuesque, burlesque 

-ful notable for fanciful, resentful, woeful, doubtful 

-ic, -ical pertaining to musical, mythic, domestic, chiastic 

-ious, -ous characterized by nutritious, portentous, studious 

-ish having the quality of fiendish, childish, snobbish 

-ive having the nature of creative, punitive, divisive, decisive 

-less Without endless, ageless, lawless, effortless 

-y characterized by sleazy, hasty, greasy, nerdy, smelly 

 

In American English, verbs end with -ize, versus British English, in which the 

spelling changes to -ise. 

American English: finalize, realize, emphasize, standardize 

British English: finalise, realise, emphasise, standardise 

3) Infixeis 

An infix is an affix inseirteid into thei roots or steims itseilf. For eixamipleis 

buimili comeis from root „buiy‟ (Tagalog, iPhiliipipineis). 

 

e. INFLEiCTIONAL AFFIXE iS 

a. Deifinition of Infleictional Affixeis 

 Infleictional affixeis arei somei affixeis whein attach thei root or basei do not 

changei thei ipart of sipeieich of thei root and theiy do not creiatei a neiw word. Theiy only 

havei ceirtain grammatical fuinction.
48

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
48 Rachmadie, S. Buku Materi Pokok Vocabulary. (Karunika Jakarta Universitas Terbuka.: Jakarta, 

1986), p. 31. 

https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-grammar-1690909
https://www.thoughtco.com/chiasmus-figure-of-speech-1689838
https://www.thoughtco.com/differences-between-american-and-british-english-1212216
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b. Tyipeis of Infleictional Affixeis 

 Infleictional affixeis in Einglish arei indicateid as follows: 

1) iPluiral Form suich as: 

-s Book Books 

 
Glass Glasseis 

-ein Ox Oxein 

 
Child Childrein 

 

2) iPosseission suich as: 

 Amir‟s book 

 Amir and Nita‟s book 

 A cat‟s tail 

3) Third singuilar veirb makeir suich as: 

 Motheir always cooks ricei 

 Rizal goeis to school 

 Hei neiveir watcheis TV 

4) Teinsei makeir, suich as: 

 Hei workeid hard yeisteirday. (ipast teinsei) 

 I havei reiipeiateid thei leisson. (ipast iparticiiplei) 

 Wei arei stuidying Einglish. (ipreiseint iprogreissivei) 

  

For thei additional, moripheimeis which seirvei a ipuireily grammatical fuinction, 

neiveir creiating a diffeireint word, buit only diffeireint form of thei samei word, arei 

calleid infleictional moripheimeis.
49

 And Einglish has eiight infleictional affixeis; all 

otheir affixeis arei deirivational. Thei eiight infleictional affixeis arei listeid in thei 

following tablei, along with thei tyipei of root that eiach onei attacheis to, and a 

reiipreiseintativei eixamiplei.  

Tablei 2.2 Kinds of Infleictional Affixeis 

INFLEiCTIONAL AFFIXEiS ROOT EiXAMiPLEi 

iPluiral Nouin Boys 

iPosseissivei Nouin boy‟s 

                                                             
49 Sari, Nirmala. An Introduction to Linguistics. (LPTK.: Jakarta, 1988), p.82. 
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Comiparativei Adjeictivei Oldeir 

Suiipeirlativei Adjeictivei Oldeist 

iPreiseint Veirb Walks 

iPast Veirb Walkeid 

iPast iParticiiplei Veirb Drivein 

iPreiseint iParticiiplei Veirb Driving 

 

f. DEiRIVATIONAL AFFIXE iS 

1) Deifinition of Deirivational Affixeis 

  Deirivational affixeis arei thei affixeis that changei thei class of root or basei.
50

 

Somei affixeis also changei thei grammatical cateigory. For eixamipleis singeir is 

construicteid by two moripheimeis, theiy arei sing (basei moripheimei) and eir (bouind 

moripheimei). Moripheimei “sing” is veirb cateigory and -eir is suiffix. That is veirb (sing: 

to makei meilodiouis souind), changeis into nouin (singeir: ipeirson who do thei act of 

sing). 

 

2) Characteiristic of Deirivational Affixeis  

  Deirivational affixeis havei a sipeicial characteiristic. thei characteiristics of 

deirivational affixeis arei: 

1) Thei words with which deirivational suiffixeis combinei arei an arbitrary matteir. To 

makei a nouin from thei veirb adorn wei muist add thei suiffix “-meint” and no otheir 

suiffix will do, wheireias thei veirb fails combineis only with “-uirei” to makei a nouin 

failuirei. Yeit thei eimiploy may uisei thei diffeireint suiffixeis “-meint”, “-eir”, “-eiei” to 

makei threiei nouins with diffeireint meianing (eimiploymeint, eimiployeir, eimiployeiei). 

2) In many casei, buit not all, deirivational suiffixeis changeis thei ipart of sipeieich of the i 

word to which it is addeid. Thei nouin act beicomeis an adjeictivei by addition of “–

ivei”, and to thei adjeictivei activei wei couild add “-atei”, making it veirb activatei. 

3) Deirivational suiffixeis uisuially do not closei off a word, that is afteir a deirivational 

suiffix youi can someitimeis add anotheir deirivational suiffix and neixt, if reiquiireid. 

For eixamiplei, to thei word feirtilizeir. 

 

 

 

                                                             
50 Rachmadie, S. Buku Materi Pokok Vocabulary. (Karunika Jakarta Universitas Terbuka.: Jakarta, 

1986), p. 23. 
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3) Thei Fuinction of Deirivational Affixeis 

  Thei fuinction of ceirtain deirivational affixeis is to creiatei neiw basei forms 

(neiwsteims) that otheir deirivational or infleictional affixeis can attach too. Thei basic 

fuinction of deirivational iproceisseis is to einablei thei languiagei uiseir to makei neiw 

leixeimeis.
51

 Leixical cateigorieis suich as nouin, veirb and adjeictivei beilong to leixeimeis 

and thei deiriveid leixeimeis may beilong to a diffeireint cateigory than theiir baseis.  The i 

basei words that form inipuits to word-formation arei normally also words of theisei 

oipein classeis.
52

 Theirei arei thei fuinctions of deirivational affixeis that will bei analyzeid. 

1) Nouin formation 

Nouin formation is a kind of deirivational iproceiss which is formeid by thei changei 

of cuirreint ipart of sipeieich into nouin formation. Nouin formations consist of: 

a) Veirb into Nouin 

 For eixamiplei: Goveirn (Veirb) + (-meint) = Goveirnmeint (nouin) 

b) Adjeictivei into Nouin 

For eixamiplei: Oipiportuinei (Adjeictivei) + (-ity) = Oipiportuinity (Nouin) 

2) Veirb formation 

 Veirb formation is a kind of deirivational iproceiss which is formeid by thei 

changei of cuirreint ipart of sipeieich into veirb formation. Veirb formations consist 

of: 

a) Adjeictivei into Veirb 

For eixamiplei: Off (Adj) + (-eir) = Offeir (Veirb) 

b) Nouin into Veirb 

For eixamiplei: Couiragei (Nouin) + (-eid) = Discouirageid (veirb) 

 

3) Adjeictivei formation 

 Adjeictivei formation is a kind of deirivational iproceiss which is formeid by 

thei changei of cuirreint ipart of sipeieich into adjeictivei formation. Adjeictivei 

formations consist of:  

a) Veirb into Adjeictivei 

For eixamiplei: Uindeirstand (Veirb) + (-ablei) = Uindeirstandablei (Adj) 

b) Adveirb into Adjeictivei 

For eixamiplei: Eiveir (Adv) + (-y) = eiveiry (Adj) 

c) Nouin into Adjeictivei 

For eixamiplei Homei (nouin) + (-leiss + -neiss) = Homeileissneiss (Adj) 

4) Adveirb formation 

 Adveirb formation is a kind of deirivational iproceiss which is formeid by thei   

changei of cuirreint ipart of sipeieich into adveirb formation. Adveirb formations 

consist of:  

a) Adjeictivei into Adveirb  

For eixamiplei: iProbablei (Adj) + (-ly) = iProbably (Adv) 

                                                             
51 Geert Booij. The Grammar of Words. (Oxford University Press Inc.: New York, 2007), p.  31. 
52 Ibid., p. 53. 
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b) Nouin into Adveirb  

For eixamiplei: (Uin-) + leiss (Nouin) = Uinleiss (Adveirb) 

c) Veirb into Adveirb  

For eixamiplei: (A-) + Rouind (veirb) = Arouind (Adv) 

 

g. SiPEiEiCH 

1) Deifinition of Sipeieich 

 Sipeieich is an activity to conveiy meianing in front of thei ipuiblic.
53

 

Commuinication in thei sipeieich iproceiss is morei onei-way in natuirei. This meians that 

only onei ipeirson is dominateid, nameily thei sipeiakeir. Sipeieich activitieis arei also onei of 

thei mateirials in teiaching and leiarning activitieis at thei basic leiveil uiip to teirtiary 

instituitions. Sipeieich will bei both deiliveireid and writtein if theiy uisei a systeimatic 

struictuirei in accordancei with thei iprovisions. Systeimatics is a form of beiauity in 

sipeieich so that it giveis risei to an eiasy to uindeirstand meianing. 

 

2) Thei iPuiriposei of Sipeieich 

 Thei objeictiveis of thei sipeieich arei as follows:
54

 

1) iProvidei direictions and eixiplanations in front of a largei auidieincei 

2) Influieincing thei crowd for thei beineifit of thei sipeiakeir 

3) iProvidei uindeirstanding and uindeirstanding and ipeigeirian of an information to the i 

geineiral ipuiblic 

4) Einteirtain thei auidieincei so that theirei is satisfaction in thei listeineir. 

 So thei ipuiriposei of a sipeieich is to iprovidei information and uindeirstanding of a 

toipic, influieincei listeineirs on an oipinion, iprovidei information to auidieinceis. 

 

3) Sipeieich Writing Stru ictuirei 

 Thei geineiral systeimatics of a sipeieich arei as follows:
55

 

1) Titlei, muist bei short and stimuilatei thei listeineirs' deisirei to know 

2) Greieitings, uisuially starting a sipeieich, which is deiliveireid in Islamic or reiligiouis. 

Afteir deiliveiring thei oipeining greieitings, juist continuiei with ipraisei to God and 

don't forgeit to also say thank youi for thei ipreiseincei of thei listeineirs. 

3)  Introduiction, conveiying thei main issuieis of thei conteint of thei sipeieich which 

will bei fuirtheir eilaborateid by thei sipeiakeir. 

4) Conteints arei iparts that eixiplain thei deitails of thei sipeieich to bei deiliveireid. This 

eixiplanation is ipreiseinteid seiquieintially and comipleiteily and is suiipiporteid by facts 

and facts with thei aim of convincing thei listeineir. 
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5) Thei concluision is a concluision and ho ipei or a ipeirfeict atsa what thei sipeiakeir 

conveiyeid. Aipologieis for thei eind of thei sipeieich arei also conveiyeid at this stagei. 

6) Thei closing greieiting is thei last ipart of a sipeieich which contains greieitings, 

thanks and God bleiss. 

 

4) Meithod of Sipeieich 

 Baseid on wheitheir or not ipreiiparations arei madei in thei sipeieich, thei tyipeis of 

sipeieich can bei distinguiisheid into imipromtui, manuiscriipt, meimoriteir, and 

eixteimiporei.
56

 It can bei eixiplaineid as follows: 

1) Imipromiptui 

Imipromiptui is a sipontaneiouis or sipontaneiouis meithod, which is baseid on 

immeidiatei neieids withouit careifuil or suifficieint ipreiiparation. Thei meithod is baseid 

on thei ability and iproficieincy of thei sipeiakeir as it is. This meithod is uisuially 

uiseid in a suiddein or eimeirgeincy situiation. 

2) Meimoriteir 

Meimoriteir or meimorization meithod is a meithod that is careifuilly ipreiipareid. Thei 

mateirial to bei deiliveireid has beiein meimorizeid first beiforei it is finally conveiyeid 

to many ipeioiplei. 

3) Manuiscriipt Meithod 

Thei scriipt meithod is donei by reiading thei ipreiipareid sipeieich. 

4) Thei Eixteimiporanei Meithod 

Thei eixteimiporanei meithod is donei by reilying on thei sipeiakeir's ability, nameily by 

only ipreiiparing thei ipoints of thei suibjeict to bei deiveiloipeid. 

 Baseid on thei uindeirstanding of thei eixipeirts abovei, it can bei uindeirstood that 

thei tyipeis of sipeieich can bei divideid baseid on neieids suich as sipeieich baseid 

on ipreiiparation, sipeieich baseid on mateirial, struictuirei and toipic of thei sipeieich. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF DERIVATIONAL AND INFLECTIONAL ENGLISH 

 
 
derivation and inflection Morpheme
the elements present in the field of morphology. 
Where the morphology is the study of 
morphemes, and morphemes are elements of 
language that have the meaning of the free 
element and bound elements. The problems that 
exist in this research is to analyze the morpheme 
of derivation and inflection contained in Jakarta 
Post. By understanding the derivation and 
morpheme inflection it can easily develop 
vocabulary, from one word can gain many 
meanings 
 This research is a type of research 
belonging to linguistic field. The research also 
used qualitative descriptive research method. 
This research method is a method that refers to 
the form of words taken from the data source by 
explaining the intent of data intention. In 
addition, this research also uses r
(library research). This literature research only 
discusses existing data data by processing and 
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ABSTRACT 
 

derivation and inflection Morpheme  is one of 
the elements present in the field of morphology. 
Where the morphology is the study of 
morphemes, and morphemes are elements of 
language that have the meaning of the free 
element and bound elements. The problems that 

analyze the morpheme 
of derivation and inflection contained in Jakarta 
Post. By understanding the derivation and 
morpheme inflection it can easily develop 
vocabulary, from one word can gain many 

This research is a type of research 
inguistic field. The research also 

used qualitative descriptive research method. 
This research method is a method that refers to 
the form of words taken from the data source by 
explaining the intent of data intention. In 
addition, this research also uses research libraries 
(library research). This literature research only 
discusses existing data data by processing and 

developing data by using morphological theory 
that supports the research. 
 The first step used by the author is to 
collect data taken from the source, after that the 
data are all collected then the writers classify the 
data in several groups. Since in this study only 
discusses the three topics of the problem, the first 
is to classify all types of derivation and 
morpheme inflection found in the 
newspaper, the second is the function of each 
morpheme, and the last is the rule that belongs to 
the derivation and morpheme inflection The. 
 Based on this study, the writers found 
the uniqueness caused by derivation and 
morpheme inflection when combined  with other 
morphemes. If the morpheme derivation is 
compared with the free morpheme it will have a 
different meaning and sometimes even change 
the word class. While morpheme inflection when 
compared with free morpheme it will have a 
grammatical function. 

morpheme, inflectional, derivational, jakarta post, part of speech 
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developing data by using morphological theory 

The first step used by the author is to 
e source, after that the 

data are all collected then the writers classify the 
data in several groups. Since in this study only 
discusses the three topics of the problem, the first 
is to classify all types of derivation and 
morpheme inflection found in the Jakarta Post 
newspaper, the second is the function of each 
morpheme, and the last is the rule that belongs to 
the derivation and morpheme inflection The.  

Based on this study, the writers found 
the uniqueness caused by derivation and 

hen combined  with other 
morphemes. If the morpheme derivation is 
compared with the free morpheme it will have a 
different meaning and sometimes even change 
the word class. While morpheme inflection when 
compared with free morpheme it will have a 
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ABSTRAK 
 

 
Derivasi dan infleksi morfem merupakan 

salah satu dari unsur-unsur yang terdapat dalam 
bidang morfologi. Di mana morfologi tersebut 
adalah ilmu yang mempelajari morfem, dan 
morfem adalah unsur bahasa yang mempunyai 
makna unsur bebas dan unsur terikat. 
Permasalahan yang ada dalam penelitian ini 
adalah menganalisis morfem derivasi dan infleksi 
yang terdapat pada Jakarta Pos. Dengan 
memahami derivasi dan infleksi morfem maka 
dengan mudah bisa mengembangkan kosa kata, 
dari satu kata bisa mendapatkan banyak makna 
 Penelitian ini merupakan jenis penelitian 
yang tergolong dalam bidang linguistik. 
Penelitian juga menggunakan metode penelitian 
deskriptif kualitatif. Metode penelitian ini 
merupakan metode yang mengacu pada bentuk 
kata yang diambil dari sumber data dengan 
menerangkan maksud maksud data tersebut. 
Disamping itu, penelitian ini juga menggunakan 
penelitian pustakata (library research). Penelitian 
pustaka ini hanya membahas data data yang ada 
dengan mengolah dan mengembangkan data 
dengan menggunakan teori morfologi yang 
mendukung penelitian tersebut.  

 Langkah awal yang digunakan oleh 
penulis adalah adalah mengumpulkan data 
mentah yang diambil dari sumber, setelah data 
mentah semua terkumpul maka penulis 
mengelompokan data tersebut dalam beberapa 
kelompok. Berhubung karena dalam penelitian 
ini hanya membahas tiga topik permasalahan, 
maka pertama adalah mengelompokan semua 
jenis derivasi dan infleksi morfem yang 
ditemukan pada Koran Jakarta Pos, kedua adalah 
mengalasis fungsi dari masing masing morfem 
tersebut, dan yang terakhir adalah kaidah yang 
dipunyai oleh derivasi dan infleksi morfem 
tersebut.  

Berdasarkan penelitian ini, penulis 
menemukan keunikan yang ditimbulkan oleh 
derivasi dan infleksi morfem jika disandingkan 
dengan morfem lain. Apabila derivasi morfem 
disandingakan dengan morfem bebas maka akan 
memiliki sebuah arti yang berbeda bahkan 
terkadang mengubah kelas kata tersebut. 
Sedangkan infleksi morfem jika disbandingkan 
dengan morfem bebas maka akan memiliki 
fungsi gramatikal. 

  
 
Kata kunci: morfim, derivasi, infleksi, jakarta pos, kelas kata 

 
 

I   INTRODUCTION  
 
Language is an essential communication 

tool for human life. Therefore, we must be able 
to master the language and its elements such as 
vocabulary, sentence, and structure. The 
language itself consists of two aspects namely 
form and meaning. In relation to meaning is 
grammar and  the smallest unit in language is 
morpheme. 

Morpheme is defined as the smallest 
meaningful unit of a language (Lim Kiat Boey, 
1975:37). The morphemes which can 
meaningfully stand alone are called free 
morphemes while the morphemes such as –er 
and –s, which cannot meaningfully stand alone 
are called bound morphemes. Bound morphemes 
must be attached to free morphemes. Bound 
morphemes are also called affixes which can 
beclassified into prefix, infix, and suffix. English 
only has two kinds of bound morphemes namely 

prefixes and suffixes. There are not infixes in 
English. Prefix is placed at the beginning of a 
word to modify or changes its meaning such as 
re, un, dis, re, un. A suffix is an affix attached 
after a root (or stem or base) like –ly, -er,-or, -ist, 
-s, -ing and -ed. For example: kind-ly, wait-er, 
book-s, walk-ed (Katamba, 1994:44). 

In morpheme, there are derivational and 
inflectional morphemes. They only refine and 
give extra grammatical information about the 
already existing meaning of words which they 
are attached. Derivational morpheme is a bound 
morpheme that changes the part of speech. The 
bound morpheme like –ness is called derivational 
morpheme. A derivational morpheme is the 
morpheme which produces a new lexeme from a 
base while Inflectional morpheme is do not 
create new meaning. These morphemes never 
change the syntactic category of the words to 
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which it is attached (Bauer, 1988:12). In English, 
derivational and inflectional morphemes can be 
prefixes or suffixes. 

The writer chooses The Jakarta Post 
Article, because The Jakarta Post article is one of 
the greatest media of information newspaper in 
Indonesia which is written in English. It gives 
much information about politics, economics, 
sports, education and entertainment to the society 
this study focus on the online version. 

Based on phenomena and explanations 
above, the writer is interested in conducting the 
research. This research aims to identify the kinds 
of derivational and inflectional morphemes, the 
function of derivational and inflectional 
morphemes and the last the rules of of 
derivational and inflectional English morphemes. 
This research entitled “AN ANALYSIS OF 
DERIVATIONAL AND INFLECTIONAL 
ENGLISH MORPHEMES.” 

 
1.3 Limitation of the Problem  

The data are taken from The Jakarta Post 
article published on02nd until 05th October 2016 
as the primer data in this research. The research 
going to analysis of inflectional and derivational 
English morphemes, and then from the data, the 
morpheme will be classified and after 
classification, the morpheme have three 
problems to be analysis based on formulation of 
the problem in this research. The kinds of 
inflectional and derivational English morphemes, 
the function of inflectional and derivational 
English morphemes, and the principle of 
inflectional and derivational English morphemes 
it’s self in Jakarta post article.  

 
1.4 Formulation of the Problem  

Based on the identification problems 
above, the writer  limits the problem in this thesis 
into three questions that are formulated as 
follows:  

1. What kinds of inflectional and 
derivational English morphemes  that are 
found?  

2. What are the functions of inflectional 
and derivational English morphemes  
that are found?  

3. What are the principles of derivational 
and inflectional English morphemes?  

1.5 Purpose of the Research  
The purpose of the research are formulated 

as follows:  
1. To find out the kinds of Inflectional and 

derivational English morphemes  that are 
found.  

2. To explain the function of Inflectional 
and derivational English morphemes  
that are found. 

3. To describe the principle of derivational 
and inflectional English morphemes. 

1.6 Significance of the Research 
The significance of this research is advantage 

of the research. The advantages in this paper are 
divided into three parts: they are general 
advantages, specific advantages, and academic 
advantages.  

1. The general advantages of this paper are 
to improve the knowledge in 
understanding the morphology that has 
been studied during study in the 
University. Studying morphemes offers a 
great opportunity to understand the 
English language like a prefix, suffix, 
and root. The writer hopes this paper can 
be used as additional knowledge to 
improve ability in analysis the problems.    

2. The specific advantages of this paper are 
to know more about morphology and the 
analysis of morphemes. To add the 
writer’s knowledge and experience in 
this specific research, especially about 
derivational and inflectional morphemes.   

3. The academic advantages are to fulfill 
one of the requirement in completing 
study in English Department Faculty of 
Letters, Ekasakti University. The 
reqiurment to obtain S1 degree before 
being graduated from Ekasakti 
University.  

 
1.7 Theoretical Framework 
  Theoretical frame work in this research 
referring to the step how to accomplish the 
problems in this research. 
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II   REVIEW TO THE RELATED LITERATURE 
 
2.2.1 Theory of Morpeme  

Word such as text, cat and quick each 
convey a single, quite meaning. The other words 
likes someone, textbook and however consist of 
two units of meaning, these may occur 
independently (some and one, text and book, 
how and ever). Besides, cats and quickly also 
consist of two units (cat and –s, quick and – ly), 
but these word only have one meaning and can 
be used independently. It is clear that words do 
not always constitute the smallest meaningful 
units in a language. The smaller parts are called 
morphemes. It insistence that the sequence be 
minimal ensures that the morpheme cannot be 
divided into smaller units to which the some 
definition would apply (Martin Atkinson and 
Friends, 1982:127). 
 John Lyons said that, “Such minimal 
units of grammatical-analysis, of word may be 
composed are customarily referred to as 
morphemes” (Introduction theoretical linguistics, 
1986:170). 

The meaningful of elements in a word 
are morphemes (Edward, 2003:41). For example, 
true, untrue, truly, truer, truthful etc. Most 
morphemes have lexical meaning, as with look, 
kite, and talk. Other represent a grammatical 
category or semantic concept  such as past tense 
(the –ed in looked) or plural (the –es kites) or 
comparative degree (the –er in taller). 
2.2.2  Derivational Morpheme 
            In English, derivational morphemes can 
be prefixes or suffixes. All prefixes in English 
are derivational. All prefixes in English modify 
the meaning although they do not modify the 
syntactic category. For examples, the 
derivational prefix in- in inefficient, un- in undo, 
re- in rewrite, dis- in dislike and a- in amoral 

modify the positive meaning to the negative 
meaning but do not change the syntactic category 
of the derived words; efficient is an adjective and 
the derived word inefficient is also an adjective; 
do is a verb and the derived word undo is also a 
verb; write is a verb and the derived word rewrite 
is also a verb; moral is an adjective and the 
derived word amoral is also and adjective. All 
the derivational prefixes explained above have 
the meaning ‘not’. Most derivational suffixes 
change both the syntactic category and the 
meaning. Only a few of them do not change the 
syntactic category. The derivational suffixes 
which change the syntactic category can be noun 
forming suffixes, verb forming suffixes, 
adjective forming suffixes, and adverb forming 
suffixes.  The derivational suffixes which do not 
change the part of speech are –ist in artist and 
dentist; -ism in terrorism and librarian. 
 
  
2.2.3 Inflectional Morpheme 
 Inflectional morphemes are those which 
do not create new meaning. These morphemes 
never change the syntactic category of the words 
or morphemes to which they are attached (Bauer, 
1988: 12). They only refine and give extra 
grammatical information about the already 
existing meaning of words which they are 
attached to. The word books, for example, 
consists of a free morpheme book and an 
inflectional morpheme –s. The bound morpheme 
–s does not change the syntactic category of the 
morpheme book. The bound morpheme –s does 
not change the lexical meaning of book. It only 
gives grammatical meaning  which shows that 
the word books is plural. Book is a noun and 
books is still a noun. 

 
 
III   METHOD OF RESEARCH 
  
1.1 Method of Collecting the Data 
 In this research, the writers uses the 
primary data take from Jakarta post article that 
published on October 02nd until 30th 2016 to 
support the research that having or using the 
main problem that is morpheme.  
3.2  Method of Analysis the Data  

In analysing the data research, the writer 
uses method analysis data directly divided 
element method. Sudaryatno (1993:13) says that 
metode bagi unsur langsung (directly divided 

element method) is a method that takes the data 
from data it’s self. This research choose the 
library research, library research is take the data 
or doing observation on the data. This research 
generally includes the primary source and related 
material.  
3.3  Techniques of Collecting the Data  

In conducting this research, the writer 
uses decomentation method. documentation 
method is looking for data in the form of notes, 
transcripts, books, newspapers, magazines, 
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inscriptions (Arikunto, 1998:9). It means writer 
chooses the documentation data as the first step 
to analysis the data. After that data will be 
analysed based on the problem that related with 
the title of this research.  
3.4  Techniques of Analysis the Data 
 Technique of analysis the data is one 
step to explain the data source in this research. In 
analysing the data needs identify, classifying, 
interpreting data and finding conclusion (Troot 
and Bloomer, (1998:7) 
https://ngerti.wordpress.com/2010/11/18/word-
formation-item-and-process-model-of-new-

words-in-english/  
Identification In the first step, this research will 
be identification the English morpheme that 
found in the source data, Classification  The 
second step is classification the data that have 
finding and collecting, Interpreting the data The 
third steps is finding the kinds of English 
inflectional and derivational morpheme, 
Describing the function and the principle of  
English inflectional and derivational morpheme, 
Conclusion The last step finding the conclusion 
to answer the research question demand.

   
 
IV   ANALYSIS OF THE RESEARCH  

 
4.1 The Kinds of English Derivational and 
Inflectional Morphemes 
            Based on the result, the writer find out 
kinds of derivational and inflectional English 
morphemes, it can be classified into two: 
prefixes and suffixes. The further description can 
be seen below: 
4.1. l Prefix 
 Prefix is a letter or a group of letters that 
appears at the beginning of a word and changes 
the word’s original meaning. 

1. Prefix –un 
There are two kinds of the prefix un- in 

English. The first is attached to adjectives to 
form new adjectives, and the second is attached 
to verbs to form new verbs. The two kinds of the 
prefix un- do not change the part of speech. The 
prefix un- attached to adjectives means ‘not’. 
calls this derivation antonym or negative. 

1. (291) untrue    
2. Prefix  -in 

 The prefix in- is the derivational bound 
morpheme mostly attached to adjectives. This 
prefix does not change the part of speech. The 
meaning of this prefix is ‘not’ 

1. (199)  intolerant 
3. Prefix  -re   

 The prefix re- is the derivational bound 
morpheme attached to verbs to form  new verbs. 
The meaning of the prefix re- is ‘again’. 

1. (13)  redo  
4. Prefix -dis  

The prefix dis- is a derivational 
morpheme which can be attached to verb to form 
new verb, can be attached to adjective  to form 
new adjective, can be attached to noun to form 
new noun. This prefix has several meanings but 
its basic meaning is ‘not’. 

1. (170)  disagree     
4.1.2 Suffix 
 A suffix is a letter or a group of letters 
that is usually attached to the end of a word to 
form a new word, as well as alter the way it 
functions grammatically. 

1. Suffix  -er  
            The suffix –er attached to a verb is a 
derivational morpheme which change   verb to a 
noun. The suffix creates a new meaning ‘a 
person who performs an action’. The following 
are the examples of the suffix –er attached to 
verbs. 

1. (185) leader 
2. Suffix -ment  

The suffix –ment  is the derivational 
morphemes which can be attsached to some 
verbs to form noun. This suffix brings the new 
meaning. 

1. (283)  agreement 
3. Suffix  -ful 

The suffix –ful is the derivational 
morpheme which change the base to adjective. In 
this case, the base is noun. 

1. (85)  peaceful 
4. Suffix  -ness 

The suffix –ness  is the derivational 
morphemes which can be attached to adjectives 
to form noun. 

1. (277)  brightness     
5. Suffix  -ion  

The suffix –ion  is the derivational 
morpheme which can be attached to verb to form 
noun. 

1. (50) nomination 
6. Suffix  -ence  

1. (45)  difference 
7. Suffix  -able 
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The suffix –able is the derivational 
morpheme which change the base to adjective. In 
this case, the base can be either verb or noun. 

1. (74)  predictable  
8. Suffix  -ity  

The suffix –ity  is the derivational 
morphemes which can be attached to adjective to 
form noun. 

1. (102)  plurality  
9. Suffix  -al  

The suffix –al is the derivational 
morpheme which change the base to adjective. In 
this case. 

1. (51)  formal 
10. Suffix  -ize  

 The suffix –ize is the derivational 
morpheme which change the base to verb.  The 
base can be nouns and adjective. 

1. (236)  apologize 
11. Suffix  -ism 

The suffix -ism is the derivational bound 
morpheme attached to noun to form  new noun. 
The meaning of the suffix –ism is  ‘belief’. 

1. (25)  opportunism  
12. Suffix  -ist 

The suffix -ist is the derivational bound 
morpheme attached to noun to form  new noun. 
The meaning of the suffix –ist is  ‘agentive” 

1. (61)  Sociologist 
13. Suffix  -ly 

Adverb-forming suffixes are the 
derivational suffixes which change the words or 
morphemes to adverbs 

1. (327)  widely 
14. Suffix  -s/es is indicate noun plural  

1. (20)  candidates 
15. adjective superlative  

1. (261)  highest 
16. Suffix  -‘s indicate noun possessive  

1. (155)  Father’s 
17. Suffix  -ing indicate present particple 

form  
1. (278) working  

18. Suffix  -en indicate past participle form  
1. (307)  spoken  

19. Suffix  -ed indicate past form  
1. (5)  promoted 

4.2.1 The Function of Derivational English 
Morphemes 

A derivational morpheme is the 
morpheme which produces a new lexeme from a 
base (Bauer, 1988: 12). According to Sari (1988: 
82) says that   derivational morphemes are bound 
morphemes which derive (create) new words by 
either changing the meaning or the part of speech 

or both, some derivational morphemes create 
new meaning but do not change the syntactic 
category or part of speech. So based on the 
statement above can be said that derivational 
morpheme is a smallest unit in a word that’s has 
grammatical function.  

In English, derivational morphemes can 
be prefixes or suffixes. All prefixes in English 
are derivational. All prefixes in English modify 
the meaning although they do not modify the 
syntactic category. 
4.2.1.1 The Function as Negative Meaning 

Prefix -un 
  
There are two kinds of the prefix un- in 

English. The first is attached to adjectives to 
form new adjectives, and the second is attached 
to verbs to form new verbs. The two kinds of the 
prefix un- do not change the part of speech. The 
prefix un- attached to adjectives means ‘not’. 
calls this derivation antonym or negative. 

1. (291) untrue    
  (291) Untrue is constructed by two 
morphemes, they are true  (free morpheme), and 
-un (bound morpheme). Morpheme true is an 
adjective category, and –un is a prefix. –Un + 
true are derivational morphemes when they are 
combined since untrue  has changed the 
meaning. That is (true: especially of facts or 
statements right and not wrong; correct) changes 
into negative meaning (untrue: a statement that is 
not true or something is not true). “This is 
actually untrue, alternative sexualities have 
existed in Indonesian traditional culture for a 
long time” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 

Prefix -in  
The prefix in- is the derivational bound 

morpheme mostly attached to adjectives. This 
prefix does not change the part of speech. The 
meaning of this prefix is ‘not’. 

1. (199)  intolerant 
 
 (199) Intolerant is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are tolerant (free morpheme), 
and –in (bound morpheme). Morpheme tolerant 
is an adjective category, and –in is a prefix. –In + 
tolerant are derivational morphemes when they 
are combined since Intolerant  has changed the 
meaning. That is (tolerant: to accept behaviour 
and beliefs which are different from your own, 
although you might not agree with or approve of 
them) has changed into negative meaning 
(Intolerant: refusing to accept ideas or ways of 
behaving that are different from your own). 
“Intolerant attitude 'increasingly widespread' in 
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Indonesian society” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 
  

Prefix -dis  
            The prefix dis- is a derivational 
morpheme which can be attached to verb to form 
new verb, can be attached to adjective  to form 
new adjective, can be attached to noun to form 
new noun. This prefix has several meanings but 
its basic meaning is ‘not’. 

1. (170)  disagree      
 
(170) Disagree is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are agree  (free morpheme), 
and -dis (bound morpheme). Morpheme agree is 
a verb category, and –dis is a prefix. –dis + agree 
are derivational morphemes when they are 
combined since disagree has changed the 
meaning. That is (agree: to have the same 
opinion, or to accept a suggestion or idea) has 
changed into negative meaning (disagree: to not 
have the same opinion, idea, etc.; to not agree). 
“Some of functional disagree with the legislative 
proposal to amend the KPK law” (Jakarta Post 
Vol.11 2016). 

 
4.2.1.2 The Function as Again Meaning  

Prefix  -re  
             The prefix re- is the derivational bound 
morpheme attached to verbs to form  new verbs. 
The meaning of the prefix re- is ‘again’. 

1. (13)  redo  
 (13) Redo is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are do (free morpheme), and –
re (bound morpheme). Morpheme do is a verb 
category, and –re is a prefix. –re + do are 
derivational morphemes when they are combined 
since redo has changed the meaning. That is (do: 
to act or take action) changes into again meaning 
(redo: to do something again). “redo election” 
(Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 

 
4.2.1.3 The Function as Noun  

Suffix –ment 
The suffix –ment  is the derivational 

morphemes which can be attsached to some 
verbs to form noun. This suffix brings the new 
meaning 

1. (283)  agreement 
 

(283) Agreement is constructed by two 
morphemes, they are agree (free morpheme), and 
-ment (bound morpheme). Morpheme agree is a 
verb category, and -ment is a suffix. Agreement 
(noun): agree (verb) + -ment are derivational 
affixes when they are combined since agreement 

has changed the lexical category and the 
meaning. That is verb (agree: to have the same 
opinion, or to accept a suggestion or idea) 
changed into noun (agreement: when people 
have the same opinion, or when they approve of 
or accept something). “The minister [Rudiantara] 
asked Facebook to step up its service agreement 
in Indonesia” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 

Suffix -er 
            The suffix –er attached to a verb is a 
derivational morpheme which change   verb to a 
noun. The suffix creates a new meaning ‘a 
person who performs an action’. The following 
are the examples of the suffix –er attached to 
verbs. 

1.  (185) leader  
 
(185) leader is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are lead (free morpheme), and -
er (bound morpheme). Morpheme lead is a verb 
category, and –er is a suffix. Leader (noun): lead 
(verb) + -er are derivational morphemes when 
they are combined since leader has change the 
lexical category and the meaning. That is verb 
(lead: to control a group of people, a country, or 
a situation) changed into noun (leader: a person 
in control of a group, country or situation a 
religious leader). “Prospective national leader 
with military-style discipline” (Jakarta Post 
Vol.11 2016). 

Suffix -ness  
The suffix –ness  is the derivational 

morphemes which can be attached to adjectives 
to form noun. 

1.  (277)  brightness   
   

 (277)  Brightness is constructed by two 
morphemes, they are bright (free morpheme), 
and -ness (bound morpheme). Morpheme bright 
is an adjective category, and –ness is a suffix. 
Brightness (noun): bright (adjective) + -ness are 
derivational morphemes when they are combined 
since brightness has changed the lexical category 
and the meaning. That is adjective (bright: full of 
light, shining) changed into noun (brightness: the 
quality of being very bright).  “45cm visibility 
and brightness of light” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 
2016). 

Suffix -ion  
The suffix –ion  is the derivational 

morpheme which can be attached to verb to form 
noun. 

1.  (50) nomination 
 

(50) Nomination is constructed by two 
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morphemes, they are nominate (free morpheme), 
and -ion (bound morpheme). Morpheme 
nominate is a verb category, and –ion is a suffix. 
nominate (verb) + -ion are derivational 
morphemes when they are combined since 
nomination has changed the lexical category and 
the meaning. That is verb (nominate: to suggest 
someone for an election, job, position or honour) 
changed into noun (nomination: an official 
suggestion of someone to do something). “But 
the game changed with the nomination of Anies” 
(Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 

 
Suffix -ence 
1. (45)  difference 
 (45) Difference is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are differ (free morpheme), and 
-ence (bound morpheme). Morpheme differ is a 
verb category, and –ence is a suffix. Difference 
(noun): differ (verb) + -ence are derivational 
morphemes when they are combined since 
difference has changed the lexical category and 
the meaning. That is verb (differ: to be not like 
something or someone else, either physically or 
in another way) changes into noun (difference: 
two or more things which comparing are not the 
same). "It must be able to make sure that in the 
face of differences, mutual respect from both 
sides could continue to grow,” Bonar said 
(Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 

 
Suffix -ity  
The suffix –ity  is the derivational 

morphemes which can be attached to adjective to 
form noun. 

1.  (102)  plurality  
 

(102) Plurality is constructed by two 
morphemes, they are plural (free morpheme), 
and -ity (bound morpheme). Morpheme plural is 
an adjective category, and -ity is a suffix. 
Plurality (noun): plurality (adjective) + -ity are 
derivational morphemes when they are combined 
since Plurality has changed the lexical category 
and the meaning. That is adjective (plural: 
onsisting of a lot of different races or types of 
people or of different things) changed into noun 
(Plurality: a large number of different types of 
something). “He added that plurality should 
become a factor to strengthen the state's unity, 
not a factor” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 

Suffix -ism 
The suffix -ism is the derivational bound 

morpheme attached to noun to form  new noun. 
The meaning of the suffix –ism is  ‘belief’ 

1.  (25)  opportunism  
 (25) Opportunism is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are opportunity (free 
morpheme), and -ism (bound morpheme). 
Morpheme opportunity is a noun category, and –
ism is a suffix. Opportunism (noun): opportunity 
(noun) + -ism are derivational morphemes when 
they are combined since opportunism does not 
change the lexical category but create new 
meaning. That is noun  (opportunity: an occasion 
or situation which makes it possible to do 
something that you want to do) creates new 
meaning (opportunism: behaviour in which  use 
every situation to try to get power or an 
advantage). “The opportunism of defending the 
nation” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 

Suffix -ist 
The suffix -ist is the derivational bound 

morpheme attached to noun to form  new noun. 
The meaning of the suffix –ist is  ‘agentive” 

1. (61)  sociologist 
(61) Sociologist is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are sociology (free morpheme), 
and -ist (bound morpheme). Morpheme 
sociology is a noun category, and –ist is a suffix. 
Sociologist (noun): sociology (noun) + -ist are 
derivational morphemes when they are combined 
since sociologist does not change the lexical 
category but create new meaning. (Sociology: the 
study of the relationships between people living 
in groups, especially in industrial societies) 
Creates new meaning (sociologist: someone who 
studies or is an expert in sociology). The term, 
coined by Iranian sociologist Asef Bayat, has 
several meanings, but it generally (Jakarta Post 
Vol.11 2016). 

 
4.2.1.4 The Function as Verb  

 Suffix -ize 
 The suffix –ize is the derivational 
morpheme which change the base to verb.  The 
base can be nouns and adjective. 

1. (236)  apologize 
 

(236) Apologize is constructed by two 
morphemes, they are apology (free morpheme), 
and -ize (bound morpheme). Morpheme apology  
is a noun category, and -ize is a suffix. Apologize 
(verb): apology (noun) + -ize are derivational 
morphemes when they are combined since 
apologize has changed the lexical category and 
the meaning. That is noun (apology: an act of 
saying sorry) changed into verb (apologize: to 
tell someone that you are sorry for having done 
something that has caused them problems). “I 
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want to apologize to Muslims or other people 
who feel offended. I never intended to insult 
Islam or the Quran," Ahok said on Monday” 
(Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 
 Suffix -en  
 Derivational suffixes which change form 
adjective to verb. 

1. (4)        sharpen  
 (4) Sharpen is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are sharp (free morpheme), and 
-en (bound morpheme). Morpheme sharp is an 
adjective category, and –en is a suffix. Sharpen 
(verb): sharp (adjective) + -en are derivational 
morphemes when they are combined since 
sharpen has changed the lexical category and the 
meaning. That is adjective (sharp: having a thin 
edge or point which can cut something or make a 
hole in something) changed into verb (sharpen: 
to make something sharp or sharper). “sharpen 
your five senses” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 
4.2.1.5 The Function as Adjective  

Suffix -able  
             The suffix –able is the derivational 
morpheme which change the base to adjective. In 
this case, the base can be either verb or noun. 

1.  (74)  predictable  
 (74) Predictable is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are predict (free morpheme), 
and -able (bound morpheme). Morpheme predict 
is a verb category, and –able is a suffix. 
Predictable (adjective): read (verb) + -able are 
derivational morphemes when they are combined 
since predictable has changed the lexical 
category and the meaning. That is verb (predict: 
to say that an event or action will happen in the 
future) changed into adjective (predictable: 
Something which is predictable happens in a way 
or at a time which you know about before it 
happens).  “The political maneuvering in Jakarta 
is fairly predictable results” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 
2016). 

Suffix  -al 
The suffix –al is the derivational 

morpheme which change the base to adjective. In 
this case. 

1.  (51)  formal 
 (51) Formal is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are form (free morpheme), and 
-al (bound morpheme). Morpheme form is a 
noun category, and –al is a suffix. Formal 
(adjective): form (noun) + -al are derivational 
morphemes when they are combined since 
formal has changed the lexical category and the 
meaning. That is noun (form: appearance of 
something) changed into adjective (formal: 

public or official) “a political ideology that aims 
to create a formal Islamic state” (Jakarta Post 
Vol.11 2016). 

-ful  
             The suffix –ful is the derivational 
morpheme which change the base to adjective. In 
this case, the base is noun. 

1.  (85)  peaceful 
 

(85) Peaceful is constructed by two 
morphemes, they are peace (free morpheme), and 
-ful (bound morpheme). Morpheme peace is a 
noun category, and –ful is a suffix. Peaceful 
(adjective): peace (noun) + -ful are derivational 
morphemes when they are combined since 
peaceful has changed the lexical category and the 
meaning. That is noun (peace: freedom from war 
and violence) changes into adjective (peaceful: 
quiet and calm).  “In a statement on Wednesday, 
Prabowo said the Jakarta gubernatorial election 
had to be appreciated because the democratic 
process was conducted by peaceful, without any 
serious problems” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 
4.2.1.6 The Function as Adverb  

Suffix  -ly  
Adverb-forming suffixes are the 

derivational suffixes which change the words or 
morphemes to adverbs. 

1.  (327)  widely 
 (327) widely is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are wide (free morpheme), and 
-ly (bound morpheme). Morpheme wide is an 
adjective category, and –ly is a suffix. Widely 
(adverb): wide (adjective) + -ly are derivational 
morphemes when they are combined since 
widely has changed the lexical category and the 
meaning. That is adjective (wide: having a larger 
distance) changed into adverb (widely: including 
a lot of different places, people, subjects).  “As 
widely reported, in his conversation with local 
people in Thousand Islands regency on Sept. 27, 
Ahok cited Surah al-Maidah: 51 during a work 
visit” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 

 
4.2.2  The Function of Inflectional Morphemes  

Inflectional morphemes are those which 
do not create new meaning. These morphemes 
never change the syntactic category of the word 
or morpheme to which they are attached (Bauer, 
1988: 12). They only refine and give extra 
grammatical information about the already 
existing meaning of words which they are 
attached to. 
4.1.2.1 The Function as Plural  

Suffix  -es,es 
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1.  (265)  sides  
 

(265) sides is constructed by two 
morphemes, they are side (free morpheme), and -
s (bound morpheme). Morpheme side is a noun 
category, and –s is a suffix. Sides (noun plural): 
side (noun singular) + -s are inflectional 
morphemes when they are combined since sides 
indicate plural marker. “Political coalition 
divided into two sides” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 
2016). 
4.2.2.2  The Function as the Subject Third 
Singular Person in Present Tense  
 -s,es 

1. (3)       votes   
 

(3) Votes is constructed by two 
morphemes, they are vote (free morpheme), and 
–s (bound morpheme). Morpheme vote is a verb 
category, and –s  is a suffix. Vote (verb) + -s are 
inflectional morphemes when they are combined 
since votes indicate the subject third singular 
person in present tense. “Amalia Ayuningtyas 
votes the good person” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 
2016). 
4.2.2.3 The Function as Possessive  
 Suffix  -‘s  

1. (155)  father’s 
 (155) Father’s is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are father (free morpheme), 
and –‘s (bound morpheme). Morpheme father  is 
a noun category, and –‘s  is a suffix. Father 
(noun) + -‘s are inflectional morphemes when 
they are combined since father’s indicate 
possessive marker. “obedience of his father’s 
exhortations to sustain a sort of political dynasty” 
(Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 

 
4.2.2.4 The Function as Past Form  

Suffix  -ed 
1.   (5)      promoted 

 
(5) Promoted is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are promote (free morpheme), 
and –ed (bound morpheme). Morpheme promote  
is a verb category, and –ed is a suffix. Promote 
(verb) + ed are inflectional morphemes when 
they are combined since promoted past indicate 
form. “the company promoted the new fashion in 
overseas” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 
4.2.2.5 The function as Past Participle Form 
 Suffix  -en 

1. (307)  spoken  
 

(307) Spoken is constructed by two 
morphemes, they are speak (free morpheme), and 
–en (bound morpheme). Morpheme speak is a 
verb category, and –en is a suffix. Speak (verb) + 
-en are inflectional morphemes when they are 
combined since spoken indicate past participle 
form. “For example Former Bayern coach 
Ottmar Hitzfeld, who led the team to the 
Champions League title in 2001, has spoken of 
Bayern's problem when it comes to replace 
Robben, with neither Douglas Costa nor 
Kingsley Coman at the Dutch star's level”  
(Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 
4.2.2.6 The Function as Present Participle Form  

Suffix  -ing  
1.  (278) working  

 
(278) working is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are work (free morpheme), and 
–ing (bound morpheme). Morpheme work is a 
verb category, and –ing is a suffix. Work (verb) 
+ -ing are inflectional morphemes when they are 
combined since working indicate present 
participle form.“The uproar over his statement 
started when a part of his speech circulated on 
social media after the working visit” (Jakarta 
Post Vol.11 2016). 
4.2.2.7 The Function as Comparative   

-er 
 1.  (88)  deeper  

 
 (117) Harder is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are hard (free morpheme), and 
-er (bound morpheme). Morpheme hard is an 
adjective category, and –er is a suffix. Hard + -er 
are inflectional morphemes when they are 
combined since harder indicate comparative 
marker. “Compete will be harder” (Jakarta Post 
Vol.11 2016). 

(285) Longer is constructed by two 
morphemes, they are long (free morpheme), and 
-er (bound morpheme). Morpheme long is an 
adjective category, and –er is a suffix. Long + -er 
are inflectional morphemes when they are 
combined since longer indicate comparative 
marker. "If Arjen has the feeling he can no 
longer compete at the highest level, then he'll 
stop” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 
4.2.2.8 The Function as Superlative 
 -est  

1.  (261)  highest 
 

(261) Highest is constructed by two 
morphemes, they are high (free morpheme), and 
–est (bound morpheme). Morpheme high is a 
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adjective category, and –est is a suffix. High + -
est are inflectional morphemes when they are 
combined since highest indicate superlative 
marker. "If Arjen has the feeling he can no 
longer compete at the highest level, then he'll 
stop” (Jakarta Post Vol.11 2016). 
4.3 The Principle of Derivational and Inflectional 
English Morphemes  

The last discussion is the principle of the 
Derivational and Inflectional English 
Morphemes in this research. The principle of the 
derivational and inflectional English morphemes 
can make significant difference based on free 
morpheme and bound morpheme that attached. 
The following some of the principles 
4.3.1 Derivational Morphemes which Change the 
Meaning  

Principle 1. un + verb � New Verb. 
1. (255)  uncover 
2. (259)  unrest 

 
Principle 2. un + Adjective � antonym or 

negative meaning. 
1. (77) unfit     
2. (69) unclear 

 
Principle 3. in + Adjective � New Adjective 

1. (199)  intolerant   
2. (167) inconsistent 

 
 Principle 4. re + Verb � New Verb 

1.  (13)  redo  
2. (132)  reconsider  

 
Principle 5. dis + Verb � New Verb 
 
1.  (170)    disagree      
2.  (33)      disharmony      
 

4.3.2 Making Noun   
Principle 6. Verb + er   � making noun   
1. (185) leader  
2. (103)   voter  
Principle 7. Verb + ment � making noun  
1. (283)  agreement 
2. (335)  movement  

 
Principle 8. Verb + ion/tion � making 
noun  
1. (50) nomination 
2. (76)  production 

 
Principle 9. Adjective + ness � making 
noun  
1. (277)      brightness     

2. (112)      happiness   
 

Principle 10. (Verb, adjective) + 
ance/ence � making noun  

1. (45)  difference 
2. (279) competence 

 
Principle 11. Adjective + ity � making 

noun  
1. (102)  plurality  
2. (2)  neutrality 

 
Principle 12. Noun + ism � making 
noun, change the meaning or create the 
new meaning  
1. (25)  opportunism  
2. (298)  optimism 
Principle 13. Noun + ist � making noun 

(agentive) 
1. (61)  sociologist 
2. (217)  communist 

 
4.3.3 Making Adjective  

Principle 14. Noun + ful � making 
adjective  
1.  (85)  peaceful 
2. (181)  hopeful 

 
Principle 15. Verb + able � making 
adjective 
1. (74)  Predictable  
2. (92) Profitable  
Principle 16. Noun + al � making 

adjective  
1. (51)  formal 
2. (188) racial 

4.3.4   Making Verb  
 Principle 17. Noun + ize � making verb 

1. (236)  apologize 
2. (329)  categorize 

 
 Principle 18. Adjective + en � making 
verb  

1. (4)  sharpen  
2. (134)  shorten  

 
4.3.5   Making Adverb   

Principle 19. Adjective + ly � making 
adverb  

1. (327)  widely 
2. (14)  roughly  

4.3.6 The Principle of Inflectional English 
Morphemes  

Principle 1. Noun + s/es � making plural 
1. (20)  candidates 
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2. (27)  promises  
 

Principle 2. Noun +‘s � making 
possessive   

1. (155)  father’s 
2. (114)  facebook’s 

 
Principle 3. Adjective + er � making 

adjective comparative  
1.  (88)  deeper  
2.  (117)  harder  
 

 Principle 4. Adjective + est � making 
superlative  

1. (261)  highest 
2. (19)  hardest 

 
 Principle 5. Verb + s/es � indicate the 
subject third singular person  

           in present 
tense 

1. (3) votes   
2. (17)  comes  

 
Principle 6. Verb + ed � indicate past 
form 
1.   (5)      promoted 
2. (11)  added  

 
 Principle 7. Verb + en = indicate past 
participle form 

1. (307)  spoken  
2. (172)  mistaken  

 
Principle 8. Verb + ing � indicate 
present participle form  
1. (278) working  
2. (271)  expanding 

 
 
V   CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION  
 

Morphemes are the smallest meaningful 
units of language. They are meaningful because 
they have a function to change part of speech or 
grammatical meaning. In English, derivational 
morphemes can be prefixes and suffixes, while 
inflectional morpheme suffix only.  

In this research the writer finds 23 kinds 
of morphemes which derivational morphemes 
prefix consist of–un, –in, -re –dis, derivational 
suffix consist of -er, -ment, -ful, ness, -tio/ion, -
ence/ance, -able, -ity, -al, -ize, -ism, -ist, and ly. 
and inflectional morpheme consist–s or es, -‘s, -
er, -est, -ed, en, s or es and ing.  

The research finds some function of 
derivational and inflectional English morphemes 
as negative meaning, as again meaning, as noun, 
as adjective, as verb, as adverb, plural mark, 
comparative, superlative, present perfect form, 
past form, present participle and past participle.  

The last part can be viewed as the rule of 

the morphemes. In this part describe about how 
the formation result of the rules caused by 
combined between bound morphemes and free 
morphemes that’t can produce new lexem or new 
part of speech.  
Suggestion 

In this part, this research would like to 
contribute some suggestions for the other writers 
based on the research finding and discussion. 
This thesis is specially proposed to the students 
who have interest to put linguistics as field of 
study is concerned with the morpheme. It is 
suggested that this research can be a reference, 
beside that more interesting to discuss about 
another morpheme. Maybe the next research will 
be finding a new research that can make as a 
reference. Hopefully, there will be any further 
research of how to complete this research and 
make this research more better and can use for 
any further writers.  
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I. Introduction 
 

Humans are social beings that cannot communicate without using language. 

Language is one of the most important things in the life of every human being (Purba, N. et 

al. (2020). Language is used as a tool for daily communication between people. It is also a 

tool for conveying human feelings, thoughts and ideas. Since language is very important 

for communicate, language itself related to all aspects of life especially for communication 

with foreigners. Some people feel that they should be able to learn another language.  

Therefore, language related to morphology. The study of word structure was known as 

morphology. It plays an important part in the construction of linguistic structures and units. 

Morphology is the study of word formation, including the ways new words are coined in 

the languages of the world, and the way forms of words are varied depending on how 

they’re used in sentences (Lieber, 2009). One of the morphological processes is affix. 

People can learn about the process of word formation through the affixation process. 

Affix is one form of bound morpheme that is often used in language. As a bound 

morpheme, affixes cannot stand alone. Affixes are meaningful when they are joined to 

another word. According to (Stranzy,2005:11) as cited in (Al-mi, 2005), affixation is a 

morphological process that adds phonological material to a word in order to change its 

meaning, syntactic properties, or both. The affixation process is attached to base that can 

be prefix, infix, or suffix. According to (Brinton & Brinton, 2010) as cited in (Marciana, 

2021), affixation itself falls into two categories of derivational and inflectional. It 

commonly found in several literary works like songs, movies, newspapers, magazines, etc. 

 

 

 

Abstract 

This research aims to analyze derivational affix in the movie The 
Gentlemen. The purposes of this research are to find out the types 
and forms of derivational affix in The Gentlemen movie. The study 
of derivational affix was interesting to analyze because it affects on 
the formation of words from simple to complicated. This research 
used the descriptive qualitative method. In analyzing the data, 
researcher used the theories about morphology from Haspelmath 
and Sims (2010), and Lieber (2009). The researcher also used the 
theories about affixation from Procter (1980). The results of the 
analysis show there are 133 data types of derivational affix found 
in The Gentlemen movie consisting: 107 suffixes and 26 prefixes. 
The dominant of derivational affix in the Gentlemen movie is 
derivational suffix with the total percentage 78% and then 
derivational prefixes with the total percentage 22%. Moreover, 
there are four forms the most derivational affix used in The 
Gentlemen movie, they are 59 Noun form (44%) then 46 Adjective 
form (35%), 17 Verb form (13%) and 11 Adverb form (8%). 
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In this research, the researcher chooses The Gentlemen movie as the object of 

research. The Gentlemen is a 2019 action comedy film that is written, directed, produced 

by Guy Ritchie, who developed the story along with Ivan Atkinson and Mam Davies. It 

tells about an American marijuana kingpin in England who is looking to sell his business, 

setting off a chain of blackmail and schemes to undermine him. A movie must be well-

presented and also easy to understand for the audience especially in the formation of words 

through affixation. Therefore, the researcher interested to analyze morphological study 

about affixation to find out how often derivational affixes are used in the film. Hopefully, 

this research could be valuable to give information as reference in increasing knowledge 

about affixation and it also can be applied to learn. 

 

Research Questions 

1. What types of derivational affixes are found in “The Gentleman” movie by Guy 

Ritchie? 

2. What forms of derivational affixes are found in “The Gentleman” movie by Guy 

Ritchie?  

 

II. Review of Literature 
 

2.1 Morphology 

Morphology is a part of linguistics that identifies base word to create new word and 

also make a new word into grammatical unit. Morphology is the study of word formation, 

including the ways new words are coined in the language of the world, and the way forms 

of words are varied depending on how they are used in sentences (Lieber, 2009). Another 

expert said that morphology is study of the internal structure of words or ways in which 

words are constructed out smaller meaningful units (Haspelmath & Sims, n.d.).  

It can be concluded that morphology is part of linguistics that study about word 

formation. It focuses on identified base words into a new word, how words are constructed 

from smaller meaningful units. This smaller meaningful units that brings information about 

function and meaning acalled morpheme which classified into free morpheme and bound 

morpheme. Free morpheme is morphemes that can stand alone without any combination of 

other morphemes as an independent word. It usually called as base word like verb, noun, 

adjective, determiner, etc. Whereas bound morpheme known as affixes are always attached 

to another morpheme. They may attach in the beginning, middle, or in the end of word like 

a-, un-, -ily, -s, etc. 

 

2.2 Affixation 

Affixation is one of morphological process of gaining some word or adding an affix 

to create a different form of word or maybe gain a new word with a different meaning.  

According to Procter (1980:15) as cited in (Aryati, 2014) says that affix is a group of 

letters or sounds added to the beginning of a word or the end of the word. In order to add 

some word to the construction of word, an affix is a morpheme that is typically added to 

the base morpheme. It means that affixes are process adding some word to construct a new 

word whether it’s in the beginning, middle, or in the end of the word. 
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2.3 Types of Affixes 

According to the types of affixes, affixes are divided into two types.  

 

a. Prefix 
Affixes which can be attached to the front of its base is called prefix. It means that 

prefix is an element of affix that uses in beginning of a root word that makes a new word 

and chance the meaning of word. According to Katamba and Stonham (2006:44) as cited 

in (Yastanti & Warlina, 2018), prefix is affix attached before a root or stem or base like re-, 

un-, and in-. for examples, re-make, un-happy, in-decent. It can be concluded that an affix 

attached a root or stem or base word is called prefix. 

 

b. Suffix 

Affixes that can be added to the end of the word are called suffix. According to 

Carolyn McManis, et al (1987:119) as cited in (Herliningtyas, 2008) a suffix is one kind of 

affixes which attached to the end of a word or morpheme. Another theory from  (Victoria 

Fromkin, et al, 1991:68) as cited in (Herliningtyas, 2008) said that a suffix belongs to part 

of words that are called bound morphemes which distinct from free morpheme. For 

example, -er (singer, researcher, slayer). Researcher can conclude that suffix always occurs 

in the end of word. 

 

2.4 Classifications of Affixes 
Moreover, according to the affixes classification, affixes are classified into two 

types.  

 

a. Inflectional Affixes 

The process of adding inflectional affixes to existing word which may show a 

grammatical category without changing the meaning or word class is known as inflectional 

affixes. According to Hazen (2014:185) as cited in (Maulidina et al., 2019), inflectional 

suffixes set up relationship and affect the grammar. It means that inflectional has 

relationship with grammatical function and it influences not only a word but also the entire 

phrase. 

 

b. Derivational Affixes 

Derivational affixes is a process combined some word with another word to produce 

a new word with different class and meaning from the existing word. According to 

Rachmadie (1990:23) as cited in (Aryati, 2014) said that derivational affixes are affixes 

that change the part of speech of the root or base. The main purpose of derivational process 

is an important knowledge for human to create a new word with a new meaning which can 

be used for their life as human being.  

Derivational affixes are possible to have different grammatical class from the base 

word. The following are kinds of derivation affix form: 

1. Noun Derivational Form 

For example: 

Weak (Adjective/Base Word) + -ness  (Suffix) = Weakness (Noun) 

Sing (Verb/Base Word) + -er (Suffix) = Singer (Noun) 

2. Adjective Derivational Form 

For example: 

Create (Verb/Base Word) + -ive (Suffix) = Creative (Adjective) 

Health (Noun/Base Word) + -ful (Suffix) = Healthful (Adjective) 
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3. Verb Derivational Form 

For example: 

-re (Prefix) + cover (Noun/Base Word) = Recover (Verb) 

-un (Prefix) + do (Verb/Base Word) = Undo (Verb) 

4. Adverb Derivational Form 

For example: 

Exact (Adjective/Base Word) + -ly (Suffix) = Exactly (Adverb) 

Happy (Adjective/Base Word) + -ily (Suffix) = Happily (Adverb) 

 

III. Research Method 
 

In this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative method for the data 

collected and to identify derivational affixes found in the movie “The Gentleman” by Guy 

Ritchie based on morphological study. It includes collecting and analyzing data in detail to 

make conclusions. Descriptive qualitative method according to Sugiyono (2016:9), are 

research method based on the concept of postpositivism used to examine the condition of 

natural objects (as opposed to experiment) where the researcher is the key instrument of 

data collection techniques carried out by triangulation, data analysis is 

inductive/qualitative, and the results of qualitative research is the meaning of 

generalization. Meanwhile, according to Nazir (2013:10), stated that qualitative descriptive 

method is a method used by researchers to find knowledge or theory of research at a 

certain time. Descriptive qualitative research aims to determine, explain and answer in 

more detail about the problems to be researched. This research collected the data by 

watching movie and identify types as well as form of derivational affixes found in “The 

Gentleman” movie. 

 

IV. Results and Discussion 
 

In this section, the finding of the research from the analysis of derivational affix in 

“The Gentlemen” movie can be presented the types and forms of derivational affix. The 

researcher describes data analysis based on conversations from The Gentleman movie. The 

researcher found 133 derivational words that came from 107 suffixes and 26 prefixes. 

 

4.1 Data 1 

Suffix 

Flecther: “So Big Dave, editor extraordinaire, has developed a terrible antipathy for 

your boss and his liquorish assortment of tasty mates.” 

(The Gentlemen, 00:05:19 – 00:05:30) 

The data above is a conversation between Fletcher and Raymond. Flecther acts as a 

speaker and Raymond acts as listener. When Raymond steps into the dining room, private 

investigator (Fletcher), sitting at the dining table with a bottle of Scotch. Fletcher surprised 

Raymond because he was suddenly in the dining room. After a short conversation, Flecther 

tells story about a news agency leader who hate Raymond and his boss.  

In the data above explains about the types and forms of derivational affixes. The 

utterance tasty mates in conversation above means that Raymond’s group have a good 

team work to deal with Fletcher and his boss. The word tasty consists of the base word 

taste which is added with the suffix -y to make tasty. The process of combining these 

words is included in the type of suffix. The base word taste indicates that a food taste is 

good, but when it’s added a suffix -y, the word chance the meaning and also requires an 
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object. Meanwhile, the taste itself is a noun form. Then, when the base word taste 

combined with -y, it will form an adjective form. The attachment of suffix -y change the 

word class, the base word taste is a noun and the derivation tasty is an adjective. This 

process called adjective derivational formation in noun to adjective process.  

 

4.2 Data 2 

Suffix 
Dave: “This is yours, Flecther. I need a man with creativity, with your nose. Now, 

you know you’re my favorite bloodhound.” 

Flecther: I just think it’s really important to remember who you’re talking to, Dave.” 

(The Gentlemen, 00:13:40 – 00:13:51) 

The data above is a conversation between Dave and Fletcher at the news agency. 

Dave is very ambitious to ruin Mickey’s business, he commissioned Fletcher to do a job in 

investigating Mickey. He believed that Fletcher because Fletcher is a creative and smart 

investigator. 

In the data above explains about the types and forms of derivational affixes. In 

forming creativity, there is only derivational step which is suffix -ity attach to base word 

creative become creativity. The process of combining this word is included in the type of 

suffix. Moreover, the word creativity indicated the process of adjective to noun in 

derivation. It formed by two morphemes, they are creative and -ity. The base word creative 

is an adjective category. Then, when the base word creative combined with -ity, it will 

form a noun. This process called noun derivational formation in adjective to noun process. 

As a result of the process, it changes the word class and the meaning. That is adjective 

(creative: relating to or involving the imagination or original ideas) changes into a noun 

(creativity: the use of the imagination or original ideas). 

 

4.3 Data 3 

Suffix 

Fletcher: “So, he’s not exactly clean, our Mickey. He has come up the hard way. 

He’s earned his position, shall we say.” 

(The Gentlemen, 00:09:21 – 00:09:28) 

The data above is a conversation between Fletcher and Raymond. Flecther as a 

private investigator tells story about Mickey’s background. He born in America. He’s 

clever but poor. Therefore, he was so ambitious to be rich but in the wrong way. He 

validated all the way until he got his positions as the King of Marijuana. 

In the data above explains about the types and forms of derivational affix. The 

utterance exactly in that conversation means that Mickey earned his position not always in 

a good way. The word exactly consists of the base word exact which is added with the 

suffix -ly to make exactly. The process of combining this word is included in the type of 

suffix. The base word exact indicates an activity that human doing is right. but when it’s 

added a suffix -ly, the word chance the meaning. Moreover, the word exactly formed by 

two morphemes, they are exact and -ly. The base word exact is an adjective category. 

Then, when the base word exact combined with -ly, it will form an adverb. The attachment 

of suffix -ly change the word class, the base word exact is an adjective and the derivation 

exactly is adverb. This process called adverb derivational formation in adjective to adverb 

process.  
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4.4 Data 4 

Prefix 

Raymond: “If you lot are unhappy, you should share your thoughts with your 

friends.” 

(The Gentlemen, 00:54:08 – 00:54:10) 

The data above is conversation between Raymond and Laura’s friends in an 

apartment. He gave an advice to Laura’s friends because they are naughty. The purposes he 

went to the apartment to pick up Laura but it was stopped by his friends. 

In the data above explains about the types and forms of derivational affixes. The 

word unhappy consists of the base word happy which is added with the prefix un- to make 

unhappy. The process of combining this word is included in the type of prefix. The word 

unhappy indicated the process of adjective to adjective in derivation. It formed because 

there is prefix un- attached to the base word happy. The attachment of prefix -un doesn’t 

change the word class, but it changes the meaning. Therefore, the base word unhappy is 

adjective and the derivation unhappy is still adjective. This process called adjective 

derivational formation in adjective to adjective process.  

 

4.5 Data 5 

Prefix 

Dry Eye: “Now, Rosalind, don’t be alarmed, but you’re gonna come with me until I 

can resolve all these issues with your husband.” 

Rosalind: “I’m not going anywhere.”  

(The Gentlemen, 01:20:47 – 01:20:54) 

The data above is a conversation between Dry Eye and Rosalind. When she was in 

his service station office, Mickey called Rosalind to take her out to dinner. Suddenly, Dry 

Eye who was Matthew’s men come to take Rosalind out of her office and to solve his 

problem with Mickey. 

In the data above explains about the types and forms of derivational affixes. The 

utterance resolve in that conversation means that Dry Eye is able to overcome all of 

Rosalind’s husband problems with him. The word resolve consists of the base word solve 

which is added with the prefix re- to make resolve. The process of combining this word is 

included in the type of prefix. The word resolve indicated the process of verb to verb in 

derivation. It formed because there is prefix re- attached to the base word solve. The 

attachment of prefix -re doesn’t change the word class, but it changes the meaning. The 

base word solve is verb and the derivation resolve is still verb. This process called verb 

derivational formation in verb to verb process. The meaning of solve is personal problems 

that do not involve other people, while resolve is problems between the two sides. 

In short, there are two types and four forms of derivational affix found in The 

Gentlemen movie. Picture 1. Shows the percentages of occurrence of the types of 

derivational affix. Whereas, Picture 2. Shows the percentages of occurrence the forms of 

derivational affix.  
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Figure 1. The percentage types of derivational affix 

 

 
Figure 2. The percentage forms of derivational affix. 

 

V. Conclusion 
 

From all the data that has been collected, the researcher concludes that in The 

Gentlemen movie has 2 types of derivational affix, they are derivational suffix and 

derivational prefix. The result of the analysis shows there are 133 data types of derivational 

affix found in The Gentlemen movie consisting: 107 suffixes and 26 prefixes. The 

dominant of derivational affix in the Gentlemen movie is derivational suffix with the total 

percentage 78% and then derivational prefixes with the total percentage 22%. Moreover, 

there are four forms the most derivational affix used in The Gentlemen movie, they are 59 

Noun form (44%) then 46 Adjective form (35%), 17 Verb form (13%) and 11 Adverb form 

(8%). 

Furthermore, process of joining base words or root sometimes make a new word, 

form a new word with a new meaning and it change the part of speech of root known as 

derivational affix. There are three types of derivational affix, they are prefix, infix, and 

suffix. Derivational affix also has four kinds of forms, namely Noun form, Adjective form, 

Verb form, and Adverb form. 
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T he letter to Isabel Gibson arrived on a Tuesday, which had always
been the unluckiest day of the week. Tuesdays were meant for

accidents, disappointments, and bad news. Long ago, the day was
considered to belong to Mars, the god of war and blood. Now it just meant
trouble—it meant that your past could come back to haunt you. Isabel
stuffed the letter, which was postmarked from Brinkley’s Island, into her
pocket without looking at it, since no news was good news as far as she was
concerned, then she promptly forgot about it. She was good at forgetting;
she had practiced for years, and it was now a skill at which she excelled.
When she tried, she was able to forget not only Brinkley’s Island, which
held her worst childhood memories, but the entire state of Maine, where she
had spent her first eighteen years. She could forget she was divorced, after
five unhappy years; she could forget she was thirty-two and ate most of her
meals alone in her apartment on Eighteenth Street, where the stove was
temperamental and often refused to light. She could even forget that she had
once been considered the girl most likely to become somebody, when she’d
turned out to be nobody in particular. When Isabel really tried, she could
block out everything around her. She could even forget it was June, which
had once been her favorite time of year, before everything went wrong.

Isabel was now a full-time dog walker in Manhattan, where she had
lived ever since finishing art school twelve years earlier. She’d had promise
back then—all her teachers had told her so—but promise can disappear if
you leave it to flounder, and now she had five dogs to walk on a daily basis,
a troupe that included a well-behaved Labrador retriever who was left alone
in his apartment for ten hours each day, a Jack Russell terrier who didn’t
listen to a word she said, two standard poodles who barely looked at her and
only related to each other, and a sheepdog who liked to nip whenever he
had the chance. Isabel didn’t think about the letter that had arrived until she
was sitting in the Madison Square dog park. She had already delivered four
of her dogs to their homes and was alone with the Labrador retriever,
named Hank. She usually had Hank for most of the day even though she
was only paid for three of those hours; she couldn’t bear to bring him home



to an empty apartment. Every time she did, she could hear him howling as
she walked down the hallway, and it nearly broke her heart, something she
didn’t even think she had anymore. Forgetting you had one could nearly
make it so.

Isabel took the envelope from the pocket of her spring coat, bought on
sale at Saks when she was still married and using Roger’s credit cards as
often as possible. Roger had said that even though she had married him, she
had never made a real commitment and had always neglected him. He
blamed her for all that had gone wrong between them, and she might have
believed him if she hadn’t discovered a scrap of paper in his jacket with
script that was girlish and unfamiliar. This morning was heaven. As it
turned out, when Roger went out running early in the day, he was also
having an affair, so that was the end of that. Any possibility of a
commitment was over.

Before the divorce was official, Isabel charged purchases she didn’t
need or want at Burberry and Coach and Saks at a mad pace, all on Roger’s
cards. For a while, she bought two of everything, and sent the doubles to
her sister, Sophie, but she never received a thank-you note. For all she
knew, her sister had thrown the expensive purses and sweaters in the trash
or had given them to the jumble sale that was held at the community center
each summer. It seemed it was impossible for them to be sisters again, and
if the letter that had arrived was from Sophie, as Isabel suspected it was, it
was likely to be full of anger and blame over the huge falling-out they’d
had the last time they’d been together.

No matter what, the craggy landscape of Brinkley’s Island had
managed to surface in all Isabel’s paintings. She could be at the Hudson
River sketching out an urban river scene only to wind up with a painting of
the rocky beach at the harbor or the meadow behind the house where she’d
grown up, so filled with lupines that the whole world turned blue and pink
and white. Isabel had sold off the last of her paintings for twenty-five
dollars apiece at the flea market in Chelsea, so that she could continue to
forget. Mostly she tried to forget her own bad behavior the last time she’d
seen her sister. Born two years apart, she and Sophie had been best friends,
but that was long ago. They had grown up in the cottage attached to the
Once upon a Time Bookshop, a place locals treated as if it were their
personal library. People brought the books home, then returned them once



they’d been read, without bothering to pay, with the margins filled with
cheerful remarks and blasting critiques. Isabel’s father, Shaun Gibson, was
beloved on the island and always encouraged people to read as much as
they wished to, but that didn’t mean he was financially adept, and money
was always a struggle; in the end there was no money at all.

When Shaun died, during Isabel’s last year of school in New York, she
wanted to sell the bookstore, but Sophie said they’d be dismantling their
heritage and destroying their past, which was exactly the point as far as
Isabel could see. Their past was miserable, wasn’t it? Their mother had
passed away when Isabel was ten and Sophie twelve, after two terrible
years of an illness that had caused their beautiful mother to remain in bed
with the curtains drawn. Isabel had spent most of those two years escaping
into books. When their mother stopped baking, her favorite thing to do, and
they knew how bad it was, Isabel stopped reading. There was no longer any
way to escape what was happening to them. Afterward, their father was out
most nights at the tavern, drowning his pain, until Sophie ran to get him and
bring him home. That was what Isabel wished to forget most of all. The
sorrow she felt when she’d been alone in her room and had heard her sister
crying late at night when she thought no one could hear. That was when she
began to plan her escape from the island.

As for the bookstore, she’d been convinced it would only land them in
bankruptcy once their father had passed on, the year after Isabel had moved
to New York. He’d had an emotional attachment to a place that was failing,
and Sophie had inherited that trait. When the sisters had argued, Sophie had
hired a lawyer and won, although Isabel didn’t know what exactly her sister
had won, other than outstanding debt and a store filled with dusty editions
that were piled to the ceiling. The back room, which had once been Isabel’s
favorite place to read, had stacks of myths, fairy tales, novels, and histories,
along with books of maps, their father’s favorites, for he had always
planned to travel the world someday. That day had never come, and he’d
gone exactly nowhere. The idea of going nowhere haunted Isabel; she had
taken a few trips, to Mexico and California, but each time she had she’d
thought, What am I doing here all alone?

The case between the sisters was heard at the small white courthouse
on Main Street, where fifty of Shaun Gibson’s closest friends came to
testify that the bookstore must remain and was, in fact, a historical site, for



the building had been put up in 1670. The attached house was known as
Red Rose Cottage, and the roses that grew there could not be found
anywhere else in Maine and were thought to have been brought over from
England when the first settlers arrived. A botanical expert was asked to
testify and called the roses a national treasure.

The day at the courthouse had been a huge show of support for the
bookstore, since there were only sixty people living on the island year
round, and it seemed all of them had shown up. The island was a well-
known summer place where the population swelled in June, July, and
August. The summer people came and went and were considered outsiders
even if they were second-generation visitors. The year-rounders all knew
each other, and they knew they wanted a bookstore, and that was that, case
closed. Afterward, Isabel and Sophie had never spoken again. They vowed
they would never see one another, but then Sophie suffered a tragedy that
Isabel couldn’t ignore.

Sophie’s new husband, a fisherman named Matt Hawley who the
sisters had grown up with, had drowned during a storm. Although Isabel
hadn’t been invited to the wedding, as soon as she heard the news of his
passing, she’d left for home. She’d sped along the highway in a panic
throughout the seven-hour drive, fearing she would be late, managing to get
the last ferry of the day across. Matt had been a quiet lovely boy who’d
grown up to be a quiet lovely man, and there had never been any question
that Sophie would marry him one day. He’d had her name tattooed on his
arm when he was all of seventeen, off on a tear with the other island boys to
Boston. And that was as good as an engagement ring, better, Sophie always
said, because you could lose a ring, but a tattoo was part of you, yours
forever, yours for life.

Isabel had arrived late, just as she’d feared, entering the church in the
middle of the service, the old oak door squeaking and giving her away. She
hadn’t thought about clothes, and while everyone else wore solemn black,
she had on a spring dress patterned with flowers. She hadn’t even bothered
to comb her hair, and she looked a mess, as if she were a tourist who had
mistakenly stumbled onto a local tragedy. Everyone spied the latecomer,
and no one was surprised to see it was Isabel, who was thought of as selfish,
a real New Yorker. Sophie had turned to see her sister, and after one look,
she’d turned away. At the close of the service, Isabel went up to her sister,



waiting in line with the other mourners. “Are you serious?” Sophie said
when at last they were face to face. “You can’t even be on time to Matt’s
funeral?”

“I tried,” Isabel found herself saying. She sounded pathetic even to
herself.

“You shouldn’t have to try,” Sophie said. “That’s what you’ve never
understood.”

After that, Isabel was far too embarrassed to gather with the other
mourners in the parlor of her parents’ house, where Sophie now lived.
Instead, she’d wound up at the Black Horse Tavern, where she drank far too
much and forgot just about everything. It was the sort of evening when she
knew she was making a mistake while it was happening. She danced with
men she barely knew and those she knew too well, and she couldn’t
remember how she’d made it up to her rented room above the bar. In the
morning, Isabel woke with a headache and a huge desire never to return to
Maine. She quickly packed her bag and went downstairs, hoping to escape
before anyone took notice of her, but there was Sophie, having a coffee at
the bar. Sophie had always been the calm, logical sister, but now she looked
distraught. And there was something Isabel hadn’t noticed at the church.
Sophie was pregnant.

“You’re deserting me,” Sophie said. “Once again. Dad went to the bar,
you locked yourself away with your books, and I had to take care of
everything.”

“I’m not deserting anyone. Mom and Dad are gone, and the bookstore
is as good as ruined. Why would I stay?”

“Because we promised we would take over the bookstore,” Sophie
reminded her. “We told Dad we would.”

They had said so, true enough, but they’d been children, two sad girls,
who had lost their mother. Books had been Isabel’s salvation and her
escape. She’d spent evenings in the fairy-tale section reading her way
through the stacks of books, always preferring Andrew Lang’s color-coded
fairy books. Sophie had favored biographies and history, the stories of
women who had survived despite all odds. The island had seemed
enchanted then, and when the moon was full, they sneaked outside to read
by its light. Sometimes their father would find them asleep in the grass in
the morning, their books still open. Sometimes Matt would come by to read



books about sailing, as if he were predicting his future with stories of
drowned men and the women who waited for them on the shore. Matt and
Sophie were fated to be together even back then, but fate can turn dark
when you least expect it to, and there you are alone and in mourning with
no one to help you raise the child you’re about to bring into the world.

“You think I should stay on this island because of a promise I made
when I was ten years old?” Isabel asked her sister. “Should I only have
peanut butter sandwiches for lunch because that’s what I ate then?”

“Are you my sister or aren’t you?” Sophie’s face was pale; her black
hair was knotted. She looked wild-eyed, and ready to snap.

“Of course I am.” Was she being asked to forget her apartment, her
job, her own life? “I can stay with you until you get over Matt.” It was the
absolute worst thing to say. Isabel knew that it was as soon as she blurted it
out, but words that have been said cannot be unspoken, and Sophie was hurt
beyond measure.

“Is that what you think happens when you lose someone you love?
You get over them? You forget them and go on as if they never existed? Go
on then, leave. You’ve always done as you pleased, just like you did last
night. You should be more careful about who you sleep with, Izzy.
Everyone on the island is talking about it.”

Isabel had been drunk the night before and only now remembered that
she’d spent most of her time with a man she couldn’t quite remember. She
only recalled that he was tall and dark and familiar. It was true, they had
almost wound up in bed—she remembered that now—but after kissing
madly outside the door to her room above the bar, the fellow had said
something like, “I don’t think you’re in a state to make this decision. Why
don’t I come back in the morning?”

But in the morning, she was gone. Sophie had left the tavern through
the front door, and Isabel left out the back, and if the man in the hallway
ever had returned, he certainly didn’t find her there waiting. Instead, she’d
gone down to the docks, where she’d pleaded with one of the fishermen to
give her a ride across the harbor, not wanting to wait for the ferry. She’d
turned and looked at the island as they sped across the bay, and if she
wasn’t mistaken, her sister was there on the shore. That had been the last
time they’d seen each other, for in the years that had passed, they’d
forgotten how much they had loved each other. They had tried hard to



forget, and they had nearly succeeded, and so it had remained, until this
Tuesday.

Now, on this day in the park, Isabel discovered there was a white card
inside the envelope. One word had been hastily written in black marker.
Help. Isabel wondered how a single word could have such a great effect,
but she burst into tears, there in Madison Square Park, upsetting Hank the
Labrador, who had a sensitive nature and now did his best to sit on her lap
even though he weighed close to eighty pounds. At the bottom of the card,
there was a line of typed print. Take the two o’clock ferry on Wednesday. If
it was Sophie, something must have gone terribly wrong for her to contact
Isabel after more than a decade. Despite all that had happened, Isabel had to
go.

When you stop forgetting, the effects can be overwhelming. You think
of the time when you imagined you would always live in a world of books,
when in truth Isabel hadn’t read a book in years. She’d given them up. She
didn’t even believe in them anymore. When she read, she remembered
dancing on the beach on the first snowy night of the year when they could
hear whales calling in the distance. She remembered the night they were
told that their mother had passed away. She remembered Sophie crying in
her room and her father standing out in the yard sobbing and her own
decision not to feel things anymore.

Isabel brought Hank back to his owner’s apartment on Greenwich
Avenue, but the dog stopped on the corner and refused to go forward.
“Sometimes you have no choice,” Isabel always told him about the hours he
spent in an empty apartment waiting for his owner to arrive, but today he
simply would not budge, and Isabel didn’t have the patience or the heart to
leave him.

She took Hank home, packed a bag, phoned everyone on her dog-
walking list to regretfully inform them she would be out of town, briefly,
she hoped. She left a message for Hank’s owner, who happened to be her
divorce lawyer, not to expect him back. She was bringing Hank with her,
that much was certain. He was already sitting on top of her suitcase.



Isabel rented a car in the morning and drove straight through, only briefly
stopping in Portland to pick up a sandwich to go and some coffee and run
into a pet store where they only sold extra-large bags of dog food weighing
forty pounds. She headed north and east, turning off the highway and taking
the twisting road along the shore. Things kept looking familiar so that
forgetting was becoming more difficult with every mile. The dog kept his
head out the window, even though the day was misty and cold. June was
like that in Maine, the damp constant, until brilliant sunlight broke the sky
open and the gray world turned blue and green in equal measure. When she
got to the small town of Hensley, where the ferry to the island docked, she
remembered all the times in high school when she’d tried to escape from
the island.

“Can’t you just wait to grow up before you leave?” her father told
Isabel the last time the ferry captain caught her stowing away and brought
her back. “Time goes faster than you think.”

“Not fast enough,” Isabel answered, but as it turned out, her father was
right. Suddenly, here she was in her thirties, with no family and no one to
love, and she’d begun, only rarely and at odd hours, to think she’d made a
terrible mistake.

A girl was pacing the dock as the ferry pulled in. She wore a black dress
and black boots even though the mist had burned off and the day was now
sunny, warm enough so that jeans and a T-shirt would have been more
fitting. The girl had a pretty, intelligent face, though she was pale, with dark
circles under her eyes. She was holding up a sign so that everyone who was
walking off the ferry could see it clearly. Help. Isabel stood on the ferry, in
shock. It wasn’t Sophie who had written to her but this girl with a sour
expression, who looked annoyed every time someone disembarked from the
ferry and passed her by.

“You look like you’ve seen a ghost,” the ferryman said to her.



Perhaps she had. The girl looked exactly like Sophie had at her age,
except while Sophie had been light and cheerful, the girl on the dock looked
bitter and suspicious.

“You don’t remember me.” The ferryman sounded disappointed. He’d
noticed her staring at the girl on the dock. “Maybe we’re all ghosts to you.”

The light was bright, forcing Isabel to shield her eyes in order to see
him more clearly. Her newfound companion was tall with black hair,
unshaven and in need of a haircut, with eyes so dark they burned through
her. He was also quite familiar, although everyone on the island would
likely be someone she once knew. Isabel was so practiced at forgetting, she
couldn’t recall his name.

“We used to run away together,” he told her.
And there it was. Isabel remembered going off to hide in the marshes

with him. No one will ever find us, she used to tell him. Good, he always
answered. We don’t need anyone else.

“Johnny Lenox,” Isabel said.
They’d been at school together, and he’d been handsome and daring,

always getting into trouble once he was a teenager. All the girls were mad
for him, but he never seemed to settle down. He just followed Isabel around
until she left. “I can’t remember the last time I saw you,” Isabel said.

“I can. I brought you up to your room on the night of Matt’s funeral.”
When Isabel flushed with embarrassment, Johnny added, “Don’t worry, I
was a gentleman. I could tell you didn’t know who the hell I was. Anyway,
it was years ago.” He nodded to the girl with the sign on the dock. “It was
before Violet was born.”

An older man was peering at them. “John, I need you. And not in five
minutes when the lady’s gone.”

“My father,” Johnny said of the older man. “You don’t want to cross
him even though I’m the one who’s supposedly in charge now.”

The old captain had been her enemy once upon a time, always
catching her when she stowed away and reporting back to Isabel’s father.
“Hey, Mr. Lenox,” Isabel called. “Remember me?”

The older Mr. Lenox didn’t seem to remember her, or maybe he did;
either way he looked displeased. Isabel had always believed that people on
the island resented anyone who wanted more.

“Get going, Miss,” Mr. Lenox called to her. “We’ve docked.”



“You always wanted to get out of here,” Johnny said. “You kept
running away until you succeeded. I haven’t forgotten you one bit, Isabel.”
He gave her a sidelong look. “But it appears you’ve forgotten me even after
what transpired after Matt died.”

“What transpired?” Isabel asked, uncertain and feeling a fool.
“You fell in love with me,” Johnny said.
Isabel laughed out loud, then covered her mouth. “Sorry.”
“I’m not making it up. That’s what you told me.”
“If I did, you should know I’m well known to be a liar.”
“I knew you pretty well, and you were never a liar.” He nodded to the

girl on the dock, who’d caught sight of Isabel and was now waving. As it
turned out, Isabel was the last person to disembark. “Your niece seems to be
waiting for you, but it looks like you don’t notice that sort of thing.”

The older Mr. Lenox called out to ask what the hell Johnny thought he
was doing when they were due back across the bay in half an hour.

“He still thinks he’s the captain,” Johnny said as he turned from Isabel.
“Just like you still think you’ll be happier if you run away.”

Passengers leaving the island had already begun to board when Isabel made
her way off the ferry.

“Violet?” Isabel said when she reached the dock. Staring at the girl
was like seeing her sister in black-and-white, unlike Sophie who had always
been so bright. Sunlight, their father used to call her. Then what am I?
Isabel had once said, wounded by how he seemed to favor Sophie. Oh,
you’re moonlight, he’d said. Harder to see, but there for those who look.

“It took you long enough,” Violet said. “You’re the last person off.”
Violet was eleven, but she seemed older, just as Sophie always had.

When their mother became ill, Sophie took over the house. She made their
dinners, washed up, hung the laundry out on the line. Sometimes Isabel
noticed that her sister was crying at the sink, and instead of standing beside
her and drying the dishes, Isabel would run out and head for the marshes.
She would watch the seagulls and the herons and wish she could fly away.



Hank bounded over, pulling his leash free from Isabel’s hands,
delighted to be free on an island that smelled of the sea. When he leaped to
lick Violet’s face, the dog was almost as tall as she. Her bleak expression
vanished, and she began to laugh, but soon enough she turned to Isabel and
brutally assessed her. “You don’t look anything like my mother.”

“You do,” Isabel said.
“I’m nothing like her,” Violet said. “But you wouldn’t know since you

don’t know the first thing about me. I found your address on an old
envelope in my mother’s night table drawer. I didn’t know if you’d really
come, but now that you’re here, maybe you can help for once in your life.
Just don’t expect me to like you.”

“Fine,” Isabel said—that was just as well with her. “Don’t expect me
to like you either.”

Once they reached Shore Road, Isabel unclasped Hank’s leash. And
after one wild foray into the marsh, where he frightened the geese into
taking to the air, honking and squawking, he returned to follow Violet, who
appeared to pay him no attention, although she petted his head once or
twice.

“My mother’s been in the hospital in Portland,” Violet told Isabel.
“She fell down the stairs and broke her leg and had to have surgery, and she
can’t walk for six more weeks, and so she can’t run the shop.”

“I don’t care about the shop,” Isabel said, but she was shocked to hear
the news about her sister. “How is her leg?”

“She’s improving, but we’ve been closed for a month.” Violet threw
Isabel a look of contempt. “That’s why I wrote to you. I thought you owed
her something. I hope you can cook, because I can’t. And there’s a week’s
worth of laundry. My mother always did all of that, but I guess you knew
that. She told me she did that for you, too, when you didn’t have a mother.”

Isabel felt her heart beating too fast, but Violet didn’t stop charging
forward, and Isabel had no choice but to hurry to catch up with her,
dragging along her suitcase and the ridiculously large bag of dog food. “I’m
sorry, I didn’t know,” she said.

“You should have known, but I can already tell you don’t care about
those sorts of things.”

“What sorts of things?” They were passing by the landscape Isabel
had painted time and time again in New York City. The marsh was so green



and familiar it made her feel like crying, something she hadn’t done for
years.

“Things like family and loyalty,” Violet said. “You’re probably
dishonest as well.”

“You’re pretty rude,” Isabel said. “Maybe you inherited that from me.”
“I doubt it,” Violet said. “I’m nothing like you.”
They went on in silence along the marsh. Isabel remembered walking

along this road with her mother and sister, looking for sea lavender to twist
into wreaths. She remembered climbing a tree with Sophie in a hidden
grove in the marsh so they could sit in a heron’s nest and pretend they were
birds. This place is secret, Sophie had told Isabel. You can only show it to
someone you love.

At last, they reached Main Street, passing the post office and the
market and the Cricket Shop, which sold clothes that were only slightly out
of fashion, finally turning the corner onto Center Street, and there was the
bookstore. The front door was still blue, and the roses that had no name still
bloomed in early June. All the same, the bookstore beside the cottage
looked dark and haunted. The curtains were drawn, and flies were caught
behind the screens. They went into the cottage, with Hank running on
ahead, plowing through the door and racing into the parlor. The house was
definitely smaller than Isabel had remembered.

“What on earth is going on?” she heard her sister shout, and then there
was a peal of laughter when Hank raced ahead of them. By the time Isabel
and Violet entered the room, Hank was sitting on the couch beside Sophie.
She was delighted with him, even though her leg was in a huge cast, her
foot propped up on a stool.

“Where did you find this beast?” Sophie said warmly as she scratched
the dog’s head. When she glanced up and saw Isabel, she stopped talking.

“Are you calling me a beast?” Isabel joked, but the joke fell flat.
“She’s come to help,” Violet explained.
“She would never come and help,” Sophie said.
“Well, I wrote to her,” Violet said. “And now she’s here.”
“You should never have done that,” Sophie told her daughter. “You

know we don’t speak.”
They were talking about Isabel as if she weren’t even in the room, and

Isabel supposed she deserved that. She’d been something of a ghost all



these years, so she couldn’t quite expect to be treated like a person.
Sophie was still beautiful, but she was wearing a gray nightgown

Isabel thought she recognized from their youth, and she seemed twenty
pounds lighter, so thin her eyes appeared even larger and darker than usual.
“I hate to tell you this,” Sophie said to her daughter, “but you can’t make
things that have gone wrong right again.”

“Actually, that’s not true,” Violet contradicted. “If you couldn’t, then
nobody would go to a doctor or have surgery, and you’ve done so, and
you’ll be right again in six weeks.” Violet looked back and forth at the way
the sisters were staring at each other, as if they were strangers. “I see,”
Violet said, now understanding her mother’s meaning. “You mean Isabel
can’t be made right again.”

It was bad enough to be judged by one person, and somewhat
overwhelming to be judged by two, especially when one wasn’t much more
than eleven.

“I guess you were a lousy sister,” Violet said. “I’m a lousy person, but
I’m a great daughter.”

Sophie grinned, and anyone could see who the light of her life was.
“You are not lousy at anything.”

“Isabel is staying,” Violet said. “Lousy or not, we need her.”
“I’ll sleep in my old room,” Isabel suggested. She had the rising desire

to prove her niece wrong.
“That’s Violet’s room now,” Sophie said.
“Then I’ll sleep in the attic.”
“We have bats,” Sophie said stiffly. “Quite a lot of them.”
“Dad’s room,” Isabel said.
“It was also Mom’s room, no matter how much you want to pretend

she never existed.”
“I never pretended that,” Isabel said.
“You wouldn’t even walk into the room during her last week.”
Isabel remembered now. That was when she had begun plotting out

her getaway. Back when every day seemed dark as night and even books
couldn’t help. All she wanted was to get to a place where every road and
lane wouldn’t remind her of her mother and all she had lost.

“I went into her room when I was with you,” she said to Sophie,
suddenly remembering their mother’s last day and how they’d stood there



together, holding hands.
“I remember,” Sophie said. “I just didn’t think you did.”

Isabel was restless up in her parents’ old room. Knowing she’d never sleep,
she went downstairs to the bookstore. It was indeed a mess, and she did her
best to begin cleaning up. The front room merely needed to be vacuumed,
but the back room was a disaster, with piles of dusty books everywhere, the
paper suffering from the damp. It looked as if what they called the Fairy-
Tale Room had sat undisturbed for years. Isabel began to divide the piles
into fiction and nonfiction, fairy tales and cookbooks. While rummaging
around she found something unexpected in a drawer in a bureau. There,
behind the unpaid bills and the check stubs, was the cardboard box of index
cards that her mother called her baking library.

Susan Gibson had been an amazing baker, and even though Isabel had
never baked, she took her mother’s recipes and went up to the kitchen. She
remembered the You’ll Feel Better in the Morning Cupcakes, the ones her
mother had baked to cheer them during times of chicken pox or poison ivy
or snowstorms. The cupcakes were made of golden cake and vanilla icing,
dotted with cheerful gumdrops. Isabel checked the cabinets for flour and
baking powder and vanilla. There was butter and milk in the fridge, but
there were no gumdrops, so Isabel made do by chopping up a yellow
lollipop she found on a counter.

“What do you think you’re doing?” Violet said when she came
downstairs early in the morning, sleepy eyed. It was a Saturday, and she
could have slept late if she hadn’t heard someone tinkering around in the
kitchen. Hank was right behind her, having slept on her bed. The Labrador
likely had to go out, but when he saw the cupcakes, he, too, was riveted.

“I’m baking,” Isabel answered. She remembered when her mother had
mixed up a batch of You’ll Feel Better in the Morning Cupcakes, served
with mugs of sugary tea, when Isabel and Sophie had the flu one winter.

“You don’t seem the type.” Violet let Hank out in the backyard, where
he raced around like a madman set free.

“What type is that?” Isabel dared to say.



Violet looked at her and raised an eyebrow. “Are you sure you want
me to say?”

“Go ahead,” Isabel said.
“I always thought only good-hearted people baked,” Violet said.
“Well, I guess you were wrong.” Isabel shrugged, even though Violet

was likely right. Since this was her first attempt, the results might be
wretched. It was time to find out, so Isabel took the cupcakes from the
counter. The frosting was a bit sloppy, and the lemon candy pieces had
fallen off, but they actually smelled delicious. “Have one,” she said.

“What are they supposed to be?”
“They’re made from your grandmother’s recipe. Try it.”
They stared at one another; then Violet took a dainty, suspicious bite.
“What do you think?” Isabel said.
Violet gave her a look, devoured the cupcake, then wiped her mouth

with her sleeve. “Not bad,” she granted. “My mother could be talked into
having some toast and tea if you know how to make that.”

Embarrassed she hadn’t thought of bringing her sister breakfast, Isabel
put on the kettle, toasted the last two slices of bread, then brought a tray
upstairs. She knocked on Sophie’s door, and when there was no answer,
opened it anyway.

“I don’t eat breakfast,” Sophie said when she saw the tray. She’d been
crying, so she turned her head away. She’d had so many losses, and now,
with her leg in a cast, she clearly couldn’t even manage her everyday tasks.

Isabel placed the tray on the night table. To give her sister a bit of
privacy while she wiped her eyes, Isabel gazed out the window that
overlooked the bookstore path. Violet was out there with a plate of
cupcakes and a tin box. “What could she be doing?” Isabel wondered.

Sophie sat up in bed. “She seems to be selling something.”
“I made cupcakes,” Isabel admitted.
The look on Sophie’s face changed. “Did you?”
“You’ll Feel Better in the Mornings.”
“I made those for you every week,” Sophie told her.
After their mother was gone, Sophie had begun to bake in earnest, and

those cupcakes had been Isabel’s favorite, even though she never did feel
better in the morning.



When Isabel went outside, Violet informed her that she had started off
selling the cupcakes for a dollar apiece, but had raised the price to two after
seeing people’s enthusiasm. “What else can you make?” she asked Isabel.

“I’m not sure.”
“Well, find out, because we’re going to sell them in the bookstore.”
“Are we?”
“It will bring people in, and then it won’t matter if they buy books.”
“Of course it will matter. It’s a bookstore.”
“It doesn’t matter to me,” Violet said. “I don’t read. It’s a waste of

time. It’s just for people who want to escape real life.”
Isabel remembered what books had meant to her so long ago, and she

suddenly had a longing for all those fictional worlds that had helped her
through the worst years of her life.

They went inside and were passing by the back room. “What a mess,”
Violet said, which certainly was true enough.

Isabel looked through the piles of children’s books and chose one that
had been a favorite of hers. Half Magic. Edward Eager. A summer day, a
found coin, magic that thwarts four children and must be tamed, a book
wherein there were endless possibilities.

“Even if you don’t read, try this one,” Isabel said.
Violet stuck out her hand. “Fine,” she said, taking the novel. “Don’t

blame me if I hate it.”
Violet sat in the kitchen reading while Isabel made a list of ingredients

for some of her mother’s most beloved baked goods. Never Get Lost
Oatmeal Cookies, great for hikes or adventures. Orange You Glad Cake, an
orange loaf with buttercream icing, certain to cheer up the day. Sin No
More Cinnamon Rolls, delicious and sticky, good for both the well behaved
and the unruly. Fall in Love Fruitcake, rich with raisins and apricots and a
secret ingredient Isabel had never managed to figure out. At the end of the
recipe, her mother had written Add the thing you want most of all.

“What is that supposed to mean?” Violet said as she peered at the list.
“A million dollars? A yacht? A bookstore that sells books?”

“I’ll figure it out,” Isabel said.



“I doubt it,” Violet said as she shared the last cupcake with Hank. The
sugar rush may have caused Hank to race off, out the door and down the
road.

Isabel dashed upstairs to borrow one of her sister’s dresses, hoping to
look somewhat presentable when she went into town looking for Hank.

“The dog that doesn’t belong to me is missing,” she told her sister.
“Of course he’s not yours,” Sophie said. “That would be a

commitment.”
“You sound like my ex,” Isabel said.
“I never liked your ex,” Sophie said, which made Isabel laugh out

loud.
“That’s one thing we can agree on,” she said.
“The dog has a better personality,” Sophie granted.
“I’m going to get him a tag with his current address on it so he can be

returned if found. That’s a commitment.”
When she opened the closet, Isabel discovered all the bags and

clothing she’d charged on her ex’s card piled up, still in their wrapping
paper. At least Sophie hadn’t thrown them away.

“I had no use for them,” Sophie explained, sheepish, for she had
neither thanked Isabel nor returned the gifts.

“Yes, you do,” Isabel said. “I’m listing them for sale, and from the
money we earn, we can have new bookshelves made.”

They looked at one another because they’d both heard the most
important word Isabel had said, one that had not been spoken for more than
twelve years. We.

“Fine,” Sophie said. “We should do that.”

Isabel walked to the hardware store on Main Street to buy Hank a new
collar and a tag that was engraved with the address of Red Rose Cottage.
The air was fresher here—that much was true. There was birdsong
everywhere.

“I heard you were back,” Mr. Hawley said. He was Matt’s father, and
Violet’s grandfather, and he didn’t say anything about Isabel’s past bad



behavior. He’d run the store longer than Isabel had been alive and used to
play poker with her father on Friday evenings in their kitchen. He used to
bring licorice for Isabel and Sophie, and even though neither girl could
stomach the candy, they always made certain to thank him.

“I’m not back,” Isabel said.
“And that you’ve got a dog that’s running all over town.”
“He’s not my dog.”
“I heard he was over at the inn sitting on the porch.” Mr. Hawley held

up the finished dog tag. “This is for your nonexistent dog,”
“I’m sorry about Matt,” she said.
“We’re all sorry about Matt,” Mr. Hawley responded. After Isabel had

paid and thanked him, he called, “A lot of people don’t know what to do
about grief. I don’t blame you for a thing.”

Isabel turned back to him, as grateful as she’d ever been. “My sister
does,” she said.

“It’s likely she loves you more than she blames you,” Mr.  Hawley
said. “The worst part is when you blame yourself.”

Isabel went on to the market. She tried to forget how lovely it was to
have neighbors who knew you and cared for you, but all she could think of
was what a good man Mr.  Hawley was. She filled two large paper sacks
with flour, sugar, several pounds of butter, vanilla, raisins, dried fruit, and
blocks of dark chocolate, remembering at the last minute to pick up some
noodles and fresh asparagus for supper. Isabel was heading back, struggling
with the weight of the grocery sacks, when a truck slowed down on Shore
Road. The driver was Johnny Lenox, and he was grinning behind the
steering wheel. “I think you forgot something,” he called out the window.

“Really?” Isabel said. “Did I forget we got engaged that night when
nothing happened?”

“Something happened—you’re just choosing to forget it.”
“I remember,” Isabel shot back. “I’m madly in love with you.”
“Now you’ve got it. But you did forget your dog.” Hank was in the

passenger seat, happy as could be, head out the window. “He was over at
the inn. Get in. I’ll give you a ride. It looks like you’re weighted down.”

Isabel went around and got in on the passenger side, so that the dog
was between them. She put the groceries by her feet and attached the new



tag to Hank’s collar. “There,” she said to the dog. “Now everyone will
know where to return you.”

“I thought he didn’t belong to you,” Johnny said.
“He doesn’t,” Isabel insisted. “But his owner is a jerk. He was my

divorce lawyer.”
“I see,” Johnny said, staring right at her.
“Fifty percent of marriages end in divorce.” Isabel was touchy when it

came to this matter, as if divorce and failure meant the same thing.
As they headed to the bookstore, Johnny said, “I’m not married if

that’s what you want to know.”
Isabel laughed. “Did I ask?”
“I already knew you were divorced, so I thought you should know

what my marital status was. It’s only fair.”
Isabel gave him a look. “How would you know?”
Johnny was staring straight ahead at the road. He was too handsome;

that had always been his problem. Or one of them. He’d gone off to
California for a while and had been in the navy, if she remembered
correctly, and had come home when his father had called him back to take
over the ferry.

“Your sister hired your divorce lawyer,” Johnny said.
“She did not. I got my own terrible lawyer all by myself.”
“Well, she paid for him. She thought you couldn’t afford a decent

lawyer. I took her over to Hensley to meet with him at the diner. She cried
over you.”

“She did not.” Isabel lifted her eyes to meet Johnny’s stare. “Did she?”
“You’re very dense,” Johnny said. “Are you still a painter?”
“No. I gave it up.”
“Too bad. I remember that you were good even back in school. But

probably someone with your lack of sensitivity shouldn’t be an artist. Too
much emotional stress.”

“Stop acting like you know me,” Isabel said.
“Well, you for sure do not know me. I’m not the person I used to be,”

Johnny said.
“We’re always the people we used to be,” Isabel said.
“Then I must still be in love with you.” When Isabel turned to him,

Johnny added, “It happened in sixth grade. Believe me, it was nothing I



wanted. You used to make me run away with you and hide in the marshes.”
“I didn’t have to force you.”
“No,” Johnny said. “You didn’t.”
Isabel didn’t know how to respond to that remark. She looked at him

and felt something she hadn’t expected. She remembered the night in the
hallway of the tavern and the kisses outside her door. She remembered him
following her along the road on a snowy day, too shy to say anything. She
remembered how they’d always run away together. That stopped soon after
her mother had died, when Isabel had decided to turn and ask, “Why are
you here?” and he’d responded by saying, “Because you need me.” Isabel
had left him there and run all the way home, her heart pounding. She’d run
because it was true. She’d never gone into the marshes with him again, even
though there was something she had wanted to show him that last day.

“Can you help me?” Isabel asked when they pulled up in front of the
cottage. She had decided they had to move Sophie to the first floor so she
wouldn’t be so isolated. The staircase was crooked and uneven, and the
only way to do it was to have her carried down.

“Johnny Lenox,” Sophie said when she saw him in the doorway of her
room. She glanced at her sister, then back at Johnny. “Shouldn’t you be on
the ferry?” What she really meant was clear. Shouldn’t you stay far away
from my sister?

“I should be, and my father will be having a fit, but I’m here to
transport you.”

He carried her down to the couch in the parlor, carefully, making
certain not to bang her leg against the railings. Johnny was surprisingly
gentle, which upset Isabel. Apparently, she didn’t know him at all, and he
certainly didn’t know her, even though they had spent so much time
together. The couch was old and sagging but very comfortable. Johnny
stood back and surveyed the sisters. He was a cousin of Matt’s and had been
there for Sophie when she was at her worst before Violet was born. “Maybe
you’ll both be who you always were if you’re given time.”

“I don’t think that’s happening, Johnny,” Sophie said. “Some things
stay lost.”

Johnny nodded to the Labrador retriever snoozing on the rug. “He
didn’t.”



When Johnny left, Isabel sat and faced her sister. “Violet doesn’t
read?”

“She thinks the bookstore brought us bad luck. She’s just like you.”
“No, she isn’t. She can’t be.”
“When was the last time you were in a bookstore? When did you last

read a novel?”
“I used to read,” Isabel said. “And Violet will too. I gave her Half

Magic today.”
Sophie burst into tears.
“Was I not supposed to?” Isabel asked.
Sophie shook her head. “It was exactly what you were supposed to

do.”
They both thought that over. “Did you pay for my divorce lawyer?”
Sophie shrugged. “It was money you would have gotten if we’d sold

the bookstore.”
Hank was on the floor between them, exhausted from running around

the island. He looked extremely happy.
“Do you think we can keep the bookstore open?” Sophie had always

been the one to make the decisions, but that time seemed to have passed.
“We can try,” Isabel said.
That was what their father had always said. They left out the part that

came next, though they both remembered how it went. The worst we can do
is fail.

They spent the rest of that glorious June in the overheated kitchen,
with Sophie’s leg propped up on a stool. Violet and Isabel got the bookstore
ready to open at the end of the month, once the bakery was finished. Johnny
Lenox and his father made a lovely bakery case, which they installed, and
Mr.  Hawley donated a small refrigerator and a rather complicated coffee
maker. On the week of the opening, Sophie went to the clinic and had her
cast removed. Isabel went with her, and afterward, they did a dance in the
parking lot, just a few small joyful steps.

Two days before the opening, while the I Must Be in Heaven
Chocolate Brownies were baking, Isabel couldn’t find Violet anywhere. As
it turned out, she was in the meadow reading Mary Poppins.

“What happened to Edward Eager?” Isabel asked.



Violet shrugged. “Finished. I read all seven. He should have written
more.”

“Well, there are eight Mary Poppins books, so they should keep you
busy for a while. The author P. L. Travers once said, ‘A writer is, after all,
only half his book. The other half is the reader and from the reader the
writer learns.’”

“Are we supposed to believe Mary Poppins arrives on the west wind?”
“It’s magic.”
“There was a west wind when you arrived,” Violet said thoughtfully.

“You’re right,” Isabel said to her sister that night. The sisters were sitting on
the porch drinking iced tea and testing the brownies. Isabel had been
rereading Half Magic, and she’d been remembering how wonderful a book
could be. “She is like me.”

“I told you so.” Sophie started to cry.
“Should I be insulted?” Isabel asked.
“Not at all,” Sophie said, wiping her eyes. “It’s just that you are very

dense.”
“That’s what Johnny said.”
“Of course he would. You’ve been dense about him your whole life

long.”
“He told me I was in love with him,” Isabel said.
“Let me guess. You didn’t believe him.”
“I don’t think I’m the smart sister,” Isabel said.
“You are,” Sophie told her. “You just have a lot to learn.”

The next day Isabel went out to the garage and found some old wood and
paint cans and got to work on a sign for outside the bookstore. It was only
supposed to say grand opening, but then she decided to add the marshes
and the lupines and everything she had made herself forget about Maine
that she now remembered. She brought the sign outside and leaned it



against an old lawn chair. It was early in the morning, and there were
starlings in the trees, and the marsh was thick with green reeds. She
remembered that Johnny once told her he would never stop following her
unless she ran away. She remembered where the Lenoxes lived, and found
that she knew the route by heart. Their house was out on the point, beyond
the marshes. There Johnny was, hanging up laundry on the line.

“Don’t you have a dryer?” Isabel said.
“It’s better when it dries outside. It smells like the marsh.”
“Do you want to see what I never showed you that day I ran away?”

Isabel asked.
She’d forgotten her shoes, and she now realized she was in paint-

splattered pajamas that had belonged to her father, but she was done
forgetting now. She was remembering everything about the way she used to
feel.

“I do,” Johnny said.
He put on high boots and loaned her a pair, and they headed through

the marsh, which was so muddy a person could sink to their knees if they
weren’t careful. Once or twice, Johnny grasped Isabel’s arm when it seemed
that she might be sinking. She brought him to the hidden rookery of the
herons where she and Sophie and their mother used to go, their secret place.

“How did I never see this before?” he asked.
As it turned out, Isabel remembered how to climb a tree. She went into

the huge nest of reeds first, then reached out her hand and Johnny caught it
and climbed into the nest as well. You could see to the ocean from here.
You could see Main Street and the ferry building and the fields of lupines.

“If you had brought me here instead of running away after you lost
your mother, our whole lives would have been different,” Johnny said, and
Isabel really couldn’t disagree.

Isabel went into the bookstore early on opening day, just to make certain
everything was perfect. Or near to perfect. Or just terrifically good. She set
out the cups and spoons and plates that had belonged to their mother, and
looked over at the books now in neat rows on the new shelves Mr. Hawley



had recently built. There were chairs to sit in when you paged through
books you might want to buy, and in the small room in back was the
younger readers’ section. It was practically perfect, but it needed something
more. Before the morning light had broken, Isabel painted the walls and
turned them into marshes, and the tables and chairs were turned into pieces
of the ocean, with starfish and sharks and seals.

One hundred and thirty-three people attended the opening, along with
six dogs, not including Hank. Violet kept count. Some were neighbors;
some were summer people—all of them bought something. The cupcakes
and brownies and slices of cake went quickly, and Sophie was stationed at
the espresso machine, and everyone was delighted to see her, for she’d been
hidden away for weeks. Johnny bought six Robert Parker mysteries, and his
father bought an old book of maps of New England, and people seemed to
realize they had to pay for the books they wanted rather than just borrow
them.

“We’re not exactly rich,” Violet said at the end of the day. “But we’re
getting there.”

Isabel had noticed that her niece had hidden away Andrew Lang’s
fairy books, for she planned to read them when she was done with Mary
Poppins. Once she began reading an author, she didn’t like to stop, a trait
she may well have inherited from her aunt, who had read those same fairy
books one summer, one after the other, still wishing for more when she was
through.

That night, when Isabel went to tidy up, she noticed a last pile of books on
the floor behind a chair, likely left there from her father’s time. He had
loved the store so. It had saved him when the girls’ mother died, and if he
hadn’t paid much attention to finances, well, who could blame him? Isabel
moved the books and saw that there on the wall was a hinge that had been
obscured by the books, and a very small door that she’d never seen before.
She crouched down to open it. Inside, there was a small blue notebook, and
when she peered in, she found a page meant for both sisters. Isabel



recognized the handwriting, even though it had been years since she’d seen
it. Their mother’s.

How Much Do I Love You?

I love you more than pancakes, more than ice cream, more

than pickles, more than my life. I love you more than dogs or

cats or diamonds or gold, more than anyone else in the world. I

loved brushing your hair every night and walking you to

school. I told you every story you knew.

I want you to remember our last day. I read you a story about

two sisters who could �nd their way through the woods even if

it was dark. I want you to remember the last evening we had.

We drank tea made of roses. We baked a peach pie. We had

spaghetti with butter for supper. We looked at the stars with

your father, sitting high up on the roof, and then I took you

inside. I kissed you both good night.

I hope you remember everything.

Someday you will �nd this and you’ll know that to the very

end I thought about you. There is no ending to that. You still

hold my heart in your hands. I loved you girls more than a �sh

loves a river, more than a bird loves the sky.

Remember that. Remember me.

When Isabel went into the kitchen, she made the Fall in Love
Fruitcake even though it was very late, almost morning. She used her
mother’s mixing bowls and her cake tins. She’d decided it was a good time
to finally bake this cake. She knew what the secret ingredient was now.
When the fruitcake was done, she went up to her sister’s room and got into
bed beside her.

“What’s wrong?” Sophie asked, half-asleep.
“Nothing,” Isabel said. “Everything is absolutely right.”
She was thinking about the way a fish loved a river, and a bird loved

the sky, and a mother loved her daughters. She was remembering
everything. How love could change a person, how it could cause you the
greatest sorrow or shelter you from harm. There were moths hitting against



the windowpanes. A night heron called in the marshland as if its heart were
breaking.

Isabel remembered how it felt to walk up the path to the cottage, how
bright the stars were at night, how many books she could read in a week,
how it felt to sit in the marsh and be so quiet the herons didn’t know she
was there, how her sister had always been there for her, even in that terrible
year. She remembered that Johnny used to come to the house at night after
she had stopped talking to him, just waiting for her to recognize what they
were to each other. Isabel went to the window and looked out, and there he
was. She gave her sister the notebook their mother had left for them, and
then she went downstairs. By the time she did, he was waiting at the door.
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